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International Labor Conference

As 1934 dawns, it seems appropriate to take a backward glance over such
fragmentary indications as tend to show what the past year has brought to employ
women — for example, their employment or unemployment status, cost of living,
wages being earned, hours of work, mininum wa,7es fixed and new authority granted
for such action, situation under N.R.A.codes.

Certain great factors will make this year stand out prominently in the
history of women employment: The early months were marked by the passage of
minimumuage legislation for women in 7 new States . the first impetus that has
been given to such legislation for a decade. The second half of the year has
seen the de'relepment of a concerted effort to secure shorter hours, greater wage
stability, and increased employment through N.R.A. industrial codes, and an
equally planned attempt to fit unemployed women to new jobs a—d to give them
better training through the Federal Emergency Relief AdiAnistration and with
Civil Works Administration funds.

iral21'11.2122L'9EL.EalLaa

Womenls Bureau surveys of women in various industries made in the first 7
months of 1933 showed very low wages. While this is not surprising at this time,
it may be more so to find that even in the midst of depression the working
hours of many women were found to be of excessive length.

Outstanding ame7;g the surveys ri!..de by the Women's Bureau and reflecting
conditions at some time in the first half of 1933 have been those in the shoe
industry in New H-Lmpshire and in the needle trades in Kansas City; in the former,
28 factories were covered, in the latter 39 plants, Jointly with other agencies
in the Department of Labor a study of wo:,en in shirt making was made in 9 States
in which this industry is important.

In the needle trades in Kansas City (including the making of .lents work
clothes and underwear and woilenls moderately—priced dresses, cloaks, suits, and
lingerie) the median of a weekts earnings for the 3,748 women reported was only
$9.95 - one half receiving more, one half less, than this fimre. Just over one
fifth had earned less than $6 in the week, and slightly less than one fifth had
received as much as $15. Of those whose work time could be ascertained, well
over one fourth had worked more than 50 hours in the week.
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In the survey of shoe factories, the larrest group of women - 1,S54 in
number - were employed in plants making McKay shoes. These women had median
week's earnings of only $9.45, and special effort was made in the study to see
that the week selected should be a full one. In most of these factories, over
half the women earned less than $10, and in only 4 out of 12 did any woman
receive as much as $25.

In the study of women making shirts the median of earnings in a busy week
in spring or early summer was only $7.30, with only 11 percent of the women
earning as much as $12 and 35 percent receiving less than $6. One third of the
women reported in Pennsylvania and over half of those, in Indiana (1,179 women,
or 16 percent of all those in the study) had worked 50 hours or more in the week.
Of the hourly earnings reported, over 30 percent (2,235 out of the entire
7,207 women) had earned less than 15)cents an hour; less than 10 percent had
received as high as 30 cents.

In all these surveys great variation was found in the amounts paid in
different plants in the same industry, and even in the same city where living
costs would bo relatively similar.

Minimum wage provisions 

From 1912 to 1923, 15 States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rice
passed legislation enabling the fixing of a minim wage for woments employment.
Six of these laws have remained in active operation in respect to women in
certain employments. During 1933, 7 States passed such legislation, only one of
these having previously enacted such a law. Several others are seeking to
follow a similar course. The 7 States are Connecticut, Illinois, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Utah. The new acts are similar in terms (except that
of Utah which follows the California model), and contain a preamble carefully
prepared to withstand the pitfalls of the unconstitutionality of certain of the
earlier acts. if

With a view of making available to these States such resources of the
Department of Labor as they might care to avail themselves of, the Secretary of
Labor invited them to a conference in Washington in July. Certain minivam wage
principles developed as the consensus of opinion of this conference, directed
chiefly toward the establishr:ent of an actual ninionla without a variety of
exceptions (difficult to enforce and dauoralizing to general wage standards) as
for exalople, for handicapped workers or according to size of city, differing
locality, or for other reasons. This conference was followed by a fuller one
in September. 2/

After the passage of its Act, New York led the way in minimum wage
organization with a study of women employed in laundries in the State. The
wage received by these women was found to be unreasonable and oppressive, in
some cases running as low as $3, $4, and $5 a week and with a week's median
of $10.41 for over 5,000 women surveyed. A wage board was called subsequentlyand the mininuu fixed at 31 cents an hour in New York City, Westchester and
Long Island, and 27,:4;- cents elsewhere in t'Ae State (which woul(1 yield $11 or
$12.40 for a 40-hour week).

New Hampshire and Ohio have endeavored to build a sound basis for theirminimum-wage organizations, and each has been conducting a study of one of theirindustries with a view to fixing a minimum wage. Illinois has shown interest andhas begun the establishment of its machinery of action.

1/ For further explanation of constitutionality of the acts, write the National
Consumers, League, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City,

2/ For details of the two conferences, see Women's Bureau mimeographed
material on these conferences. (Miuco. #1154,#116g, #1169.)
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tn Connecticut a survey of the clothing industries was conducted, On
the basis of the findings, which showed an oppressive wage being paid the
majority of women so employed, the commission urged the calling of a wage
board to recor.nend a minion figure. Median earnings of the women reported in
the busy season were only $10.11, with 50 hours as the average work week.

Another development in minimum wage practice during the year was the
consummation of a tri—state agreement relong Washington, Oregon, and California
upon a wage for workers in the canning industry. This was fixed at 27-1, cents
an hour, with piece rates to reach this amount for at least 35 percent of all
women of 18 years and over.

Employment of women

Indications as to wamenfs. employment show that very many more women had
jobs in the fall of 1333 than at a similar time in 1932, though the levol was
by no means so high as in 1926. Women have had their full share of attention
in the widespread plans being made for civil works emplor.:ent.•

Information fro_ the only State publishing monthly figures on employment
by sex — New York Li— shows from September 1932 to September 1933 an increase
of 15 percent in the index of woments employment in manufacturing. Considerably
greater increases were shown in the printing industries and in textiles,
especially cotton, silk, and woolen goods. Only in food and. tobacco industries
(combined) had employment attained to three fourths of the level of June 1923,though National Industrial Conference Board figures for women in all manufacturing
showed a level slightly over three fourths that of 1923..

Bureau of Lnbor Statistics .5./ indexes for woman—employing industries (men
and women combined) showed appreciable gains in October 1933 over October 1932.
In shoes, textile fabrics, wearing apparel, and the food industries the indexes
showed employment practically three fourths or more of that of 1926 (though in
each of these pay rolls had not reached so high a figure).

In the snon—manufacturing industries employing many women, employment ranged
from about 69 percent of the 1929 level in telephone and telee.raph to nearly 90percent in retail trade (October 1933 figures). The respective figures for
hotels, laundries, and dyeing and cleaning were 77, 7g, and. H.

Bureau of Labor Statistics figures on full—time operation of plants
for September show an average of from 89 to 99 percent of full time being
worked in plants reporting in the woman—eml2loying industries hcre beinr, cited.
Figures for individual industries are as follows: Cigars and cigarettes,89 percent of full time; food. industries 94; textiles (fabrics and wearing
apparel), 97; shoes, 99 percent.

In the latter part of the year, the Womenis.Division of the FederalEmergency Relief Ac'llinistrz-ttion has been very active in its efforts to placewomen under the provision for civil worl:.6. funds. Organization through thevarious States is being developed, and many types of work have been opened towomen. A report by this agency to become available about the first of theyear is expected to show something of the extent of woman unemployment andre—employment.

For discussion of sources of data on unemployment of women, see Women's
Bureau News Letter, pec. 1, 1933.4/ The II.laustrial Bulletin. New York State Department of Labor.Monthly Labor Review, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. Department ofLabor.
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Laundries and hotels showed payrolls in October below those of the year before by
respectively 2.5 and 4 percent. In all the foregoing, the actual per capita
wage was loss than that of the year before. The telephone and telegraph industry
showed more unfortunate conditions than any of the above; October payrolls were
11.5 percent below those of October 193, and employment had declined nearly as
much. Per capita earnings also declined, though somewhat less than in the other
non-manufacturing industries cited here.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics made it biennial study of the rayon
industry in April, Uoy, and Juno of 1933, showing women's average full-time
earnings of $11.09 (actual earnings only $9.24), a decline of one third from
the earnings found at the same period of 1931.. This was in a period of 1933
before recovery had be,-;un; the monthly wage figures for this industry (men and
women combined) show that the June wage of $12.75 rose by October to $15.01 (an
increase of nearly 1.8 percent).

In relation to office workers! earnings, New York is again the only State
publishing periodic information. Each year in October earnings of such employees
in the industrial plants reported are tabulated separately. Such average weekly
earnings of women in offices in October 1933 ware $20463. This represents an
increase of 0.7 percent from the earnings of those reported in October 1932.

Hours of work

The summary Liven above of certain Women's Bureau studies shows that even in
depression far too long hours of employment still have existed for many wonen.
The progress in shortening hours is summarized below in the consideration of
N.R.A. codes, and the action of the Internation Labor Conference also is stated
below. However, Bureau of Labor Statistics figures show that v,eekly hours in many
manufacturing groups averaged below the 40 sought in many N.R.A. codes.

It reroains to call attention to the fact that in 1933 six States passed hour
legislation, either in shortening moximuu hours or extending the list of indus-
tries to be covered. These were Connecticut, Minnesota, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Texas, Wyoming. g/ None of these provided a maxio-rma as low as the 40-
hour week now sought to be established in mrny industrial codes.

Average weekly hours reported for 7g manufacturing indaistries-by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics for October (not given by sex) ranged fro 51.6 hours in one
of the food industries to 25 hours in one of the iron and steel groups. For
selected woman employers they were, as follows: From 35 to 51.6 hours in food
industries, from 34.9 to 37.9 in textile fabrics (those for clothing grauns
not reported), 37.8 hours in leather manufacturing, 38 hours in cigars and.
cigarettes.

In ir,portant on-manufacturing groups, they inn as long as 50.2 hours in
hotels, rangin4 around 40 elsewhere, as follows: Telephone and telegral)h, 37.6;
laundries, 3g.6; retail trade, 39.5; dyeing and cleaning, 41.5.

8/ For further details of these laws, see Womers Bureau publication,
Siropla..e.00t to
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Women under N.R.A. Codes 

By the middle of December, when the N.R.A. was 6 months old, codes
submitted by over 160 industries had been approved. It was then estimated
that, although some 750 codes still were pending and labont 4,000 had boon
submitted, all but about 10 percent of the country's worlrors would be covered
by approved codes by January 1, 1934.

The Women's Bureau has completed analyses of some 120 codes, and from
these the following facts may be summarized. (The figures, while not always
exact, are substantially so.)

A basic week of 40 hours applying to most employees (except for various
emergency specification) is fixed in about 70 percent of the codes. In
practically all cases, a good many exceptions are made for such employees as
executives, technical workers, engineers, watchmen, office employees, and
others. Many codes provido an 8-hour day either by specification or by
requiring overtime pay for longer. A few provide for a 5-day week. The resoarch
division of the N.R.A. estimates that a week shorter than 30 hours would be
necessary to reemploy all those who are at work in normal times.

As to the wages fixed, these may be said to range from the $12, $13, or
$14 minimum in many codes, to a considerably higher figure for skilled work's
such as some of those in clothing and other industries. Relatively few codes
fix a definite minimum without qualification by occupation, geographic area,
size of city, or in some other way. About 80 percent of the codes fix the
wage regardless of sex, though some 35 of the approved codes make a sex
difference. Many exceptions from the code minimum are made for learners (78
codes), office boys and girls (39 codes), and handicapped workers (47 codes).
Most codes specify an added rate of pay for overtime, and overtime is limited
in some cases to certain amounts or for certain employees.

Homework has been a policy in a comparatively small number of. industriez
It has been considered in the codes of 17 industries; 10 prohibit homework
from the effective date; 6 provide for elimination following a period of
adjustment; 1 provides that homeworhers are to receive the same rates as
workers in factories. Work in unsanitary buildings has been spocifically
forbidden in codes of four industries, and about half the codes specify that
State requirements on the subject be complied with.

The great majority of the codes specifically provide that State laws
shall prevail where more stringent than code regulations, and many codes specify
that their provisions shall be posted conspicuously in work places.

The wages of clerical workers, though often fax too low for healthful
living, frequently have boon somewhat bettor than those of industrial workers,
and little attention is paid in the codes to bettering the status of this
group, which includes many more women than does the manufacturing. Frequently
their hours are loft longer than those of the industrial workers.
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No code has yet been approved for household workers, one of the large
st

of all woman-employing groups.

It is too early as yet to appraise the effects of the codes upon 
emplowd

women. 2./ There is no present method of estimating with any degree of acc-erasy

the number of women covered. The Women's Bereau, continuing its special

studies, will be able to make some report upon effects in certain industries.

That employers are finding the codes helpful is Indicated in the fact that

the period of action of codes in several important industries has boon trztended -

for example, iron and steel, and automobiles. The effect upon labor orcaniz-

otions is indicated in the fact that the American Federation of Labor has

issued large numbers of charters to now organizations in the past few mon
ths.

Only the building up of a thorough central reporting system from all industri es

to the N.R.A. and to other reepa-esible r:overnment agencies, with data available

by sex, can give any general picture of results.

International Labor Conference

The United States sent 4 officio/ observers to the regular June session

of the International Labor Conference in Geneva. Major items on the agenda

were hours of wor:, social inslIrance. and pub?ic employment agencies.

Draft conventions were adopted (to be sent the various countries for

ratification) on insurance for old ace, invalidity, for widows and orphans in

industry or commerce, for liberal professions, outworkers, domestic emplo7ees,

agricultural workers. A draft convention was adopted for the abolition of

fee-charging employment agencies conducted with a view to profit within three

years and the licensing of such arencies where not conducted for profit and

the conference recommended further development of public agenci3s.

questionnaires were ordered to be sent the various governments as to

unemployment insurance and as to the 40-hour week.

The first mentioned being under consideration for the first time had ndt

reached the stage of a draft convention, but workers' representatives had

hoped the 40-hour week, which had boon discussed previously, might be ambodied

in such a convention. Failing that, they sou,eht to safeguard the questionnaire

to be sent out on the 40-hour reel:. by connectini; with it queries as to the

wages paid. Their continued efforts to impress the fact that the wage scale

is inseparable from shortened hours if the economic situation of workers is

to be stabilized was an outstanding feature of the conference, which finally

prevailed to the extent that it is in the questions to be sent to the

governments. (For fuller details, see 7.B. News Letter A.2g. 1933, and report
of the American observers to be published by the U.S. Department of Labor.)

9- Sec recent issues of the women's Bureau Thws Letter for certain estimates,
from the few sources of available data, as to what may be e:.-pected for
workers in certain industries important in woman employment for which
codes have been approved.
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Cost 9f livinL

Estimating the cost of living is at best an u
ncertain matter, more

especially since standards of living differ g
reatly- vith obligations of

various types and with social changes of m
any kinds.

It may be stated confidently that many empl
oyed women earn amounts far

less than sufficient to establish healthful 
living for themselves, and many

have dependents in addition. Estimates of.a r.linimum—decency wage for a sinx-le

employed woman made by certain State officials 
for differing localities in

depression years ranced from *12.50 to $17.20.

Old age pensions

Eleven States in 1933, enacted old age pension legislation
 — Arizona,

Arkansas (declared unconstitutional), Colorado,
 Indiana, Maine, Michigan,

Nebrasks, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon and Washington. 
This brings the total

to 26 States with laws now in effect. Tho pension age is 65 in 12 of these,

68 in 1, and. 70 in the remaining 13. rough estimate of women affectcd would

show about one third of the older women normally in g
ainful occupations in the

country to be covered by pension provisions. (For details see W. B. News

Letter for Dec. 193.3.)
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ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAI7FULLY EYYLOYED WOVEN

Lanimum rage
Labor standards
Five NRA Codes approved for clothing industries

Emr1o7ment of women
Earnings and expenses of business girls

Foreign notes

r.inimum Wage

Connecticut. Stud of Waes Paid Homeworkers in the Lace Industry

In addition to the survey of the Women's Dress Industr7, the Connecticut
Minimum Wage Division has completed an investigation into home manufacture
in the lace industry. The survey of Lace workers found, as did that of

Dress manufacturing, oppressive and unreasonable wages paid, and the investi-
cators ala:-.e a strong recommendation for the calling of a wage hoard and the
fixing of a minimum wage for homewor7:ers at least equal to that establiEihed
in the MIA codes.

The survey covered 125 families doing homework, and the earnings of
these families for September 1933 were secured from factory payrolls. The
average monthly earnings of those families were $18.50, and median weekly
earninces raned from $3.08 to $4.20 (half the fami]ies earning more, half
less) for the four payroll dates. Approximately three fifths of the families
earned under $5 a week, About 25 percent of the families were receiving aid
from charity, and the renort states that this shoe's "clearly the relationship
between a sweated industry and relief organizations".

Re.tos for homework wore raised early in Nove)eber and as a result median
weekly earnings rose to $5.28 for the woWe of Novembe:' 30, still far be)ow
the Code reinimum for industrial workers, $13 for 40 hours of wor.c.. It must
be emphasized that these car:ein,--s do not re.oresont the work of one person,
but in every case of several members of a famil7e. Information for apout 90
families showed an avera,N of 4 persons helping to earn tl'13 family wage.

While it is difficult to secure accurate data on the nrmber of hours
worked for the amounts stated above, it is unieniable thet in general the
average nurPber of r:,an-hou;es worked perfamily each week was considerably
above 40. In general it was folind that adults worker'. on an average of 5 or
6 hours a day and the children in the family between 3 and 4, but some 5 and
lip to 10 hours. To this must be added the hours spent delivering and
collecting the lace, inc1udint7 time at the factory waiting for work, which
ranged from 1 to 8 hours and averaged about 3.
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Director Thomas A. Edmonison of the Ohio Department of Industrial
Relations has summoned a ware board for the laundry industry, as a result of
an ievestigation conducted by the Division of ninimnm Wage, at the head of
which Miss Louise Stitt of Chio State University recently has been appointed.
The survey found that a elebstantial number of women were receiving wages so
oppressively low as to be below the value of the services rendered and to
be encouraging a type of competition detrimental to employers and employees
alike and to business and industry in general.

The report covered 138 representative laundries, chiefly commercial,
but a few in hotels or institutions. Women included in the study numbered
1,745 and represented about one fourth of the estimated number engaged in such
work in Ohio in 1933. Wage and hour data wore secured for a weak in May ald
a week in September 1233. Earrings were higher in September as laundries
were then operatinr under the blanket code which set the minimum at $11.25
for 45 hours. Fowever, only a little over one fourth of the women reported
(except forewomen) earned as much as $11.25 in the September weak taken,
since many did not work the full 45 hours. Tne brief summary following is
confined chiefly to the Septeuber data.

The =clan :7ock's earnings of 1,411 women in commercial laundries were
$9.04, half earning more, half less. One third of those women had earned
loss than $3 a wee;I: and 88 percent less than $12. (In May, over half those
reported had earned less than O.) The median hours worl-ed per week in
commercial laundries was 35 1/3. The highest median, $7.2.76 as for women
worn e: 45 but under 50 hours, while half the women whose hours were 50
to 55 a week received less 'flan $9.43.

The medians for women in hotels and in institutions were higher than in
the strictly commercial laureiries, 50 women in leastitutions rucaivinr a
mediae. of $11.R0 a week, and 163 women in hotels, $9.27 a wee17. In no hotel
wore ieeals and lodeeing part of the worker's coreponsAtior.

Annual earnincs were secured for 178 women, a little over one tenth of
all in the study. Tae median of such earnings was V44.50. That for 99
women wor:dne every week in the year was $386.24, an average of $7.43 a week
on which to live.

The material was studied by size of commurity ard also by size of plant,
but no consistent variations in the earnings were found under either of
these heads. Amonc those in the various occupations, naturally the 16 fore-
women reported wars best paid, their median ee,rninrs being $1;2. The five
largest occupational groups woe,: those of finishers, mangle and press
operators, sorters and markers, and their eindian -,oe17'searnings ranged from
$7.70 to $10.13. The remort raiees the question !Is to the extent to which
the typo of work done affects tile earnings.

Oklahoma. Lookine  Toward  Mirimum Wage 

Considerable attertion is Given to the subject of leinimum wage in
special bulletin or. Women in Industry, recently received from the Department
of Tabor of Oklahoma. Recent developments in such lorislation are reviewedand several of the new laws are anale-zed in detail. The report reproduces
a letter written in May by Miss Zelda Harrell, woman factory inspector, to
a group of women interested in the subject. She says in part:
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"We already have a -;reater number of factories and workshops in Oklahomathan the average citizen realizes, and a survey conducted by the OklahomaState Department of Labor has revealed that wages have been reduced in someinstances to as low as $1.50 for a week's work....
"row is the time to lay the foundations for the enactment of a minimumwage law by OUT next legislature The women of Oklahoma are powerfulenough to elect a letislature which will pass the law. The Commissioner ofLabor and the entire department pledges you our hearty support in thisimportant movement."

Five  N.R.A. Codes Approved for Clothing Industries

The clothing industries traditionally have been engaged in by largenumbers of women. N.R.A. codes have been put into effect for five of these,beginning with that for woNen's Coats and Suits approved Awrist 4, 1933, andincluding Corlets and Brassieres, Men's Clothing, Dresses, and finally.Cotton Garments aprnved 7ov3mber 17.

Employment of women in clothing industries

Clothing industries employed nearly 334,000 women (exclusive of those inglove f,Ictori. s) in 1930, men in the industry =boring nearly 140,000.Complete information on the numbers employed in each group coming under aseparate code are not obtainable from published Census figures, except forcorsets and brassieres w:-Iich emnloyed nearly 11,000 men and women. Datapresented at hearin,7s indicated that between 80,000 and 90,000 men and womenusually are employed in the manufacture of dresses, and about 40,000 inmaking women's coats and suits. It sould be noted that the Cotton Garmentcode covers cotton wash dresses, also men's wash suits, shirts and collars,and work clothing.

Certain LEpvisions in 5 clothin codes 

The followinF; table summarizes the basic hour and minimum wageprovisions of the 5 codes:

Code
Date

IxTroved
1933 ,

_.....
Weekly
hours

in :lode
Lowest wage fixed in code

Coat .8c Suit Aug. 4 35 7ast West
Enumerated occupations $,7,3-9 wk. $22.00 wk.
'Drafts on piecework lj $21
Non-ma-mfact-iring $14 $14.00 "Corset & nrassiere Aag.14 40 $14 wk.

Men's Clothine Aug.26 36 South $13.32 wk. 1/; Nort1'. $14.40 1/.
(Non-mfg. - Southi $13 w':; North $14.)

Dross Oct.31 35 Occupations on Ifly rates $14 wk.
(N.Y.C. S, E. Metropolitan, $15)
Occupations on hourly rates li $16.95 wk.
(N.Y.C. $19.95)Cotton Garment

-,--7- - -...-7 - - -7- -
 Nov.17

- 40 South $12, North $13 wk.j II compute or basic maximum hours.
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Minimum wages in 5 clothing codes

From the foreizoin4 table, it will be notei that minimum wa,;.e rates setfor the Cotton Garment industry are the lowest of the group for the longesthours of work, being $12 in the South and $13 in the rorth, for a 40-hr.week. The minimum rats for Corsets and Brassieres is $14 everywhere for40 hours; and for Ydn's $13.32 in the South, $14.40 in the North,for 36 hours.
The scales or rates for Dresses and for women's Coats and Suits arecomplicated, since they vary by occupation, by locality, and in the case ofdresses by wholesale price of the garment.
The majority of women in the clothing industries are eithar sewingmachine operators or hand fin5shors. For a 35-hour week, minirrim rates inDresscs in Yew York City (employing the greatest proportion of the women inthis industry) are, by sale rice of dress, for oIerators $31.50 or $29.75;for finishars (,)22.75 or $19.95. In Coats and Suits, the minimum for operatorsranges from ;!:31.50 on coats in New York to $21.70 for the seni-sillodoutside the Northeastern States, for finishers from $2(=.75 to $1.55.

Hours in clothing manufacture

Maximum hours Per wcoh for most workers ar.: set at 35 in the codes forDresses and for women's Coats and Suits, at 36 for Men's Clothirg and at40 for cotton Garments and for Corsets and Brassieres. The clothing groupshave operated, in the pact for hours short in relation to some other largeindustries. Reports of the Census of nanufactures in l99 show 57 percentof the men and women working less than 45 hours a week, while of wage-earners in all industries only 13 nu:scent had such short weeks.However, in 1932, Men's Clothing plants reported by the Bureau of LaborStatistics were operating for hours only slightly loner than the code,the average actual hours per -eel,: worked by 33,000 mon and women being 37.3.

Wages in clothing manufacture

Recent earnings in the clothing industries indicate that improvementin earnirgs may be expected as a result of the codes, and the later reportsshow earnings already advancing. The full extent of the increase resultingfrom the individual codes cannot be shown because here aain classificationsfrom sources available do not c)incide with groupin,F.s under the codes.Furthermore, the code rages frequently are fixed by occupPtion and no re.oilarwaif() data are available by occu,otions; consequently any complete comparisonsare impossible. Thu two chief ;.1..ouris of nmen's clothingn and nwomurlsclothin,;0 i„ivon in most wage reports are likely to include industries whichcome under the Cotton Garment code ,,ith its lower wage scale. Thefollowinf table shows such data from the sources !tvailnble:
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Averace weeny oarnings reported for c1othinc-7 industries

Industry F.roup
New Yori: State (wnmen) 1/, U.S.ureai of Labor Statistics 2/

l32 i'3 1.32 1933

*
Womenls olothin,7 Jin. 17.1E, Jan. 20.12 15.81

J1yEi 16.75 16.11 June 15.31 14.26
Solt. 21.1J nA rr Sept. 18.99 22.39
Oct. 20.6J 22.85 Oct. 19.78 20.12
"ov. t 17.67 18.41 Nov. 16.71 16.92

Men's -Authing Jan. 13.54 11.38 Jan. 15.73 12.58
May 3/ 10.74 9.35 Yay 12.16 11.65
Sept. 13.67 14.51 SeiA. 15.07 17.11
Oct. 14.14 15.52 Oct. 11.87 17.21
Nov. 11.14 13.24 rov. i.04 15.39

1. 734--res reported for New York City were hither but the trend was the same.
2. Een an. women combine.
7 Lowest point in 1933.

It rill be noted from the above table that ea,:h year s111077S a seasonal
decline in -3ornins be min; in SQptember or October, but that earnings for
the three last reported ronths are higher in 1933 than in 1932, while the
opposite is true of the earlier months.

A study of the shirt industry (Cotton Garment code) made by the U. S.
DepartrIent of Tabor in June 1933 covered 18,37? women in 9 States. Median
of weeks earnings of these women ras $7.30 (half earning 1ss, half more).
The modiar of hour17! rates was 19 cents which would yield $7.60 for 40
hours. None of the States included was classified as Li the South under the
code, hence these woman should now be carninG at least $13 for 40 hours.
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tabor Standards 

United States. Labor Staniards. Consumers' LeaL-le Conference

It will be remembered that the National Co
nsumers! League held a

"conference on the breakdown of labor standards" in D
ecember 1932. This was

follo-Tad in December 1933 by a further conference on labor standards,

reviewin,-.; the effects of the N.R.A. It was agreed that these effects have

been generally beneficial, although reports from several hundred League

branches, State commissioners of labor, Y.7.C.A. secretaries, and employed

persons sho-7ed many evasions of codes.

The conference stressed the groat importance of further State

legislation along the fo1lowia7 lines:
1. The establishment in the States of minimum wage provisions, which

were characterized as "the underpinning of N.R.A."

n. The abolition by State action of industrial homeworh.
3. The immediate passage in the States of unmployment reserve laws.

In this connection, an official of New Hampshire stated the

covernor of that State has appointed a commission to study this

subject, and a Yassachusetts official rtnnounced that a bill is

to be introduced in the coming session of the legislature of

that State, modelled on the Wisconsin act.
4. The oev,,lopment of regional compacts between States for securing

uniform State 1,-!gislation.
5. Ratification by the States of the labor amendment.

In regard to N.R.A. codes, the conference strongly urged that they

embody the follewin. features:
I. If the minimum wage is less than $16, no exceptions should be

made for learners.
2. The averazing of hours over a period of time be eliminated,

but, when necessary, provision be made for limited additional

hours in a specified number of weeks with Pay at time and a 
half.

3. No difference should be made in the wage by sex or by 
race.

i- Industrial homework should be eliminated, with provisions
 for

excepted cases whero necessary.

5. Excentions made in codes should not apply in States where the

State standards are higher than those in the code.

In regard to administration of code provisions, the conf
erence

emphasized the following zt..5 important points:

1. Labor provisions of the code always should be posted in the plants.

2. Code authorities should contain labor representation eoual

to employer representation, and consumers also should be

included.

3. State labor derartments conforming to standards established by

the U. S. Department of Labor should be given federal authority

to examine payrolls and other records, and to carry on, with

assistance from federal funds, regular inspection in their

States in order to determine whether codes are being complied

with, and should report violations.
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United States, Five-day 7eca in Department Stores 

At a recent meeting of the National Retail Dry Goods Association,

held in New York, the question of the 5-clay week was discussed and was

strongly sup-orted by officials of two lane department stores.

One of these, Miss Margaret Sidney of New York, an amployment manager,

said in part: "The major alvantac;e of the five-day week is so obvious and

so close to the heart of any personnel person that it practically states

itself. No intollient person can deny that, from the stanCpoint of the

welfare of the indivirlual employe a half day or a day off a wee?: is Infinitely

preferable to an hour off eithnr in tho morning or the evening of each day."

An official of c, store in another large city statvd that the 5-day

week "]Ind a beneficial effect on personnel and therefore upon the business

as a -thole". He added "We have found that the E-day -.7ce:: decreases the

number of absentees; the extra lay off affords an eleplo-e an opportunity

to treat illness which may result in something more serous if not cared for."

rmplcyment of WOLLen

New York.  Unemployment of 7omen in Buffalo

Results of the fifth annual survey of unemployment in selected areas

of Buffalo, taken in Nc'veEber of each year, have been published in the

December 1933 issue of the New York Industrial 3ulletin, reporting nearly

900 women and over 3,500 men jobless. All these were ablo and willing to

wor.
The proportions of women unemployed (but able and willing to work)

have increased stoadil7 since the earliest study, that made in 1929, the

greatest jump being in 1970. The same was true for men until (and including)

1932, but in 1.933 their condition had improved over the year preceding,

being 32.6 percent unemlloyed in 1932 Rnd 28.7 percent in 1933.
The improvement for men In 1933 is not shared by wrrnen, of whom 25.4

percent we-e reported jobless in 1932 and 26.1 percent in 1933. In each

of the 5 years larx-r proportions of men than of wonen were out of work, but

in 1933 the proportions ran nearer for the two sexes t'lan in any other year,

26.1 percent of thu Yom,m and 23.7 percent of the men being unemployed.

Of the 12,400 men mad 3,300 women ineirded in the 1933 study, over

ono tenth were on part-time work, the proportions being sirilnr for the Ivo

sexes. In each ca52, over 4 percent were employed less than half time,

the proportion being slightly the higher for women.
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Pennsylvania. Emplo ,ent-Unemoloyment in  Philadelphia 

Two significant studies have appeared recently from the Pennsylvania

State Employment Commission. One of these is entitled "Thirty Thousand in

Search of Work", by Dr. aladys Palmer, and analyzes ar2licants at the

Philadelphia employment office.
The survey covers more than 30,000 including over 10,000 women. Nearly

half the women applicants (45.8 percent) we-e from domestic and personal

service occupations, ovar one fourth from clerical work. In the former, the

prevailing groups were domestics for general housework of which 1,800 had
dwr workers (including laundresses), waitresses (not .]oi..estic),

cooks and chefs, and mai;ls. The largest number having had clerical occupations
were stenographers (about 750), clerks, boohkeepers, typists, and telephone
and tJle;raph operators. Of all those who had boon engaged in domestic and
personal work, three fourths wore women, as wore two thirds of those
coming from clerical ;lobs.

Over one fourth of the women an over two thirds of the men were married.
Far more significant than their marital status was their number of depondunts.
Two thirds of the women had dependents, nearly one tenth had four or more
dependents, and over 120 women had seven or more persons to care for.

The averw..- ace of the women applying was about 33.- years, while that of
the men was o1d2r, about 33 years. Almost half the women applicants were
under 30, but only about a third of the men wore so young. Yearly three
fourths of the women (73 percent) had had more than a ,:;rammar school education,
nearly nine percent of them had been to college, and about one fourth of
them had been five years or more in the job they had held lon:est.

A siFnificant part of the study lies in a special analysis of certain
occupations having a lare labor surplus. Of these, those outstanding for
women were domestic servants, clerks, cooks and chefs, and waitresses. The
women cooks and chefs were considerably older then the men, but the waitresses
were younger than tile waiters, 94 percent of them being under 40. One fourth
of the women domestic servants were over 40.

The other stuey is entitled "Employment Trends in Philadelphia", by
Emmet E. Welch, and is based on data from the U. S. Census of Occupations,
the U.S. Census of Manufactures, and the Philae.elphia 2odera1 Resrve Bank.
Only the first part ox the report, that cnalyzing census of occa-pations
figures, 1910-1)30, contains data lv sex (the Reserve Bank data and many of
those of the Census of Mflnufactures are not collected by se-K).

The report states that there are no marked differences in the trends
for wor.an workers in Philadelphia from those in the entire nation. The
proportion of all t.mploy.Jd persons in Philadelphia who are women was 27.7
percent in 1930, and this -liffurs but little from the proportion in 1910
and in the succeeding decade. Fron 1910 to 1230 the number o u.Ployed
women in Philadelphia has 1,1cr -:ased about ?,L percent, of -,-ron 26 percent.

The greatest increase shorn in the city in woman •3mployni-mt is that
among clerical workers; this amounts to 180 percent, and over 35,500 persons
of this sex have been added to clerical occupations since 1910, but their
number now exceeds that of men by only about 2,000. The tendency toward
a shift from men to women clerical workers is especially apparent in certain
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oceuT.atiors, for ay.:ample, as typists and stenographes. In the skillA

hand trades - for cyampl,, firessm•OinP: and millint,r7 woments emnloyr.l...)nt

Shows heavy decline, and their number also has declined in factory

employmnt in p laoLhia, though in the country as a 7hole it has increased

somewhat. In both these typsis of occupation, amployment of men has increased.

In domestic ard personal service the largest Shift from women to men o
ccurred

among coo"..:s, which the report interprets as reflecting a canje from domestic

cooks to tho:le in hotAs and restaurants. In the professions, the number of

woman is increasing faster than thwt of men. The lar;-:est absolute increases

wore those of train,./1 nurses an'' school teachers.

Earnins and Erpenses of Business Girls

United States.  Earnings and Livinf; Costs of Business Girls 

A recent report of the 7.7.0.A. shows how a group of business girls

from various pf..-_qc of the United States mot the problem of making their

weekly pay envelopes cover their necessities. As a special contribution to

t'r'ig problem, those girls comrloto/l the arduous task of keoring accurate

records of their daily spendings in throe fall months of two successive
years. In the first year 313 rls kept such accounts i-Aring October,
7ovemOor and December, and 147 of these same girls followed this with records

In the same months of 1932. The results were ror_orted in the Woman's Press

of December 1933.
The grour, came from cities an3 towns of varying sizes, some living at

home, some away fror home. Most of the girls were clerical workers:
stenographers, secretaries, bookke-Ters, file clerks, etc. A few r'ere
professional workers: teaeners, librarians, and doctors' assistants.

First of all, That did they earn? From a little unier $10 a 1.7eol, to
over $-:5 in 191. In 1932, none Quite reached $40. In each year the largest
group .was the one earning $20 but not $25; but while in 1971 about to thirds
(62.250) earned loss than $5, in 1932 nearly three fourths (73.5) werc in
this group. Docause of inadeauacy of data, figures on rt.Iducei 7ages were
based on 128 of the cases, of which 6.5 percent received lower wages than in
1931. Th) largest actual nueor r.:cuivin,7 a reduction was in the $15 to

rroup, of whom nearly tdo thirds received 27 u-rc)nt lower wag-es. The
most distressing group was perhaps ',1-,at earning $10-41:14.29 - over 80 percent
of whom had received an a.veroJe of 62 percent decrease. The hipher the
wage, the smal- er was the nu.nber of persons receivin,.?, citS. The smaller
the present rate of waos, the greater was the rate of roauction on an
earlier we.

il exrminv,tion, item by Itorn, of the girls' e7pon6iturs in .3vory ale
of seven wt.) croups was mad,!, and it was found tht t-q,:rFency obligations -
lending to friends, Tv.:11)int7 out at home, and sa on - had increased in every
Proup but one. Aro-Ints spent on lunches had decr3asad in all out one grow,
the 6 girl:3 earnir7 less than $10 snendinr, an av,Ta.c.:e of 47 cents a week
on this item ilistoad of 94 cents spent by 2 girls in 197.1. Girls in 1932
could not afford to be sic, or so the amount they spent on health indicated,
this sum navinc decreased in five out of the seven groups.
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It is taken for :,.ranted that the business girl be smart and neatly

dressed, well groomed and manicured. Yet oven hero in 1932 they cut down

in the alount they spent on clothing as compared with the amount they spent

in 1931, in some groups over 35 percent.

An item of expen -iiture about which those compiling the figures were

most interested was that soent on education and evancerent. In five out

ot: the seven groul-,s, this increased in 1932 and in two at least very sub-

stantially. Was this because the business girl feels even more and more

insecurity and wants the slight assurance and hoe which a second skill may

give her? Information from other business girls makes tIds seem very likely.

Six out of the coven gro,ips cut the amount the' snent on recroation the

second year, in some cases quite drastically. The girls kept up their club

dues and such obli:mtions whenever possible and oven increased the amounts

they paid to t".-ie Y.W.C.A. and other organizations at times.

In 1931 only 92 out of the same 147 cir3s gave any particulars regarding

responsibility for dependents. The next year 116 persons reported on this

fact. Eight j.rls in 19L1 aroeared to have persons wholly dependent upon

them. By 1932 this number had increased to 11. Thirty six girls in 1931

had persons partially denundent, and 46 in 1932.

Persons living away from home in 1932 were having to help their
families more frequently. In fact in 1931, eight persons not living at home

reported depond.Irts. This group in 1932 had increased to 22. The smallness

of the group must of course be taken into consideration and no generalities
made

And now the strangest nart of the study remains to be told. In spite
of cut waes, in spite of incroased dependents, altered habits and changed

standards of living, savings in five out of the seven wage groups increased
in 1932 and ircreasPd consid rably. In fact, oven in the t20-25 a week
group, where there were girls who ,D.d ha cuts amounting to 1.2 percent of
their wat.os, they had managed to save an average of $4.71 a wee:- in 1932
as against $7.14 in 1931. The fall of 1.32 was a very serious time for
business girls and they held tight on to their money, spending it as wisely
as they knew how, apparently ,c;oing without the things they badly needed, to
save against a worse time which they saw coming.

FOREIGY YOTES

Bulgaria. Industrial Le,f7i.s1Rtion Affecting Women

sight wor': is prohibited f;r women workers between 8 ,;.m. and 6 a.m.
By special permission of the /1.nistrv nf Courerce, Trade and Labour, these
hours may be changed to 9 0.m. and 5.a.m. when necessary for shift-won:.
Exceptions are only made for work which because of its nature can be per-
formed exclusively by women, for example, nursing!.

Dangerous wor2: of any for instonco .:yor': with lead, quicInsilver,
etc., is prohibited to women.

The 8 hour day is introduced for all workers.
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There is a maternity law for world.ng mothers - the Washin
gton Convention

of 1919. This convention allows a woman to leave her w
ork 6 •aeeks before

confinement, prohibits employment for 6 weeks 
after, and. provides benefits

for maintenance diu-ing these periods.

The limitation of WOMCMIS work. in 3!A1garia, by Pro
tective Legislation,

has not resulted. in men and boys taking the place 
of women. On the contrary

women's work is groring, this 1ed elation To t171.e 'ought to be added,

that this vier:: is ai ready almost without exception 
limited to the textile

and tobacco indiistries. the said restrictions show no tendency to

influence the development of women's worh inMtli aria. (T7-1c1 International

Womonts News, January 1234.)
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News Letter Vol. XIV, No. 3

U.S. Department of Labor
WOMEN'S BUREAU
Was

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMFLOYED WUEN

Minimum war:,;(3
United Sates. Third Einimum Wage Conference
California. Back Wages Collected Under Mini-

mum Wage Law
New York. Minimum Wage in Laundries
Ohio. Public Hearings Announced on Minimum

Wage in Laundries

Working Conditions of 4omen
United States. Labor Conference Touches Wom-

en's Work Conditions
New York. Hours of Work in Canneries
Pennsylvania. The Work of the Bureau of Wom-

en and Children
Virginia. Conditions of -,iork for Women and

Legislative Recommendations

Status of Women Clerical Workers undcr NRA Codes

Employment-Unemployment
United States. January Employment of Women
New York. Professional Women During Depression

Minimum Wave

United States. Third Minimum Wave Conference

March 1, 1934.

A third minimum wa:e conference was held in the Women's Bureau of the U.S. De-
partment of Labor on February 16, attended by representatives from the six States
that in 1933 enacted a minimum wage law patterned or the standard bill advocated by
the NatIonal Consumers' Leaue. Discussion was primarily on uniform administration
of the law, with especial reference to problems that are arising in the various
States.

California. Back Jap:es Collected under Yinimum  We.o.o Law

The Division of Industrial Welfare of the Department of Industrial Relations
investigated 2,029 complaints in 1933, durincr which $83,716.24 in wages was col-
lected for women t-,nd minors in enforcement of the Minimum Wage Law. (Re7)ort to the
Governor's Council of the Department of Industrial Relations, Jan. 1934.)
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New York. Minimum ftge in Laundries

About 1,000 workers in two laundries in Brooklyn after being on strike for
seven weeks seeking and obtaining the State minimum wage of 3144- cents an hour
agreed with the employers to submit all future labor disputes to arbitration.
Section 7A of the N.I R e,As, providing for collective bargaininfc, is part of the
agreement.

It should be recalled, that according to the provisions of the New York mini-
mum wage law, an order settinc: the minimum wage rate is, for nine months, a
directory order only, that is, the only penalty for noncompliance is newspaper
publicity. After the trial period, if nonobservance of the order is persistent,
the Commissioner, after public hearings, may make the order mandatory subject to
fine or Lmprisonment for violation. The order setting minimum rates for laundries
became effective Oct. 2, 1C)33, so that the trial period will not be over until
July 2.

Ohio. Public Hearings Announced  on Minimum Wage in Laundries

Based upon its survey of the laundry industry, reported in the last Women's
Bureau News Letter, the Linimum gage Board for this industry in Ohio made a report
for a minimum hourly rate of 27.??. cents. This would raise rates for 85 7ercent of
the women so employed. The board states:

"A majority of the board, all of whom were eager that tle rate be set as high
as possible, was of the opinion that due to the depressed condition of business in
general, and of the laundry industry in particular, which trade must meet, as do
few other industries, the competition of the housewife and of cheap domestic labor
in the home, the hourly rae recommended in thie report is as high as is tractical
at this time."

For workers permitted to work less than 20 hours in the week a 10 percent
additional rate was recommended (30.?- cents an hour); as was also a rate of 1 1/3
for work beyond 40 hours a week (36- cents an hour).

During the week of larch 5 hearings on this basis are to be held in the fol-
lowing cities in the State: Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland; Toledo.

Working Conditions of Women

United States. Labor Conference Touches jomen's  Cenditions 

A general labor conference called by Secretary of Labor Perkins was held in
Washington February 14 and 15, and was attended by representatives from 4-3 States
appointed by the governors. The aims were to establish closer cooperation between
the Federal Department of Labor and State Departments of Labor, to determine whatconstitutes a sound and modern State labor code, and to determine the immediateneeds in the several States. Among the topics considered were:

Safety and health protection: Physical condition of wor'e places.
Hour legislation: One day's rest in seven; daily and weekly hours

limitation for women and minors.
Minimum wae legislation.
Regulation of homework.
The report on hours of work adopted contained the following recommendations:

In no case shall hours of employment exceed 40 hours a week, 8 hours a day, 10 per-cent tolerance for emerencies, to apply to all but persons in professions, agri-
culture and domestic service. Provision should be made for rest periods and lunch
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periods. Where Where men are excluded by reason of unconstitutionality, the provisions

shall continue in force for women and minors. Exceptions may be made for continu-

ous process, but only by state authority. There shall_ be KO night work for women.

The report of the committee on minimum wage, as adopted, contained two major

points - first, thet every State make an effort 1,o get industry to pay a minimum

wage to women and minors, and second, that an adequate staff and adequate appropri-

ations be provided for enforcement of the act in each State.

New York. Hours of tiork in Canneries

Elmer F. Andrews, industrial commissioner of New York, filed with the labor

committees of the Senate and Assembly on Feb. 8 a protest against the Warner-

Hollowell Bill which would open the way to restoration of unduly long hours for

women in canning factories. Mr. Andrews said:
"This bill would permit a return to the conditions existing twenty-five years

ago, when women were employed 100, 110 and 115 hours a week. Although it proposes

that women in canneries shall be employed not more than 132 hours in any period of

two weeks, it would not prevent the working of women 20 hours a day or 120 hours

in any one wee, or 24 hours a day for five days a week.
"This bill would nullify the benefits of t'ee revised canneries code... Under

this code the canning industry is now permitted to employ women for longer hours
than are permitted in any other industry in the State. From June 15 to Oct. 15
women in canning factories may work 10 hours a day and 66 hours a week and for a
six-week period within this time a 12-hour day or a 66-hour week.

"Under the present hour law in Now York State women may be regularly employed

48 and 49- hours a week. Codes signed under the National Recovery Act limi hours

of work for both men and women to one third the number of hours that would be per-

missible under this hill, introduced at a time when the trend generally is toward

shorter hours." (New York Times, Fob. 85 1934.)

Pennsylvania. The  Work  of the Bureau of Women and Children

A review of industrial relations, particularly the administration of labor

laws in the past twenty years, is reported in the December 1933 issue of Labor and

Industry (Pennsylvania Department of Labor and industry). Regarding the activities

for the benefit of worlinng women and children, the review states:

"The early acUinistrative activity of the State for the protection of labor

was directed laruly to the problems of women and children, their hours and working

conditions. In the first ten years of the department's history, during the develop-

ment of the safety mo/erent and the workmen's compensation system, the problems of

hours, wages, sanitation, and general working conditions for women and children

were rather lost sight of. Attention to women and child workers was confined

largely to the enforcement of the existing child labor law and woman's law (10-54

hours). Official recognition of the growing need for critical attention to the

special i..-oblems of working women and children was expressed in the administrative

code of 1923. In 1925 the bureau of women and children was established in the

department.
"The study and investigation of special problems connected with the labor of

women and children," a primary function of the bureau as set forth in the Adminis-

trative Code, has made possible the intelligent handling of these problems on the

basis of an accurate knowledge and understanding of the particular problem to be

met.
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Viro.inia.  Conditions of Work for Women  and Legislative Recommendations 

The report of the Department of Labor and Industry of Virginia for the year
ending September 30, 1933, has just been received. In discussing the situation as
shown by the year's work the report states:

"The depression has resulted in the general breakdown of industrial standards
and the loss of employment to thousands of workers. Fewer women than men have lost
their jobs in the manufacturing industries of the State due largely to the fact
that those industries which generally employ a large proportion of women - textiles,
clothing, and tobacco industries - have held ule...well during the depression as
compared with other industries. Women, however, have seriously felt the effects of
the depression through the loss of jobs by the r-ale members of the family, the cur-
tailment in operating ti:le of factories employing female workers and the lowering
of wages below the level of decency. Thousands of women workers in the State re-
ceived during this fiscal year wages as low as eight and ten cents an hour. Virginia
should enact a minimum wage law to protect wage Standards for women. Low wages
forced many women to the necessity of working longer hours in an effort to increase
their weekly earnings...

".'Jmployment opportunities for women workers in factories, laundries, restau-
rants and stores have improved under the N.R.A. codes and agreements. However,
those employed in offices and ether similar white collar jobs have benefited very
little from planned relief work or from N.R.A. activities."

Status of Women Clerical '4orkers Under NR A Codes

It is not surprising that many requests have come to the eoieen's bureau for
information as to the status of clerical workers under the codes, since it
is indicated that rourtly 1,000,000 or more women were ereeloyed in the usual 1/
clerical occupations in the industries already covered by N.R.A. codes.

Wae:es and 'lours of Clerical ',:orkers under the Codes

Of the 202 codes approved up to the beginning of 1934, only a little over half
provided a minimum wage for clerical workers, either by specific mention or by
including they In provisione for employees "other" than the chief manufacturing or
labor group a/.

In general, çi or 0.5 a week is the minimum usually fixed; something,under a
third of the codes that make any provision set a 45 minimum (32 codes) anc in a
larger number of codes the minimum is varied according to size of city. At least
20 codes allow a minimum of 4a2 (or even below this) for the smaller places, this
being the cane in the various banking codes as well as in some of those for manu-
facturin: industries.

In regard to hours of work, 38 codes specify a maximum week of 40 hours for
the usual case. For example, thin occurs in the Coat & Suit, frees, and Electrical

1/ Bookkeepers, cashiers; clerks, stenographers, or typists, which formed 96 percent
of the women rei)orted in clerical occupations in 1930. Of these over 5009000
were in manufacturin: plants, over 350,000 in wholesale and retail trade, nearly
150,000 in banking and brokerage houses, and nearly 33,000 in hotels and restau-
rants. About 90 percent of the manufacturing employees were estimated to be
covered by codes prior to Jan. 1, 1934.

a/ Clerical workers are presumably covered by provisions for "all workers" in the
remainder of the codes.
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Supply codes. However, 54 codes provide for an average of 40 hours, with the
weekly limit in the majority of these as lon;-, as 43 hours; for example, such is the
case in the ijiass Contninel., Lace Curtain and Upholstery Textile codes. Ei',:hteen
of these fix no limit to length of the week, including the Cotton Textile, Hosiery,
Men's Clothing, Autoreo-eile and Underwear codes. In two codes - the Corset a
Brassier and the ool Textile - the clerical employees are especially excepted from
the hour limits fi;:ed for other workers under the codes.

The following summary shows the hours and wages provided in the usual case for
clerical workers in the codes (any special exceptions froE the usual case for
clerical workers under the coqe not listed here):

Weekly hours fixed 1/ 1 No. of codes4 Weekly wage fixed

All codes 

Specific limit any week:
40-hr. week...
44-hr. week...
45-hr. week...
43-hr. week...

0 • o

• 0 •

• • •

...

0 • • •

o 6

O 0 •

Average limit over given
period:
Average 40--

Limit 44 any wee..
Limit 45 any week..
No weekly limit 

Averaci:o 42 (no weekly
limit) .......... • ..•

Clerical specifically
excepted froll hour
limit.................

101 a/ All -odes

38
4

1 (millinery)
1 (excelsior)

0

33
18

1 (crushed
stone)

2(corset;woel
textile)

No.of
codes

$15 
$14 
$14-$15 by size of city 
$12-$15 by size of city 
20/0 increase small towns
$14-$15 larger cities.

North $13, South $12 
" ca4, " $13 

$16, " $14....

711 2/

32
17
19

3 5/

1
1

1/ Only the basic maximum hours given; these do not always mean that no
clerical employee can over be worked longer than te basic :laximtul.
week.

.2./ 90 codes are for manufacturing, 5 for financial institutions, 6 for
miscellaneous industries, e.g., cinders, crushed stone, domestic
fre4ht forwJlrdin, motor bus, motor vehicle, storage, transit.

2/ 96 codes are for mnufacturing, 5 for financial institutions, 9 for
Lliscellaneous industries (including hotel and retail). Total exceeds
details due to 12 cases having exceptioncll types of wage p'ovision.

4/ $1 less per week in South, 1 code.-J,
2/ In one case 2.4-$16. (Stock Exchange code).

Clericul end Other '7orkers under NRA Codes 

Leaving out of account for the moment the codes applying to occupations essen-
tially clerical in character, it is of importance to note the status of clerical
workers in codes for the manufacturing industries. In about one fifth of these, the
minimum wage for clerical workers is below the lowest for factory or production
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workers, and in a smaller proportion the clerical either is equal to the labor wage
or equal to the lowest factory wage fixed. In still fewer casen, the clerical mini-
mum is above that for factory or labor employees. In certain of the codes having
wages differing by sex, the clerical minimum equals or exceeds the lowest wa.c;e for
women in factory occupations but is below the minimum for men.

As to hours of work, thee are longer for clerical than for factory employees
in about one fourth of the codes, as for example in the Men's Clothing, Electrical
Supplies, Soap and Glycerine codes. In more than a third of the codes, the factory
employee's work is limited to 40 hours each week while the clerical worker's week
averages 40 and may be iluch longer in some weeks; such is the case in the Cotton
Textile, Hosiery, Paint and Vernish codes. In a very few cases, as in the Lotor Bus
code, the hours of clerical employeee. are shorter than those for other branches of
the work. The following summary indicates the general relation of clerical workers'
hour.; and wares to those of fectory or production workers:

Hours Wages

aelation to other workers 
INo.of

All codes consieered..• 0 0 0 • 0

6ame....... ....... • •
Longer.. ........ ...•uno•oeo•
Shorter.  
Clerical, aver. 40-hr. wk.,'
other, 40 hr. any w' 

Clerical, 40 hr. any wk.;
other, aver. 40-hr. wk...

Clerical, no hour limit....
Not comparable 

96

22
23
7

35

2
3

Relation to other workers
No. of
codes

All codes considered 

Sameee• ......... Geo° 0 0 . 0 0 , • • ••
Higher00g00e8oe w000e.00 sew*

Lower 
Equals lowest rate for other
'(set by occupation) 

Higher than in South, lower
than in North 

Equals South, lower than North
Higher than for women, lower
than for men 

Equals women, lower than for
men 

Not comparable •

106

12
15
23

6

4

1
39

1/ Because too flany factors enter in, an, both sex and locality, or
locality and occupation.

Codes Appl,ring  Primarily...to Clerical Occupations

If the five codes for workers primarily in o:fice occupations--banks of various
types, stock exchanges, and building and loan associations—be considered; it is
found that in each case the hihest minimtha fixed, that for the largest citiee, is
$15 ($16 in the case of stock exchanges).

In 1921 and early 1932--a period in the depth of depressed wage conditions--
the ,Jorlen's Bureau had in progrees a survey applying to office workers. Tabulations
were made for nearly 3,000 women in St. Louis and for over 6,000 in Philadelphia.,
both of which would be cities of the size to which the $15 minimum in the codes
would apply. In the first named city. over 70 percent and in the last named at
least 80 percent, of those reported had a wage of $17.30 or more in this period of
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extreme depression. 1.iedian1/ earnings ranged from over $20 to nearly $26 for women

in banks and public utility companies in both cities and in publishing houses in

St. Louis and insurance and investment companies in Philadelphia. They ran as low

as $17.54 only for clerical workers in chain stores in one of these cities. These

data would not seem to indicate appreciable wage advances for women under the codes

applying primarily to office employments, nor would it appear likely that under

these conditions their purchasing power could be of much assistance in the—develop-

ment of the markets needed for consumers' goods.

Ealurment

United States. January Epplument of Women

As reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, employment in manufacturing

industries giving work to large numbers of women did not show the gain from January

1933 to January 3.934 that Was shown in all manufacturing. However, the employment

index (based on 1926 as 100) was not as low in January 1933 for these woman-employ-

ing industries as for all manufacturing, or for the large metal industries where

fewer women are employed. Employment in all manufacturing increased 22. percent

in the year; employment in textile industries, 19 percent; in paper boxes nearly

17 percent; boots and shoes gained by 3 percent; wearing apparel by about 1:2- per-

cent; confectionery by less than 1 percent. Employment in cigars and cigarettes

fell off about 24 percent.
Among nonmanufecturing industries, retail trade and hotels, employment showed

increases of 10 percent each, while employment in laundries neither lost nor gained.

New York. Professional "iomen Durine. the Depression 

Research is still being carried on by Dr. Iva L. Peters as to the effects of

the depression on professional women. This reeearch is being made among the 3,000

or more members of the American Woman's Association, and will, when completed,

cover 1929 through 1933. Data are available for the first three years of the 5-

year period and from these Dr. Peters draws the following conclusions:

lio7en writers have suffered more than any other group of professional women in
the economic crisis. "So many publishing houses have collapsed, and publications
have folded; women .;riters have had an extremely difficult time." Trained nurses
have been almost as adversely affected, musicians and artists a little less so.

Civil service employees and educational executives, such as college deans and
school principals, had suffered less than had those in the occupations mentioned
above. 4(xeen doctors and lawyers with established practices were least affected.

1/ One half the women receivim: more, one half less.
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CalifS.nia

ACTIVITIES AFTECTING GAINFULLY EPLOYED WOMEN

Minimum Wage
California
Minimum wage orders covering office employment
Decision as to State and Federal minimum wage

Massachusetts
Proposed minimum wage legislation
Relationship of State and Feder1:1 minimum wage

New Hampshire. :animum wage action for laundries
Nevi York. Compliance with minimum wage order
Ohio. Minimum war-,e fixed for laundries
Utah. Present status

Hours and V.ork Conditions
New England. A program of legislation benefiting

working women
Great Britain. TAr7shi stem for women workers

Employment-UneMN,oym'ent
United States, loymen ofwomen in February
Kentucky. -Unemploy . ent o women in Louisville
;PhiladelphA. Desti,ute vomen living alone

Labk, Provisions of 3 NBA Codes for Service Industries

Miscell ous
New Hampshire. Woman member of commission

Minimum wage

Min mum War,e Order Covering Office Employees
Undt this order, all experienced workers are to receive $16 a week.

Inexperi- d, if 18 cr over, are to receive $12 for the first 3 months and 314 for
the sec id, under 18 years of age, UO a week for the first 2 months, '$12 for the

, an, '14 for the third. No firm is allowed to employ more than one third
of its wo en • rice workers as apprentices, and the apprenticeship period is set
at 6 mon s. ,is order was put into effect August 2d, 1933. (Communication to
Women's Bural,z, and copy of Order.)
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Decision as to State and Federal minimum wage 

In response to questions raised by the Division of Industrial 1.01faro in

California, as to the effect of N.R.A. code provisions on the State minimum wacc

regulations, the attorney-general of the State, U.S. Webb, issued a decision which

makes the following statement as a general proposition:

"Chapter 1077, Statutes of 1937, commonly known as the supplement to the

California Industrial Recovery Act, provides that when Federal codcs are adopted

they will supersede State codes. It is expressly provided, however, that the J:ict

shall not be construed to repeal or in any way modify any law for the protection of

workers in this State. The provisions of the code shall instead be construed to

supplement such laws... It would therefore appear that the interpretation that will

give the greatest protection to the veorkers is the one to be applied."

The chief points in this decision may be summarized as folloLs:

Four orders, those covering manufacturing, mercantile establishments, laundries

and dry cleaning, and unclassified occupations, provide that experienced workers

shall be paid :.;16 for a "standard T:eek's work," the standard week being defined as

"the regularly established number of hours worked per veek in the place of em7oloy-

ment." Hence, the hours fixed as maximum in any N.R.A. code become the "standard

week" for that particular industry. As a corollary to this, a part-time worker

becomes one who works less than the code maximum hours, thatever they may be, rather

than less than the 48 hours allowed by State lay.

With regard to restaurants, the Industrial Welfare Commission has allowed tips

to be included as part of the minimum wage, provided a notice was posted in a con-

spicuous place statin that such was the policy; but since the Federal code provides

that tips shall form no part of the minimum wage, the State law permitting them to

be so considered when a sign is posted is superseded. The State law allows the

deduction of 6 per eek for meals, 7diile the code allos a .:;3 deduction. On this

point the decision states: "It has been argued that ee should combine the State

minimum wage of ',AG and the code allowance of ..;,3 for meals, resulting in a cash
payment to the employee of :J3. We do not believe, however, that this is sound,

the code and the statute contemplating that would follow either the statute or

the code, not taking; a cart of one system and a part of another." (Communication

to Women's Bureau, and copy of decision as of Dec. 4, 1933.)

Massachusetts.

Proposed Minimum Wage Legislation_. 

Three minimum wage bills have been introduced into the General Court of

Massachusetts, two in the House and one in the Senate. House Bill No. 237 is based

on the standard bill advocated by the National Consumers' League, which is designed.

to eliminate an "unreasonable and oppressive eage" for women and minors. Minimum

wage orders under this bill are directory for a 9 months' period, after ahich they
may be made mandatory, with penalties for violation. Senate Bill No. 14 is identical,

except for the addition of a provision (optional eith the commission) that goods

made in violation of a directory order are to be so labeled, with a penalty for

refusal or failure. House Bill No. 278 amends the present minimum wage law; orders

which under the present law- do not o beyond the directory stage may be made manda-

tory after 9 months, as in the two other bills. (Communication to 7omen's Bureau,

and copies of bills.)

Relationship of Federl end State Minimum 'T,efe Provisions 

A communication from the Massachusetts Division of Minimum Wage states:

"It has been generally recognized and has been the position of the M
inimum

Wage Commission from the start that N.R.A. codes established thereunder do not 
super-

sede or suspend the minimum wage decrees and the Commission has endeavored, 
through

contact and cooperation with those in charge of enforcing the codes, and emplo
yers
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as well to harmonize or at least minimize such differences.
"In the matter of hours, the minimum ware decrees are for full-time employment

and are based upon the number of hours per week required by employers and permitted
by the laws of the Commonwealth. Consequently, the Commission by shortening the
weekly working period under the codes in occupations coming under the provisions
of the decrees, has ruled that the minimum wage rates are to continue to be paid for
the shorter work period." (Communication to the Women's Bureau)

New Hampshire.  Minimum Vie  Action for Laundries 

Under the minimum wage act of 1977, New Hampshire, in common with New York and
Ohio, undertook the stud:: of the laundry industry. The report on this industry
issued by the New Hampshire Minimum Waa..e Office gives as the reasons for this
choice the earnings of employees, the large progrtion of women employees, the large
proportion of women engaged in laundries, the intra-State character of the industry,
the cooperation of a strong organization of employers, and the opportunity for uni-
formity in action with certain other States.

As provided lv law for such bodies, the waee board appointed for the industry
consists of nine members, three representing women laundry workers, three laundry
employers, and three the public. The board held hearings in Concord in February.
According to lay, the report of its wage recommendations is to be submitted within
sixty days of the organization of the Board, which took place January 23d.

survey made by the Minimum Wage Office previous to the hearings covered
practically all plants in the State and reported wage records for 471 women
(including a few minors) in 64 laundries for a week in June, and for 581 women in
67 laundries for a week at the end of ugust or in early September. In the latter
period, the industry was operating under its temporary code under the President's
Reemployment Agreement, which provided a maximum of 45 hours' work in the week with
a minimum wage of 27i cents an hour in this section of the country. The report
shows that this temporary code had been accepted generally throughout the State.

The regular operating schedule for the greater part of the year had been less
than 45 hours in 77 of the 67 laundries for which this was reported. The great
majority of women in these plants (94.2 percent) earned less than T412.38 a week,
the minimum amount they could have received under the code for the maximum hours
allowed.

In September approximately two third of the women (61.9 percent) had worked
less than 45 hours, one fifth of them under 70 hours, while nearly a fourth of
them (23.7 pecent) had worked exactly the code maximum of 45 hours. One tenth
had longer hours, some of these being in institutional laundries and some in
plants that had secured exceptions from local compliaace authorities.

In lane, just over one fourth (26.1 percent) had hourly rates below 25 cents,
and less than two fifths (37.0 percent) had rates as high as 27'1, centslthe minimum

later provided in the code. In .JUne about 25 percent had rates of 30 cents or rrore,
and after the code was in effect 34 percent had such rates. This does not indicate
reduction in the wage of higher paid workers, and the minimum has not become the
maximum rate.

Including a few minor boys.
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An interesting section of the report sho-es the variation from plant to plant

in the v;age it would have been possible for ;omen to earn had they worked the maxi-

mum. hours permitted by the code and at the hourly rate fixed by the plant. On. this

basis, in 22 of the 66 rlants tabulated, no woman could have earned as much as

while in 27 plants none could be paid loss than :012, in 5 of these none less than
$13. In 20 plants, this potentiel vace was ',15 or more for some of the wome

n, in

one case for as high as 72.2 percent of them.

As to the plant to plant variation in hourly rates, 7) of the 66 plants showed
all rates to be under 25 cents an hour, jd plants had no rate so and 12

had no rate below 30 cents.

New York. Compliance with Minimum WaEe Order 

According to a recent statement issued by the New York Department of Labor, over

8o percent of the up-State laundries, employinc about b5 percent of the laundry
workers, are complying .ith the Minimum 7:aEe Order issued in October. A provisional

"white list" of 29 counties is given, in which no violations have been found. The

situation in Brooklyn has greatly improved, for .ehile on February 26, 149 laundries
were reported as not complying, the list was reduced to 40 as read by Miss Frieda S.

Miller at a mass meetinF held March 13 under the auspices of the Nov. York Leaue of

Women Voters and the Consumers' League. (0mmunication to the V:omen's Bureau)

Ohio. Minimum Tare Fixed for Laundries

The report of the Minimum 'tTago Board for the laundry industry)taduotowrecom-

mending a minimum rate of 27 an hour was approved by T. A. Edmondson, director of

the Department of Industrial Reltaions, on March 15. The rate wont into effect on

March 26. The Division of Minimum 7:au is sending out notifications of this action

to 750 laundries, and to 700 hotels and. 300 hospitals that operate laundries, the

first required wage reports are to be submitted by laundry owners for the eeek in

which April 25th falls.
A wage board will be called early in April to recommend a minimum fair ware for

the dry cleaning industry. Meetings of dry cleaning workers have boon held in seven

or eight cities of the State. 1: -t these meetings the workers have been informed'

about the provisions of the minimum Loge law, and have been asked to make recommenda-

tions for labor representatives for the dry clerminp cage boerd. The division has

been receiving such nominations from which it rill choose three labor representatives

for the board.
The six investigators of the Minimum The Division are elso studying the wages

and hours of woman working in restaurants and hotels in the Stete. (Communication

to the Tbmen's Bureau.)

Utah. Present Status of  inimum ac:e

A communication from the chairman of the Utah Industrial Commission states that

while a mini= wage law was passed last year, no funds were appropriated for its

enforcement; neither were any funds appropriated for the State Inspection Department,

so that no investigations can be made as to compliance with the "J-hoar law for women

or other labor laws. The commission will make an effort to induce the next legisla-

ture to make such appropriations.

As to the question of minimum wage, the letter states:

"Unfortunately, the employers seem to be laboring under the impression that in

view of the National Recovery Act it is not necessary to have the State incur the

expense of enforcing a Minimum 7:afIc Law and carrying on an inspection department.

Of course, we all know that the employers are ereng in this and that if there ever

was a time when we needed efficient inspection and the enforcement of State Minimum

Wage Laws, it is today.

"For instance, we find our chain stores in this district operating under a

National Code employing their female employees only for a sufficient number of 
hours

to enable them to get by Aeth the payment of from $8 to 510 per week, whereas, th
e

A
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Code provides provides a minimum of 1,;17.50 per :e(k. They accomplish this by having the bulk
of thu employees report for duty during the peak hours end pay them on an hourly
basis. In our judgment, this en.l.hles them to obsolutely evade the intent and
purpose of the National 7tecovery Act." (Communication to the 7:Omen's Bureau.)

Hours and Tork Conditions

Ne;. Fay;land. A ProEram of Legislation Benefit...LaeP orking 1. omen

A series of meetings looking toeard greater uniformity of legislation through
interstate compacts have been held in the past ..inter under the leadership of the
Massachusetts Colltaission on Interstate Compects Affecting Labor and Industry. These
meetings have been attended by labor officials and othtr interested persons from
Nev: York, Pennsylvania, and the Nev. England States.

a meeting held in 3oston February 13th the conference revieed the racom-
mondations developed by a special committee, and reached an etreement on the princi-
pal measures to be embodied in an interstate compact. The provisions agreed to thus
far include the folloLinL of special interest to %,omen:

A mandatory minimum eae lae effecting *,omen and minors under 21, administered
by State aFencies and providing penalties for employers failing to comply;
A 40-hour es:1( and an 0-hour day for any kind of labor in manufacturing,

quarryinr,s, canning, or construction ork, excepting places amploying j or less
persons;
Prohibition of umployment of v.omen betcen 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. in manufacturing,

mercantile and mechanic:11 establishments and in other specified occupations.
As and when the conference finally approves the proposed compact, copi e eill be

sent to the sevt,ral interested States eith the request that each State enact leFiis-
lation as may be needed to meet the proposed uniform standard. (New England 1-ies
Letter, February 1534)

Great Pritain. The Teo-Shift System for '::omen 7'orkers.

The normal restriction on the employment of .omen in Greet Britain includes the
prohibition of their employment during a neriod of teelve consecutive hours at night.
Permission can, ho ever, be obtained for the reduction of the prohibited period so
that a t.o-shift system can be orked between the hours of 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.

The order alloeinc the establishment of such a system makes it a condition that
there be adequate service erranpum_nts at the f-ctory, such as cloakrooms, cashing
accommodations and a room for meals with facilities for warming food. If available
transportation is not adequate, employers must assist in providing it. The tl.o
3-hour shifts usually worked must include a meal break of at least half an hour's
dilration, so that the actual hours of eork are n per shift. No work is don ks after

2 p.m. on Saturday, so that the afternoon workers are employed only Ta hours a week.
They change with the morning -;,orkere in alternate eeks, and so averate 414 hours
per week.

It is impossible to ascertain at all accurately the total number of women (and
\

boys and girls lb-lb) -orkin under the two-shift system, but in a Parliamentary
debate on the system held in 1929 the Home Secretary stated that "forty thousand
workers are directly and indirectly affected by it." It is probable that about

15eo orders were in being at the end of 1972, though only a minority of them ere

in actual use, many emplo:!ers using the system only during busy seasons.
Dr. H. M. Vernon of the British Industrial Fatigue Research Board reports the

results of an investigation of the effects of the to-shift system in part as

follows:
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• "An investia,';ion i7 a number of thesa factories was carried out under the
auspices of the Industrial Fatii=fue Research Board, in order to gut exact information
about the health, labour turnover, and output of the shift c-irkers. The output of
groups of women engaged in coil :Anding, wire drawing, engraving, cable manufacture,
and lathe work was comparLd 1.1.en they ,ore . orking for a period of thruc months or

more und..r the shift syste, and for a preceding or succeed1n7 pario:fi of threa or

more months when they _era on ordinary day Iork. During the day-work period they
averaged 45 hours of labour pr oak, and thir output came to 94 units per hour.
Durinc, th, shift-work por-!.od, hol—vLr, their output rose to 106 per hour, and as

the aork,,d Al hours per week their cckly production as 4,606 units per week
compared to 4,346 for the day-shift, so that ';.hen on shift ;,ork the weekly output
was 5.6 percent less than hen on day ;ork, but if the output of both the shifts
is taken into account it :.an b8.b percent greater durinc; the shift ork.

"The imprcnod hourly output of the shift workers was due -aartl:v to th -Ar losing
less time by taking rests from their labours, and partly to their accelerating their

actual speed of orking...
"The success of the two-shift system is probably bound up more closely ,ith the

question of wages than ,ith any other factor. If the workers, 1.hen on shift ;,ork,
are paid as much as when they wer., previously on day :ork, they almost always acqui-
esce in the system of accept it with approval, but if their 1.-.aE:es are reduced, and
especially if they are reduced proportionately to the shorter hours worked, ,the
system moots aith their uncompromising opposition. As far as can be ascertained,
the majority of the employers pay the shift workers, than they are on day rates, as
much as they received when on ordinary day ..ork, they raise thu rate of pay
of the piece ..o-kers to such a fiure that they are able to earn as much or nearly
as much, as befocE. In a few factories the shift aorkers are 1;einr7 paid hiher wages
than. the day .orkers, though in others they are paid substantially lass.

"Whatever the advantaf-e of the t;,o-shift system to production it will be gener-
ally admitted that its ultimata value depends largely upon its influence on the
health of the ;.orkers. If this is adverse, no addi tion of output can be held to
compensate for the damage donc, to the women and girls... Great attentior has there-
fora been ,aaid to the subject of health. The evid<nce is somca,hat conflictina:, but
it appears that the majority of the welfare supervisors at the factories where the
two-shift system is installed have come to the conclusion that, as far as they could
judge from Leneral impressions, no injury to health resulted from the system. The
investigators of the Industrial Fatigue Research Board tabulated the sickness records
records of 1,400 to 2,000 workers at an artificial silk factory, and they found that
the number of visits paid to the first-'lid station during a period of a year, .hon
reckoned per 100 ;orkars, aas exactly the same for the ;:omen in dcaartments always
on shift oork and for those alLays on day work. The shift )rhers wcr,. rather more
subject to faintness and to disorders of the digestive system than the others, but
less subject to sickness from other cnusus.

"At four of the factories investigated some of the shift workers were questioned
individually about thair hours of al.ep, over 200 being interrogated in all. It
appeared that, on an averaco, they cot rather less than 7 hours' sleep then on
morning shift, and only r) parcent of them got over 6 hours. Ho..ever, a third of than
used to lie down ru;FIllarly in the afternoons when they returnad from work, ;-hile

40 percent of them lay dov,n occasionall:T. The afternoon shift got more rest than
the morning shift, for half of them did not ret' up till 9 to 10 a.m., and a Quarter
of them not till after 10 a.m...
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"When the preferences of the workers et a number of factories werc recorded
statistically, it was found that, of the 476 workere quastloned, 215 were in favour
of shifts, :ere indiffent, and 16") were in favour of ordinary day work, Of the
women in favour of shifts to thirds naid tiv-3t they preferred them bece,use they gave
them more free time, and the reminder said that the shorter hours of work 1: ere less
tiring, or that the weekly Chan of shift gave variety. Of the women preferring
day )rk, half cave as their reason the free evenings, a quarter said that; they liked
the later hour of risinE and lonp:er sleep, and the remaining quarter liked the
reguler hours and meal times...

"Undoubtedly the two-shift system ':)ossesses curtain advantages and certin dis-
advantages, and if the letter are held to outeiF;h the former memy of the women con-
cerned will sooner or letcr seek work at some other factory \alcru the shift systurt
is not in operation. The labour turnover therefore affords a useful index of the
favour in which the system is held. This turnover is usually vary lere, especially
in respect of femle employees, and the investigators of the Industrial Fatirme
Rescerch Board found thA at the artificial silk factory about half the women left
every year. Then classified according to the departments in which they were ork-
inc, the annual turnover per 100 em:joyees was aa follows:

Departments al-Jays on shift work 47
Departments al,eays on day eork 30
Departments chanin from shift to day work (or vice 77

versa) during the year

"It will be seen that the labour turnover was half as great again in the depart-
ments alva:7s on shift 7ork as iY1 those always on day ,or, but that in departments
where there 7.as e, chanee-over from one system to the other the turnover .as two and
a half times reater. There can be no doubt, therefore, that thL unsettled condi-
tions _ere strorwly diseperoved of, and ..,re larce;cly responsible for th, bic turn
over," (H. M. Vernon M.D., in International Labour Review, February 1934.)

1-1hT)10-71ent-Unerioloyment

United States, E2.,Llovment of 'Tamen in Febru..,r,r

Februtcr: increases in employment in certain 7,orna1-eiriployinc• industries ;.ere
especially marked, as 51'07n by the folloine table (based on Bureau of Labor -3tatis-
ties index of employment):

--__
Index of ar,roloiement Percent

chaneJan. lcr,q_ .1;'eb.1934.:

Textile fabrics -86.5 93.1 76r.
Wearini arTarel 64.0 7.1 ltl_.
Clocks, vatehos, etc. 47.0 )1.7 10.0
Jewelry 37.9 41.5 n 8,.
Boots & shoes 75.4 b7,.7 11.0
Cigars & cif,:arettes 57.3 66.4

The increases shun for tn, foreoing aman-cmploying industries acre even
greater than those for all manufacturing taken together, even though the indexes
show the customary February dmployment gain in all manufacturing to be rcater this
year than usual, anountin7 to 0.1 percent, ,hile the evera(t7L FLbruary Fain for the
past 10 years has been only 1.4 percent.
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Kentuc!.-o. Unuroolo7rrdcnt of 'iomon in Louisillc

A comprehensive survey of an industrial city in the height of the depression,recently issued by the Durartment of Lat,or of l'entucy, covers nearly 20,000 cly-,-Ployablt: %:hite women and over 7,000 Negro women, chiefly 21 or older.
Domands for inform%tion as to the unemployment situntion in Louisville led toa plan by th DepFrtment of Labor and 'oArious educational and social groups to

utilize qualified ork(rs reristerd at the Relief Bureo,u in tilt: taking, of a census,folloToing the system evolved by the U.S. Consus Bureau. This census was taken fromMarch 16 to May 16, 1933; 107,97u employable porsons were covered, about one thirdof wham ;ore -aneniaoyed. The numbers unemployed for personal reasons wereOf the white T;omer.:, 30 percent were or had been (3..ioloyed in nanufactuT.e, 24percent in trade, nearly 21 in domestic and personal service. 1:;e11 over aoe fourthof all white .c.)::ton were unamT:loyed, the pro::ortion out of work in domestic andpersonal sor,Jice runr,inc, as high as nearly one third. Of those employed, Lcarly16 percnt were worl7in 4 days or loss per o:7..
Noarly three fourths of the Negro women in domestic or personal service,and 56 percent of these oure unemployed. Not. quite 900 No6;ro .oraen wore in rianu-facturin, eith el pkxc:,:-A of them Imembloye(',. Unerc„aoy:71ent of all Negro(51.5 percent) as sliLhtly higher than for Necro men, and much hiFjler than forwhite, oithor meil or •oomen (70.7 and 20.5 porcent, respectively). The distributionof Nc.42;ro ..wlen by lnuth of unoloymont was similar to that of white -corrn, overone third of the urGraployed soomen had boon out of ;:ork ''or a ye!:.r or more,more than 0116 fifth havi!71 been Athout jobs tvo or three years or oven loner.Nearly 30 pure cat of the Nc.:7,ro oonien ho ere ;orkinr had fewer than 5 days' cr.ka week, 20 percent 11-°.:inc only one, tv.o or threo days.
The hija percent of unemployment found ar_onL; relatives not usually mer.lers ofthe imr,ediato fa:A.1y, equally marked lon7 the men, both ,::hitc and colored, nodoubt points to mny persons rTiven shelter because they won out of work,

Philadeleia.  Destitute .omen Living Alone

;1 report recently appeared as to the situotion of uremployed, destitutwomen livin alone in hiladeiphie in the Spring of 1977. L number of rq;cncics,includini7, the Women's Bureau, coopurrtted in makin t;:io study, which was plan.liedrind reported by Ewan Clague, director of research of the Joint Committee on Researchof the Community Council of Philadelphio .And the Ponnsylvania School of Social V)rk.It included 1,654 women under the care of various relief organizations in the city.Approximately half these women :_re, over 50 years of :go. Over one fourthwere nati7c born Philcl.delohians and mest of th, rem-Jinder had lived many years inthat city. Th0uEh now alonu, unemployed, and practically friendless, over 70 per-cent k:f these women had been w!.rried, more than half being ;:idowed and h'.:,vinc: losttheir husbands many years ago. Somuchat less than no third of these wamon aredomestic servants, .-o:othor 14 percent were employed in factories, both these typosof ',ork being much too 1=id for oTz.,y f them at the present time. idoro than halfprobably are unumploy-sblu,
The constructive policiGs proposed in the report include old at--c pensions,increased facilities fec ttlo chronically ill, development in tho city of a certinu-ing system of public rolief and the paynt of rent for such c7.ses.
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Labor Provisions of Three NRA Codes for Service Industries 

Over half a million women may be affected by NR A codes which have been approved
for three of the important service industries - laundries 1/, hotels 22, and
restaurants 1/, according to an estimate based on census figures. In 1930 there
were reported over 850,000 housekeepers, cooks, waiters, and other servants employed
chiefly in hotels and restaurants (some in boarding houses), and nearly 250,000
laundry operatives, women forming two thirds of the laundry operatives and over half
of the hotel and restaurant employees.

Maximum hours. The Hotel code fixes hours for most employees at 10 a day and
54 a week, with one day of the week free. For e weeks in the year these hours may
be increased to 11 a day and 6o a week, with no increase in the weekly pay. Monthly
reports by the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that average weekly operating hours
in 1933 ranged from 49.8 to 51.8.

The Restaurant code sets basic hours at 54 a week for men and 48 for 1.omen; a
10 percent increase in hours for 6 weeks in the year may be worked with approval of
the Code ,,dministrator, the overtime being paid for at one and one third the normal
rate.

In laundries, basic hours are fixed for most employees at 40 a week, with an
allowance of 30 hours overtime in any 13 weeks, but not over e in any week. Over-
time is to 3e paid for at the basic hourly rate. Hours in laundries as reported
by the B.L.S. were below 40 in the last four months of 1533, being 37.9 in November
and December; the code therefore sets maximum hours higher than those actually
worked in the last four months.

Minimum Wages. Each of the three codes sets rates both by geographic area and
by size of city, and in the Hotel and Restaurant codes, by type of occupation. In
restaurants, the occupational division is non-service umployucs (chiefly kitchen
and pantry workers) and service employees (chiefly waiters and checkroom attendants).
In hotels, the clerical and operating employees form one group, and service employees
the other.

For laundries, the highest rate is 74 an hour in cities of over 600,000 in
certain northern States; the lowest rate in any northern State is 22i1 an hour.
Curtain southern States have rates of 14 and 2(4 an hour. In 9 southern States
and parts of three others, the rate is 14V an hour regardless of size of city.
These rates yield from .5.60 to ..,12 for a 40-hour week, to 310 a week being the
range for the greatest number.

In hotels, clerical and operating employees in cities of 2,500 and over arc
to receive from l0 to `..,;15 in the North, and from '-e'8.50 to ".12.75 in the South
(1r) States and D.C.). In towns under 2,500, rates are to be increased 20 percent
up to 10 in the North and 0.5o in the South, but no absolute minimum is fixed.
Service employees in hotels are to have rates increased by at least '31 per week,
and are to be guaranteed the same weekly pay as clerical workers when gratuities
from guests are counted in.

In restaurants, minimum rates for non-service workers, range, by size of city,

from $12 to in the Korth and from $11a2o to $12.75 in 15 southern States; rates
for service workers range from V9.50 to 1.0.50 in the North and from $8.07 to

,03.92 in the South.

1934.1. Approved Feb. 16,

2. Approved Nov. 17, 1537.
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Information as to wages paid in the service groups is indicated in recent
Women's Bureau surveys of industries in 3 States - Texas, North Dakota, and
Arkansas. Weekly earnings of women in these 3 service industies indicate that, as
a result of the Hotel and Restaurant codes, some improvement in earnings as compared
with those received in depression years, may be expected, but apparently little
increase i.11 be made in earnings for women in laundries, as shown by the table
given below. More improvement may result in some States from State minimum wage
action.

,eclian 2 week's eninings Range of code
Minimum for
40-hr. wk. 21

All
women

Date of
W.B. study

L'aundries .

North Dakota !:0.3.)0 1971
Texas 7.00 1972 5.60-8.00
Arkansas White, '36.80 1932 3/

Negro, -6.00
Hotels and Restaurants 4/

North Dakota: 171 a/
Chambermaids, kitchen
help '..?10.00 y9.50-4 3.00

Waitresses & counter
girls 9.7

Texas: 1932 )8.07-42.32
Taitresses 6.05
Chambermaids 7.65

Arkansas 197?
.r,
i3O.07-,p11.47

White 6.85
Negro 6.45

1. Range according to location and size of city in StLte reported.
2. Half earning more, half less.

3. Includes dry cleaning.
4. Combilied in all studies.
5. aa.nE.e for the two codes, both occupation groups. The Hotel code

provides for an increase in Lagos in tons of under 2,500 with
no absolute minimum.

There exist no reularly reported data Filling earnings by sex in the service
industries, but these are such important woman-emrloyers that it is necessary to
take such indication as may be available as to what .eaF.e advances are likely to
affect omen under the codes. From the folloinr: table that s',1oLs recent earnings
of Lien and v.omen combined and also the minimum rates in the corresponding codes,
some such indication can be drawn of what all employees in these industries may
expect from the wage provisions of the codes.
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(1315) U.S. Department of Labor
WOMEN'S BUREAU

Washington

News Letter Vol. XIV, No. 5 May 1, 1934.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED WOMEN

Hours and Work Conditions
International. Industrial problems affecting

women
United States. Activities of women in further—
ing the use of the N.R.A. label

Oregon. Night work for women in mercantile
establishments

New York. Industrial accidents to women

1.1inimum Wage
Michigan. Attempt to secure minimum wage
legislation

Minnesota. idnimum wage activities in 1933
New Hampshire. Recommendations of the
Laundry Wage Botkrd

Oregon. Minimum wa,g order for mercantil
occupations

Employment .\
United 8 a s.
Employm t of women in March
Women and heir careers

New York. Financial responsibility of employed
married women

Personnel
New Hampshire. Women in responsible positions

. Women and wealth.

Hours and Work Conditions

International Indu trial Ezoblems affectincr_women

Two quest ors on the agenda of the 1934 session of the International Labor
Office, called or June 4, affect the employment of women. One looks toward the
prohibition of the employment of women underground in mines, the other toward the
partial revision of the convention concerning the employment of women at night.

The employment of women on underground work in mines is already prohibited by
law in most mining countries, particularly in those in Europe.; it has been prohibited
in Great ,Jritain since 1842; in France since 18749 in Luxemburg since 1876, and in
Germany since 1878. In certain Oriental countries, however; the practice of employ—
ing women below ground in mines has persisted, although on an increasingly restricted
scab. For this reason the question was raised by the Japanese workers' delegate at
the 1929 Session of the Conference, which adopted a resolution on it.
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The report prepared by the International Labour Office for this year's Confer-
ence proposes that the governments should be consulted, in accordance with the usual
procedure of the orl-„anization, with a view to the total prohibition of the employment
of women on underground work in mines of all kinds.

Proposals for revision of the Niht Work Convention were considered by the
Fifteenth Session in 1931, but failed by a narrow margin to obtain the two-thirds
majority necessary for the adution of a new Convention. In compliance with the
Standing Orders, the International Labour Office has prepared draft amendments for
submission to the Conference as a basis for its discussions.

The first of these drafts would insert a new article in the Convention under
which it would not apply to persons "holding responsible positions of management who
are not ordinarily engaged in manual work." The second draft amendment would make
it possible to shift the interval between 10 o'clock in the evening and 5 o'clock in

e morning, which
leven consecutive
hat the competent

under the Convention must be included in the period of at least
hours when the employment of women is prohibited. It proposes
authorities may, where there are exceptional circumstances affect-

me the werkers in a particular industry or area and after consultation with the
mployers' and workers' organizations concerned, decide that for those workers the

interval between 11 o'clock in the evening and 6 o'clock in the morning shall be
substituted for the interval between 10 o'clock in the evening and 5 o'clock in the
morning. (Monthly Summary of the International Labor Organization, January and
February 1934.)

United States. Activities of women in furthering the use of the N.R.A. label

A meeting of the advisory and publications committees of the National Garment
Label Campaign was held in New York City late in March, to hear reports of the rep-
resentatives of national organizations of women who are making a coast to coast
campaign to urge the consumer to fight the sweatshop by refusing to buy garments
which do not bear the N.R.A. label. George W. Alger, director of the Coat and Suit
Code Authority, complimented the members of the committees on the work their organ-
izations have done to create a demand for the garment label. He said:

"The results of your work are already being reflected in New York, where gar-
ment manufacturers are having unlabele:. merchandise returned to them because it is
unsalable without the blue eagle."

Reports on the activities of seven women's organizations were given. The most
complete job of label promotion reported by any one volunteer was that of Mrs.
Albert 'ledsworth of San Diego, California. She made a complete survey of the coat
and suit departments in all the San Die:7o stores, and submitted a report for the head
of the southern California branch office of the Advisory Committee to check. She has
distributed to orimnizat:;.ons, local newspapers, churches, stores, clubs, key people,
etc., 19000 pamphlets. She reported that in the better stores coats and suits were
practically 100 percent labeled. In the smaller shops she found most of the coats
and suits fallin below $12.75 unlabeled. (Communication to the Women's Bureau.)

At least 17 N.R.A. codes contain label provisions, 13 covering the manufacture
of wearing apparel. The complete list of 17 industries follows:

Academic costume
Blouse & skirt
Coat & suit (women's)
Corset & brassiere
Cotton garment
Dress
Fur dressing n dyeing
Hat
Infants' a children's wear

Knitted outerwear
Men's clothing
Men's garter, suspender & belt

Millinery
Novelty curtain, drapery, bedspread &

novelty pillow
Porcelain breakfast furniture assembling

Robes allied products
Umbrella
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the remainder of the State. It was
brought into the courts through the
that the law gave the Commission
women might be employed.
Commission this power.

A conference of three employers;

Oregon. Night work  for women in mercantile  establishments

The order prohibitini the employment of women in mercantile establishments
after 6 p.n. has been suspended, but only temporarily as an emergency measure.

An order of 1919 prohibited such employment in Portland, and after 8:30 p.m.
December 1931 that the order was
one employer, the final decision being
to designate the hours during which
law adopted late in 1933 gave the

not until
action of

no authority
An amendment to the

in

three employees, and three representatives of
the public, was called on December 27, 1933, and decided by a vote of six to two
(one member being absent) that the Commission readopt the old order; with the amend-
ment that employment after 6 p.m. be prohibited throughout the State as well as in
Portland. At a public hearing on February 3, 19342 a majority of those attending
urged the Commission to adopt the recommendations of the conference board, which was
done.

Followin.,,; this, the merchant who had opposed the order in 1931 put on a campaign
through his employees, got women's clubs aroused, so that some of them became
opposed to the 6 o'clock order claiming discrimination because the Commission per-
mitted waitresses in restaurants and hotels and attendants in motion picture houses
to work after 6 o'clock. They raised the further argument that during the depression
the Federal Government is making a fight for the employment of women and that it was
inconsistent for the State to try to limit the employment of women. The Commission
finally agreed to suspend the 6 o'clock part of the Order during the national emer-
gency. Many protests have come from merchants and clerks throughout the State against
the suspension of this last order. (Communication to the Women's Bureau.)

New York. Industrial accidents to women

A special bulletin "Cost of Compensated Cases Closed in 1932" recently issued
by the New York State Department of Labor, contains some information regarding 7,884
women who were compensated for accidents. The report states: "Although female wage
earners comprise a large section of our working population, less than 10 percent of
the claims compensated in 1932 were filed by women workers. This is due, in part;
to the fact that a large number of the women are employed in the less hazardous
industries. When we examine the cost of compensation in relation to sex we find a
notable difference in the average award to men and women, the latter receiving $169
and the former $355. This difference is due chiefly to differences in 7mgcs and in
the severity of the injuries. The hazards to which women are exposed do not usually
result in as serious disabilities when accidents do occur. About 84 percent of all
compensated accidents to women workers were for temporary injuries as compared with
77 percent among men." The difference in average compensation to men and women in
cases of permanent partial disability is not so great, the average compensation being
i;624 for women and $775 for men.

As to the differences in wages, the report shows that while the median weekly
wage of all men claims was $28.15 (half earning more, half less), the median
for women was $16.55. Within certain minimum and maximum limits, compensation awards
are based on a certain percent of the weekly wage of the person injured.

The only other important data given in the report by sex of the claimant are
age and extent of disability, these two factors being correlated. Over one third
(34.3 percent) of the women reporting age were under 259 13 percent being under 20.
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Not quite 12 percent were 50 or over. Death resulted in 15 of all the cases and
seven women were left permanently and completely disabled; 16 percent were left with
a permanent but partial disability such as the loss or loss of use of a member.

A comparison of the proportions of women permanently injured in the different
age grouns indicates a tendency toward more serious accidents, or more serious
effects, as aa:e increases. while for women under 30 not quite 12 percent were loft
with a permanent partial disability, 30 percent of the women 50 years of age or over
were so disabled. Of the 'women 30 but not 40, 15 percent had permanent injuries,
and of those 40 but not 50, nearly 22 percent.

Michio.an. Attempt to secure minimum wage legislation

A minimum wage bill for women practically identical with the model bill recom-
mended by the National Consumers' League was introduced at the request of Governor
Comstock in a special session of the legislature called in March, but died in com-
13ittee. The bill was referred to the Judiciary Committee which voted 7 to 1 in its
favor. However, the bill never was returned to the Senate floor.

On Y.arch 26 the Department of Labor and Industry conducted a labor legislation
institute in Lansing which was attended by Secretary of Labor Perkins. Various pro-
gressive measures wore discussed, and among the resolutions adopted was one calling
for the speedy enactment of the minimum wage bill. (Communication to Women's Bureau,
with copy of bill.)

Minnesota. Hlnimwn wa7,e  activities. 1933

A communication from the superintendent of the Division of Women and Children of
the Department of Labor and Industry gives the following summary of the year's work:

"Durin the year endilm December 31, 1933, wage adjustments totalling $9,232.03
were made by 181 firms in 31 towns to 306 males and 64 females. The total amount of
unpaid minimum wages secured through our activities for the year 1932 totaled
$11,429.05. This would seem to indicate that the effect of the N.R.A. might have
been a contributing factor to this reduction in wage adjustments. In 1932 it was
necessary to bring six cases of violation of the minimum wage law to the attention
of the court. In 1933 there was only one prosecution for violation of the order.
Linimum wage activities are limited to minors only, that is, girls under 18 and boys
under 21 years of age. 'or four successive sessions of the legislature an attempt
has been made to erase this discrimination by amending the wage law so that the term
'minor' would be defined as either a male or female under the age of 21 years."

New H-r -e Recolarendations of the Laundri_WaFe  Board —

The New Hampshire Laundry Wage Board, which was appointed to report upon the
establishnlent of mininum fair wage rates for women and minors in laundries in the
States has submitted its recommendations. This reoort has been accepted by the Labor
Commissioner, and administrative regulations to implement the report have been
prepared.

In accordance with the provisions of the law, a public hearing will be held by
the Commissioner at which all persons in favor of or opposed to the recommendations
contained in the report of the Wage Board or of the proposed administrative regula-
tions may be heard; this hearing has been set for May 7.
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Following are the recommendations of the Laundry Wage Board in detail as to the
minimum fair wage standards for women and minors em lployed in the laundry occupation
in New Hampshire:

1. That the minimum wage rate for the occupation should be 28/ an hour;
2. That tine and one third should be paid for hours worked in excess of 45 a wk.;
3. That when 30 hours or less of employment are provided there should be a

progressive increase of one-half cent in the minimum rate for each hour
less than 30;

4. That employees should be paid for such time as they are required to wait for
work in the plant;

5. That employees called in for less than one half a day's work should receive
one half a day's pay, except where the employee has already had 36 hours
of employment within the week;

6. That the minimum wage rate should apply to all workers regardless of whether
they are paid on a time or piece-work basis;

7. That there should be no differentials in the minimum rate based upon type
of operation, length of employment, age or locality.

(Communication to the Women's Bureau.)

0reE2n. Minimum wage order for mercantile occupations

An order adopted by the State Welfare Commission for women in mercantile occupa-
tions in February 1934 sets rates for the industry on an hourly basis rather than on
a weekly basis as in the previous order. Experienced women workers are to receive
not less than 30 cents an hour, the earlier rate being $13.20 a week. If the full
48 hours allowed in the order are worked, this represents an increase of $1.20 per
week. since the Retail code allows merchants to choose a schedule of hours for
employees of 40, 44 or 48 per week, minimum week's earnings under the new order will
be lower in many cases.

Einimum weekly rates allowed under the Retail code vary by size of city and will
in some cases be higher than those allowed in the State order, but in all cities and
towns under 25,000 population the State order yields a higher weekly wage than the
code. According to an e:;.press provision of the code, all higher rates required by
a State minimum wage law are to be maintained.

The order also contains two new provisions affecting women's working conditions.
All work on 6unday is prohibited. In addition to a 45-minute lunch period previously
required after 6 hours of continuous work, a rest period of 10 minutes in each half
day is to be given. (Communication to the Women's Bureau enclosing copy of order.)

Employment 

United States. Emnlozmert of women in March

Employment of women in 'March as reflected by trends in woman-employing indus-
tries reported by the Jureau of' Labor Statistics shows, in general, continued improve-
ment. All of the industries in the wearing apparel group and all but two in the tex-
tile fabric group have sown improvement in March over February, following an improve-
ment in February over January. Employment in silk and rayon goods and in woolen and
worsted declined in March following a gain in February. Other industries that show
an increase in the two successive months were boots and shoes, confectionery, cigars
and cigarettes, paper boxes, clocks and watches, and jewelry. Employment in radios
and uhonographs declined in February, but rose in March above that of January.

Under the retail trade classification, the group of stores composed of depart-
ment stores, variety stores, limited price stores and mail-order houses reported an

A..
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increase of 6.1 percent in employment. The remaining retail establishments surveyed
showed a gain of 1.4 percent. The hotel industny reported a continuation of previous
months' gains, amployalen-:: in Larch being 1.9 percent above the February level. The
laundry industry reported a rain of 1 percent in employment, employment in January
and February having been practically the saaue.

Women and their careers. A study of 306 women in business and the professions
by Anne Hendry ].:orrison has just been issued by the National Federation of Business
and Professional -Joalen's Clubs, based on information obtained throun:rh personal
interviews.

The purpose of the study was to present certain factual material pertaining to
the careers of woraen in business and the professions, for the information, primarily,
of those interested in choosing or changing their own occupations. It aims to pro-
vide a basis of judgment derived from specific data as opposed to generalities. For
this reason, emphasis has been placed upon the experience of the individual woman.
The value of this procedure is that inherent in the case-history as contrasted with
the statistical method. Its importance lies in pointing out not only what typical
business and professional women are actually doing, but the steps by which they hove
attained their present status.

The group was a mature one, with ages ranging from 30 to 72 and a median age
of 47 (half younger, half older). "Their occupational experience--begun at every
age between 12 and 54, interrupted by marriage, by parental demands, by illness, or
carried on continuously in spite of all these--ranges in length from 3 to 49 years."

"Earnings vary widely from one occupation to another, but there are even more
striking differences within each division, as a rule. In each, the inde,;,endent
members tend to receive the highest amounts; while a ouasi-independent class of
officials, administrators, and self-directing workers are next in scale. The lowest
pages tend to go to residuary ',rouraa, holding miscellaneous positions of varying
degrees of importance. This is by no means a clear-cut division, however. There is
consnicuous overlapping. Sometimes proprietors get the lowest as well as the highest
earnings within a group.

"The numbers, of course, are small, yet it seems worth noting that in the in-
stances here reported, the professional workers tend to exceed in earning power those
engaged in business. Among the professional group the highest median earnings are
those of women in health work; the lowest those of the personnel and social workers.
Among the business won.on, production and exchange is the best paid, and clerical work
the most poorly paid occupation.

"That age does not guarantee earning power goes without saying, but the distri-
bution of earnings within the different groups pments an interesting situation.Both hii and low salaries are reported by women of every age. The median as an
index may be considered inconclusive because of the small numbers, but pneliminary
analysis the questionnaire canvass (used in a more extended study) bears out to
an astonishing deFree conclusions based on the salaries reported in these instances.
Indeed, in most respects it validates them. It seems significant that, conlpared with
their number, a larger proportion .of the older women earn the higher amounts, and
that the preportion earning the highest sums increases markedly with age."

The interrelation of age, marital status, education, length and type of experi-
ence and earning power are liven in considerable detail for each of seven occupa-
tional groups. The following table shows the distribution of women in the several
groups:
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Production and excharre 275
Clerical work 241.
Food, housing 8: personal

service 77.
Education 15/0
Health
Personnel & social service 10/0
Professional service not

elsewhere classified 85
(From "Women and their Careers".)

New York. Financial responsibilities of emplpyed married  women

Twenty-eight married women in New York who had been dismissed from their jobs
after 13 or more years of service recently made public a report upon the extent
of the financial burdens that had led them to be employed. The great majority of
these women were 34 to 36 years of age, though one was 33 and two were 45 or more.
Their loss of work was not due in any way to their misconduct or delinquency, but
entirely to their marital status.

Ten of these women (more than one third) were responsible for the payments
that would unable their immediate families (or in a few cases very near relatives)
to maintain homes.

Of even greater importance is the fact that all but one of these women were
working to support from one to eight other persons, and most of them had, with
their husbands, the responsibility of maintaining not only their own families but
near relatives either of the wife or husband. In half the cases from three to as
many as eidlt persons (besides the husband and wife themselves) were dependent
(entirely so in most cases) upon them for support, and 5 of these 15 also were
carrying payments on homes in addition to such support.

A typical example ie that of one couple who were supporting the wife's
father and mother and helping support a sister with three children whose husband
is a chronic invalid. In another case, the couple constituted the source of
support of the husband's mother and the three children of a widowed sister.

A total of 30 persons was supported by these 28 couples, in 9 cases their
own children, the oldest being 7 years of age, 38 of the wife's adult relatives;
11 the husband's adult relatives, and 22 children of sisters or brothers. In
19 cases the wife's, in 5 the husband's mother, and id 8 cases the father of one
or other was among tile dependents of the couple.

A statement was issued by these women, all of whom formerly were employed
and whose husbands still are employed in the New York City uost office, protesting
"the injustice of this discrimination against married persons, regardless of their
financial burdens", "of depriving us as individuals of our right to security
under the Civil Service Law" and "of our pension and retirement rights and of
disrnissi.ng us after upwards twelve years in the service without securing to us
any equitable adjustment 1)y which we could receive at least the present value of
our interest in the Civil Service pension fund." (Communication to the Women's
Bureau enclosing copy of statement issued.)
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Personnel 

New Hameshire. Wols.en  in re.a22nsible_2ositions

Governor linant has appointed a number of women to important positions in
the Stnte. Among them are Miss Eunice Patch, Director of Relief under the New
Hampshire law and Administrator of Relief under the Federal law; !Ms. Abbie L.
Wilder, Director of Reemployment Offices in the State; and Miss Ethel M.
Johnson, ilinimum Wa.e Director, has also been appointed a member of the New
Hampshire Commission on Interstate Compacts Affecting Labor and Industries.
(Communication to the Women's Bureau.)

Miscellaneous

4onen and Wealth

Many requests are received by the Women's Bureau as to the situation of
women in business or their financial status. A recent book inquiring into the
economic status of women is entitled "Women and Wealth" by Mary Sydney Branch,
fellow at the University of Chicago. Pertinent statements made in the summary
of the volume are as follows:

More than half of the beneficiaries of estates left by both
men and women are women, and they receive more than two tirds of
the value of all the legacies through which these estates are
distributed. Women are also annually the recipients of 60 percent
or more of the death claims paid by life-insurance companies.

Of persons whc died possessed of sufficient property to be
affected by the inheritance tax laws of five States, 48 percent
were women, who left 21 percent of the total property involved,
or an avera.-;e amount of $30,986. The proportion of the total
population with sufficient wealth to make their bequests or inherit-
ances important to the general well-being is, however, relatively
small.

A much larger proportion of the female population acquire
control of considerable sums of noney through their direct efforts
as salaried workers, wage earners, or as business or professional
waver. That this group is of prime importance is evident from the
fact that in normal times more than ten million women in the United
States are gainfully employed. Their individual earnings in many
instsnces are likely to be small--the median weekly pay ranged, in
192:!, for women in industrial occupations from $8.29 in Mississippi
to $16.36 in Rhode Island. As might be expected, among business and
profossional women earnings were considerably bettor. The median for
this group in State° for which data are available was about q;30 a
week, and in New York City about $56 a week. Among business and
professional women salaries vary widely with occupations; the average
salaries for women in iiedicine, law, music, acting, writing, purchasing,
and finance being above the average for the group as a whole. Salaries
,:ere found to be lowest in those occupational fields in which a large
',Jercentage of the employees are women.
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So far as economic power is concerned, stock ownership by women
is subject to certain qualifications. Despite the fact that women
comprise 43 -)ercent of the owners of stock in large corporations, and
own 22 percent of their stock, their representation in actual manage—
ment of corporations is still insignificant. Membership of a woman on
the board of directors of a large corporation is still so rare as to
be a matter of news.

'lith the exceptions of salaries and wages, the types of control of
wealth and income discussed are, after all, in the possession of a
relatively small group of women. But, throu:h their control of the
expenditure of the major part of family income--regardless of who
earns that income--nearly all women exercise a broader and more signi—
ficant influence. It is estimated that they do about 80 percent of
all the buying of consumer goods.

There are still many discriminations against women which militate
against their further progress toward a higher economic status. These
discriminations are particularly noticeable in the professions. Ever
though teaching is a profession in which, generally speakin7, there are
more opportunities for women than in many other fields, there are at
present large universities where women are restricted -b positions of
instructor, and where, when choice lies between a woman and a man, the
woman must show herself to be decidedly the mental superior in order to
be appointed in any capacity to the university faculty. Other pro—
fessions, such as the law, are even more severe in discriminating
against women. Even some real estate boards and some labor unions will
not admit women to membership.
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Range of code

minimum (for

40 hr. wk.)

' Average week1:4 earnings - .

Hic,hest in
1977

Lowest in
1937_

Latest report

(Ian. 19_4)t

Laundries:
B.L.S. ,T,5.604l2 415.24 (Jan) 14.35 (Mar) $14.83

Massachusetts $10-,$12 16.18 (Dec) 15.21 (Mar) lb.19

Illinois 48-$1C 1/ 14.06 (Oct) 1/12.78 (Apr) 1/ 13.71

Hotels:
B.L.S. 2/ $8.50,$15 13.34 (Feb) 12.27 (Aug) 12.34

Massachusetts 'i.40-245 15.21 (Jan) 13.4b (Aug) 15.03

Illinois
.?_/
3/ ,)10-$15 3/ 16.23 (Oct) 3/14.45 (Jun) 3/ 15.50

Restaurants:

B.L.S. $8.07-„;15 Not reported

Massachusetts 9.50415 15.59 (Jan) 15.08 (Nov) 15.07

Illinois 9.50-)15 3/ 16.23 (Oct) 3/14.45 (Jun) 3/ 15.50

1. Includes dry cleaning.

2. In towns under 2,500, 2070 increase to 8.50 in South, ,?10 in North, but no

absolute minimum.
3. Hotels and Restaurants combined.

Miscellaneous 

New Hampshire. Woman Member of Commission.

As one of the two public representatives of the Com
mission on Unemployment

Reserves, the Governor of New Hampshire has appointed a
 woman member, Miss Ruth T.

Woodruff, Dean of Women, University of New Hampshire.
 Of the other members, two

represent employers, two labor, and one is a State offi
cial, the Commissioner of

Labor. (Communication -ID Women's Bureau.)
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Washington

News Letter Vol. XIV, No. 6

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED 'ArOMEN

Minimum wage

California. Court decision upholds minimum
wage law for women.

New Hampshire. Laundry wage board hearings
continued.

Ohio. Survey of dyeing and cleaning indus-
try for Minimum Wage Board.

Interstate compect on minimum wage.

Employment of women

United States. Employment of women in April.

United States. Unemployed women on relief.

Pennsylvania. Job openings and unemployed
women applicarts in Philadelphia.

Wisconsin. Employment of women on civil works
projects.

Gemany. Employinent of married women.

Hourv pod work cenditiono

Homework. Pennsylvania and New York.

Brazil. Ratification of coventions on
women's work.

Cubk. Protection of working women at child-
birth.

June 1, 1934.
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mum wage 

Californie. Court decision upholds minimum Eage law for women

The Superior Court of Alameda County, California, issued a decision April 179

1934, that upholds the State minimum wage law for women and minor workers.

From April 8, 1929, to August 1, 1933, the plaintiff was employed at various

rates of pay; at times the wage she received was under the minimum wage as set by

the Industrial Welfare Commission of California. She sued for the difference between

what she was paid and the minimum wage. She had kept a record of the hours she had

worked and the wages she had received; and also had several witnesses to testify as

to the hours she worked. The plaintiff's attorney quoted the Act establishing the

Industrial Welfare Commission.
The judge rendered his decision that the minimum wage law must be upheld. He

stated that though it was true the defendants had paid the plaintiff all their agree-

ment called for, the Industrial Welfare Commission had, after a cost-of-living survey,

set at $16 minimum wage for experienced war= and minor workers that is applicable

to the kind of work done by the defendant. The jude.e stated that the legislature

had brought about the minimm wage law, and the people of the State of California

had voted for the enabling act giving the legislature such power to confer on the

Industrial Welfare Commission, and under the law the defendants must pay the plain-

tiff the difference due her between what she had received and the minimum wage.

(Communication to the jomen's Bureau.)

New Hampshire.  Laundry wage board hearings  continued

A second hearing on the determinations of the Now Hampshire laundry wage board

(as outlined in the hay News Letter) was held on liav 18th. Final action had not

taken place at time of preparation of this News Letter. (Communication to the

Women's Bureau.)

Ohio. Survey oc dyeing and elearilv industrI for Yinimum Wage Board

A board has been summoned to recommend a minimum wage for the dyeing and clean-

ing industry by Thomas A. Edmondson, director of the Ohio Department of Industrial

Relations, on the basis of a survey of this industry which found the rages paid many

women to he "both less than the fair and reasonable value of the services rendered

and less than sufficient to meet the minimum cost of living necessary for health."

Although the wages were not as low in the dry cleaning industry as in the laun-
dry industry, they wore low, and extremely low for the type of skill required. The

cleaners and dyers in Ohio are strongly organized and their trade association was

decidedly of the opinion that a legal minimum wage would help to eliminate unfair

competition in the industry. This industry was surveyed by the Ohio Division of

Minimum Wage for these reasons, and also because the industry is almost entirely

intra-state.
Wage records were secured for 839 women for a week ending in hay 1933 and for

864 for a week ending October 1933, after the N.R.A. went into effect. Half the

women in May worked for less than $10.86 a week; in October the median weekly earn-

ing was $13.44. In Nay the median weekly hours worked were 45.5, even after the

N.R.A. half the women worked more than 40.3 hours. Sixty-six percent of the women

in October were working 40 hours or less a week. Twenty-one percent were working

exactly 40 hours, the number prescribed by the dry cleaning code, and 33 percent

were working more than that number.
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The median hourly rate was 25.9 cents in May and 33.4 cents in October. The
code hourly rates are three for Ohio: 279 309 and 33 cents, according to size of
city. That these rates are low for this industry i demonstrated by the fact that
in October 64.3 percent of the women covered by this study received more than the
weekly code wage of $10.80, $12 and $13.20 for the various size communities. Fur-
thermore, half the women in the study, or 4329 received more than $13.44 in October.
This nedian is higher than the code ware for Cleveland, where the code wage is
$13.20, the highest in the State. These 432 who received more than $13.44 were not
all Cleveland residents by any meens. (Report of Division of Minimum 'jag°, Ohio
Department of Industrial Relations, en Cleaning and Dyeing Industry.)

Interstate  compact onjuin.imllm w.ae7e

The progress of certain of the northeastern States in forming interstate com-
pacts includes the drafting of a minimum-wage conpact. Signing of this by the
various States concerned was expected to take place at a meeting in Concord, N.H., to
be held the last of hay (after preparation of this News Letter). The compact was
framed at a meetilig held in Albany in April. rifle these conferences consider vari-
ous types of labor legislation, that on minimum wagn will be the first compact
actually signed. The Albany session adopted the following resolution in regard to
interstate compacts ahd State labor laws:

RESOLVED That it is the sense of this Conference that an
Interstate Compact Affecting Labor and Industries should encour-
age and prorate progressive labor legislation within the States;
That it is contrary to the intent of the Compact Agreement that
it should in any way he used to delay or obstruct the passage of
labor laws in the individual States; and, That participation of
any State in the negotiation of an Interstate Labor Compact does
not relieve that State fron the noral responsibility for the
enactment of arogressive labor laws.

(Communication to the ..lonen's Bureau.)

Employment of  women

United States. Employment of women in April 

Employment of women in April as reflected by trends in woman-employing indus-
tries reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows great improvement in all cases
over employment of a year a.o. This is true of the wearing apparel, textile fabrics,
food and paper and printing groups, and of all industries under these groups; of
boots and shoes, cigers and cigarettes, clocks and watches, and jewelry. In certain
woman-employing nonmanufacturing industries, increases from April 1933 to April 1934
were: Retail trade 12 percent, laundries 5 percent, hotels 21 percent. 1.1a1e workers
were more affected by imrroved industrial conditions than were female wage earners,
according to 3,022 establishments which reported data by sex to the Illinois Depart-
ment of Labor. In these firms the employment of women advanced only six tenths of
1 percent from Larch, that of men 2.6 percent.
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United States.  Unemployed women on relief
••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• 1.!0•••••.0..00.•

Information having a bearing on the evployment situation of women is contained

in a bulletin issued Eay 21st by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration report-

ing in detail findings of the unemployment relief census of last October.

For every 100 women in the unemployment relief census, there were 103 men. This

was a slightly greater number of men than in the ratio of the two sexes in the popu-

lation as shown by the 1930 census.
The proportions of all women on relief who were of the ages in the various

groups from 18 years on were smaller than the proportions of women in the population

who wore of these ages, and those in all groups from 18 through 54 were still small-

er than the proportions of gainfully employed women who were of those ages, according

to the 1930 census. In all the younger groups, pronortions or relief were larger

than in the population.
Although very much larger proportions of the women than of the men gainfully

employed were of the ages 18 through 44, the proportion of women of these ages on

relief exceeded that of men only to a small extent. Considerably larger proportions

of the men than of the women geinfully occupied were 45 or over, but of those on

relief the proportion o: the men wno were of these older ages was only a little

larger than that of the women.
In the entire census, nearly one tenth of the families wore of one person only,

but in a great mee;ority of the families having children there were four or more

children.

Penneylvania. Job onenings and unemplved women npnlicants in PhiladelLia

Evidence is given as to the employment available to women and the unemployed

women seeking work at the Philadelphia Employment Office, in two ilauminating studies

by Dr. Gladys L. Palmer, issued the middle of May by the Univereity of Pennsylvania.

The first analyzes the job openings in 1932 and 1933, the other surveys applicants

for work in the 15 largest occupations in the same years.
Job openings for women constituted about three fourths of the total in both

years. In all, there were 7,699 job openings listed at tne State Employi!ent Office

in 1932 and twice as many (142766) in 1923 after excluding work relief and C •_. •

jobs. An analysis of representative sanples of these openings has been rade for both

years, covering approximately two thirds of the orders received in 1933.
Over three fourths of the aomen's jobs were in domestic and personal service

with applicants for such work constituting more than 40 percent of the total of women

applicants in both years. Although one fourth of the women applicants came from

clerical occupations, only 5 or 6 percent of the available job openings for women
were in this field.

On the whole, the chances of an employment office applicant's securing work

were better in 1933 than in 19322 although rnre strikingly so for women than for men.

The orly exception to this trend was in the field of unskilled labor, where large

increases in the number of applicants accompanied little or no change in the propor-

tion of job orders. In the skilled trades, in executive and professional work and

in domestic and personel service, 1933 joo order ratios show a considerable improve-

ment over 1932 ratios in the opportunity for employment of both men and women. The

opportunity for employment in clerical work increased slightly in 1933 over 1932;

but this increase was much lees for women than for men, and there still were only 10

jobs available for every 100 women applying. Employment ratios in trade and trans-

portation increased for women but declined for men during the two years.
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Ratios wore computed for the percentage of job orders per 100 apnlicants in
each occupation and occupational group. Except in the unskilled occupations the
ratio is consistently better for women than for men. The ratios are hi71iest for
women in domestic an personal service and lowest in clerical occupations. The
ratio of job orders to applicants incroased for all women by 41 percent, or from
34 jobs per 100 applicants in 1932 to 48 per 100 in 1933, and there was an increase
in 5 of 6 occupational groups, the greatest being for skilled and semiskilled
mechanical work, in which 1933 showed 28 opportunities per hundred applicants while
there were only 9 chances in 1932. In certain types of domestic work there were
even indications of a shortase of trained or experienced workers durins those two
years. Although most occupations in the city showed a considerable labor surplus
during the depression a few kinds of work showed actual labor shortage. In the
professions, there was a shortage of trained social corkers in both years. There
were shortages of woron in the occupations of restaurant cooks and chefs and bakers,
and of men and woman soda dispensers. But in contrast to these few instances of
shortages of experienced workers, often only tenii,orcry, most occupations showed
traces of labor surplus and some of high and cneeelative surplus.

Age is specified in approximately 60 percent of the job openings for women.
About 65 percent in 3932 and 1933 were for workers 35 years of ago or under. Prac-
tically all of the women in the older group were to be employed only in domestic
work in 1932. In 19339 100 or more jobs in skilled and semiskilled trades, in
addition to domestic work, were available for middle-aged and older workers. This
presumably reflects some of the effects of codes on the employment of women.
It has been the experience of: the Employment Office that more experienced workers
have been caked for by employers since the codes have gone into effect.

-neekly wage rates are quoted on 4,857 job orders for women during the periods
studied in 1932 and 1933, and averaged $8.71 per week, only about 52 percent as
much as men's rates. In the women's occupations, the highest average weekly rates
obtained in executive and professional, and in clerical work, and the lowest in
domestic and personal service. 1/ Three fourths of the women's job orders paid
less than $10 a wool:, the majority of these being in the field of domestic work.
It is worth noting that by no means all of the domestic job orders carried any
extra compensation in the form of meals or room and board. It is important to note
also that while most of the low-wage jobs are concentrated in the field of domestic
and personal service, a scattering of all types of occupations from executive or
professional jobs to unskilled labor are found with wage rates under c;10 a week,
and even under $5 a wool:. The average hourly wage rate on 29 women's job openings
was 25 cents an hour. Women's openings averaged 35 cents an hour in clerical work,
32 cents in the skilled and semiskilled occupations, and 20 cents in domestic and
personal service. The majority of these jobs were for women "day workers." It is
interesting to note that of the women's openings 89.7 percent were under 40 cents
an hour, and a third of all openings for ,:omen were quoted at rates under 20 cents
an hour, while only 30.8 percent of the men's job orders quoted rates under 40
cents an hour.

•••••.•

1/ No allowance is made for additional compensation for meals or room and board.
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The second report, the study of applicants, asks the question, Is the average
worker employable? The data regarding women was based on the records of 2,5E17
women who, in the two years, came from or ree:istered for some one of ten occupa-
tions, and represent about half of oil women applicants.

The qualities of the applicants in those occupations color the entire work of
the bureau and their occupational adjustment problezs constitute its major problem.
The problem is cumulative since there is a piling-u2 of registrations of submarginal
workers who for one reason or another are not readily reemployed in these occupa-
tions. On the whole, the applicants in these occupations are experienced workors
coming with few excovtions from the skilled trades. Liut their skill and experience
is now being weighed against other factors in "employability" in the current labor
mork - t. The most im-oortant single factor is ago. The trend of the hiring ago-
limits in manufacturing employment and in clerical work or domestic and personal
service is consistently downwerd. Few factories will employ workers over 40 years
of age, and many in practice hire only those under 35. Job openings for waitresses
usually specify a "young and attractive girl" and in practice girls under 25 are
usually hired. Two thirds of the job openings for stenographers and clerks in a
sample study made by the Philndelphia Employment Office specify 25 years as the
maximum hiring age. Older women car secure employillent as cooks or kitchen and pantr
workers but not as waitresses or maids. Day work, the former stand-by of the
women's section of public emr)loyment offices, has almost disappeared as an occupa-
tion. Job oponirgs for domestic workers increasingly specify "young" women. These
are only a few exam2lec of the importance of age, or rather of youth, in the present
labor market.

Assuming that 40 is an average hiring ace for the ton women's occupations
studied, and that is a generous estimate in view of the trends in most of these
occupations, it is interesting to note the proportions of applicants who are over
40 years of age. Women 40 and older in three sales and clerical groups ranged
from 4 percent in the case of stenographers to nearly 23 percent in the case of
sales clerks. Of operatives, nearly 25 percent were 10 or older. Certainly the
significant proportion of women sales clerks, office clerks, and factory c-peratives
who are over 40 will find difficulty in securing reemployment under present condi-
tions.

Other instances of occupational maladjustment in these occupations can be
cited. In domestic service, the percent of women applicants in five typos of work
who were 40 or older ranged from 33 percent in the case of general servants to 64
percent in that of cooks and chefs. The exception from this trend was the case of
waitresses (not jomestic), only 3 Percent of whom wore so old. In any single
period of time, the majority of job openings listed with the bureaus call for young,
white workers, and majority of the applicants are older women, and in Philadelphia
predominantly Nero, though the total number of Negro applicants is small in a city
office like that of Philadelphia.

Educational background is less important as a factor in employment in the
skilled hand trades or in unskilled labor, but is increasingly important under the
new conditions of the service industries, and absolutely essential in the field of
the clerical occupations. There is a siemificant Iproportion of sales clerks and
office clerks, for example, with a grammar school education or less who wish to
get back into these occupations. They will be greatly handicapped by their
insufficient educational background in competition with high-school graduates.
A small but significant group of older women cooks who have had no schooling will
be unable to follow written instructions and the standardized recipes character-
istic of modern chain restaurant cooking.
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Wisconsin. Emplayaent of women on  civil leorks_projects 

A report just issued by the jomen's -fork Division of the Civil Works
Administration in Wisconsin gives strong evidence of the need for special atten
tion to women's work, both to secure a sufficient number of places for them and to
assure adequate wage standards.

The report states: "Nothing short of socially and economically useful anploy-
ment raises the morale of women workers." "The experience of the Women's -eork
Division clearly shows that an employment pro:ran rather than relief or a work
relief nrogram must ce.,c ahead with funds specially allocated for women's work."
The number of women at any one time on tl:e C.W.A. pay roll in the State was, at
its highest, 3,605 in the week ending March 22d.

Voluntary county advisory committees on women's work were organized in 35
of the 71 Wisconsin counties (all the limited staff could dc in the short time
available). Among the types of work done in the various localities were the
following: Mending and recatalogirg books and other work in public and school
libraries; clerical assistance to county or other local agents signing farmers'
contrcto for corn and hog reduction; makin garments and repairing shoes for
relief and otherwise assisting with loci relief work; exa,Aining school children
physically and making a survey of malnutrition; the Wisconsin Industrial Com-
mission project, which consisted in making a digest and cross-index of Wisconsin
Supreme Court decisions from 1911 to date and compiling a legislative history of
labor laws for women.

Among State supervised projects were that at the University and that for
the Wisconsin Tax Commission. In the former, women were employed in clerical work,
in compiling statistics, in detailed research in dietetics, psychology, education,
horticulture, agriculture, chemistry, physiology, hone economics, medicine and
other fields. The Tax Commission project employed over 200 women in obtaining
adequately the data on improvements to real estate on the property appraisal cards
for cities and villages of the State. Woren made drawings of the beildings. Others
having a knowledge of abstracting and the preparation of deeds corrected descrip-
tions. -,:omen accountants and statisticians compiled the data. All field cards
':ere copied by women. The results will be of incalculable benefit in making
better local assessments.

The more important Federal projects employing women were such surveys as
farm housimz, rural tax delinquency, deaf and hard of hearing, prices farmers
pay, and historic Luildings. Women were also at work on the staff of the reemploy-
ment offices and on the Indian Reservations.

It has been the experience of the Women's Work Division that unless women's
work is separately organized and planned with a woman director in charge, trained
in the amploymert problans of women, a just proportion of em.-oloyment for women
is not provided. Local officials tend not to Flan for women's work projects without
stimulation. Among the facts that gave rise to this otatemont it is shown that in
January the ratio of men to women employed in C. ..A. was something like 76 men to
1 woman, in February 35 men to I woman, while "in justice to the number of needy
unemployed Jomen, the ratio shoul:' have been at least (as low as) 10 men to 1 woman."

Other important fundamentals as well will bo neglected without special atten-
tion. Adequate supervision of working conditions on women's work projects is
necessary in order that the workers be safeguarded against volunteer unpaid over-
time, overcrowding in too small workrooms; or poor light and ventilation. Planning
over a long time necessitates the collection and centralizing of data on women's
employment problems.
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A vital factor that needs particular consideration in relation to women
workers is that of wage standards in view of the types of work to be done. This
is a problem to which the omen's Work Division gave much attention. The hourly
minimum finally fixed for sewing jobs was 40-45 cents, and the weekly payments
range from $9.60 to $12 according to size of city, with $19.20 for county - super-
visors.

The importance of giving special care to this need for women is shown by
the variations between the rates finally fixed for women's work and those that
originally had been agreed upon after the Women's Division had carefully considered
the prevailing rates, the women's occupations, and the demands of the projects to
be undertaken.

The weeny rates originally arranged for were $19.50 for clerical help;
$22.50 for assistant librarians $27 for nurses under supervision and for social
workers; $36 for graduate librarians, experienced graduate nurses, horticulturists,
and research work independent of close supervision; $45 for lawyers, physicians,
dentists and psychiatrists. Instead of these, the rates fixed were: Base, $13.85;
intermediate, $16.15; operating supervisory, $18.46; and technical supervision and
professional, $18.46-$34.62. There was no guide as to which of the Women's
occupations should be planed in which of these classes, and the report states:
"The stratification of women's occupations is not se standardized as in lien's work
. . A fair determination of prevailing wages for women necessitates much more
evidence from local communities and the emplcying and labor groups than has been
gathered up to the present time. There is a groat lack of knowledge concerning
ricmon's work wages and classifications of occupations, and there is a tendency
among men whenever they are the controlling force in the determination of women's
wage rates to set the rate hastily on insufficient knowledge and on a much lower
basis than the Women's ;Jerk Division; from its experience, felt that women's wages
should be."

The rates finally used on the clerical and professional women's work projects
ran about as follows: $15 minimum; $16.50 for lower groups of the intermediate
class; $18.50 for the skilled supervisory class; $22.50, $24, $27, and $2,4.50 for
the various grades of professional work. On tnis basis, the lowest rate and
the highest professional rate both had been reduced nearly one fourth from the
original determination.

Germany. Employrcent of married women 

Under recent German legislation loans are rranted by the Government to young
couples wishing to marry, on condition that the woman undertakes to abandon her
employment. Funds are derived from a special tax on unmarried persons. According
to an article in Soziale Prayis, the system of loans has attained its object of
permanently withdrawing a large number of women fnom the labor market and reviving
the furniture and domestic utensils industries. A woman wan previously allowed
to reenter employment if the husband's income did not exceed 125 marks a month. It
is stated that women often left their employment temnorarily for the sole purpose
of obtaining a loan, knowing that their husbands were not earning more than 125
marks a month and were not likely to do so in the near future, and that they could
reenter their former employment or find a new post without departing from the
provisions of the Act. A new Act is intended to put a ston to this practice, by
prohibiting any married woman from reentering employment so long as her husband is
not in need as defined for the purposes of unemployment insurance, and so long as
the loan has not been repaid in full. (Industrial and Labour Information,
14 May 1934). 
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Hours and Work conditions
an••••••• 

....MM... ON. 1.•••••.•

Homework. Pennsylvania and New York

A recent report of the work of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and

Industry shows that January 1934 homework investi7ations had increased to 613
as ngainst 350 in the same month of the year preceding. (Labor and Industry,

May 1934.)

In New York, a small unit has been set up in the Division of Women in

Industry and lanimum iage to receive applications from homework contractors

and workers for special permits to have homework done or to do it. Under N.R.A.

codes homework except where such perLiits are granted,is a violation. The new
unit will carry out in the State President Roosevelt's order of May 16 providing
for homework at the sane wage rate paid in factories "to men and women who are

incapacitated for factory work by reason of injur:, physical defects, oertain
types of illness; ago, or because they must be at home to care for another
person who is bed-ridden or an invalid."

Homework owes moot of its growth to the profits made as the result of
coolie wac,es paid to scattered, unorganized, helpless workers throushcu-, the
United States, most of them in rural areas and small towns. Wages of 25 and
50 cents a day for skilled work are common. Hourly wages are as low as 2 cents
an hour. Under the order, factory rates must be paid. This order affects
more than 50;000 homeworkers and 2,500 homework contractors in New York State.
Among articles now comrercially made in homes are: Children's dresses;
lingerie; embroidery; knitwear; men's clothing; pocketbooks and other leather
goods, including gloves; beading; artificial flowers; toys; mounting of buttons
and novelties on cards.

The new unit will be administered by the State Labor Department's Bureau of
Homework which for twenty years has regulated this phase of industry in tenements
and is equipped to conduct the investigations under the Executive Order.
(Release of New York State Department of Labor.)

Brazil. Ratification of conventions on women's work

On 26 April 1934 the Secretariat of the League of Nations registered the
formal ratification by the Government of the United States of Brazil of the
Conventions concerning the employment of women before and after childbirth and
concerning employment of women during the night. (Industrial and Labour Informa-
tion, 14 Ray 1934.)

Cuba.  Protection of workinwomen at childbirth

A decree-law has been approved by the Cabinet and sanctioned by the Provi-
sional President of the Republic of Cuba to put into effect the Washington Conven-
tion concerning the employment of women before and after childbirth, which had
been ratified by the Republic of Cuba. The decree-law was published in the
Official Gazette of the Republic dated April 20, 1934, and is to take effect 60
days after that date.

The employment of women during six weeks following childbirth is prohibited,
and they shall have the right to refrain from working for six weeks before child-
birth, on presentation of a doctor's certificate.
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During this period of absence from work, the woman "shall receive an
indemnity sufficient for the complete and healthful support of herself and her
child, and shall be entitled, as an additional benefit, to be treated by a
physician or midwife to be supplied by the State, the Province or the isiunicipality
according to the case. The amount of the indemnity shall never be less than the
salary which was earned by the woman, the same to be paid by a system of insurance
to which the State, the employers, and all women laborers shall be ollliged to
contribute in the manner and proportion to be determined in the regulations."

A woman shall net be discharged for the reason of pregnancy, nor at this time
without justifiable cause, nor shall the fact that, due to her pregnancy, she
does not perform her duties with the same efficiency be considered justifiable
cause. dhen she leaves work for this reason during the time established in the
law, she shall be entitled to her position or her return.

The decree prohibits the employment of women at this time in work which is
too heavy for their strength, which is done standing during long periods of
immobility, which might produce nervous shocks, and in any work which is capable
of rausing abortion or affecting normal development. (Communication from the
tinled States Embassy at Habana, Cuba, containing copy of decree-law.)

By January 19349 fourteen countries had registered ratification of this con-
vention with the League of Nations, and ten of them had passed measures putting
the convention into effect. (Report from International Labor Office giving progress
of ratification.)
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Minimum wage

Interstate coact on Minimum Wage signed

The interstate compact on minimum wage was signed in Concord, Now
Hampshire, on May 29, by representatives of seven States, Connecticut,
Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, and Rhodo
Island.

In outlining the policy and intent of such compacts it is stated that
reasonably uniform standards for labor in industry, determined in accordance

with the ;:oneral welfare, would not orly benefit labor but would be of real
advantage to employers, removing the pressure toward low wages, long hours
of work, exp3oitation of minors and women, and similar action conmonly
admitted to be injurious to all concerned... The establishment of reasonably
uniform standards in States concerned with the same general fields of industry
and competitors in the same markets will afford the advantages of stability in
labor legislation to all concerned, with disadvantage to none."

Provision is made for a continuing coL:eission in each State representing
industry, labor and the public, to deal with other ratifying States concerning
questions arising under the compact and its operation. The chain-mai of each
State camIssion is to represent his State on an interstate commission, and the
governors of the signatory States shall request the President of the United
States to appoint a representative of the Federal Governeient to the interstate
coi ;el srion.

Tho mini=m standards for a minimum wage law as outlined in the compact,
folio,- the Pvneral form of the New York laws. It is olso provided that
Hmae.d-Aory fair wage legislation in offect or in course of passage in the
sceioled States as of the date hereof is hereby declared to meet the minimum.
standards required by this compact and adherence hereto by such States shall
have the effect of making such legislation a pert hereof.“ (Copy of compact.)

Massachusetts. A now Mini= Wage Law

The Ilassachusetts legislature has rePleced its Minimum Wage law for
women by one which is essentially the same as that of the New York law and
the National Consumers, League model bill. In the former Mass-emsetts law,
wage orders could not be carried beyond what is now known as the "directory"
stage. With the now law, orders may be made mandatory after nine .10-Iths. One
section of the law provides that orders or decrees now in effect "shall continue
In full force and. effect until expressly emended, modified or revoked." Also
the conmission is authorized to alter or modify the provisions of any minimum
wage decree in force at the effective date of the new lawn to bring the wages
and other provisions of such decrees into complete or partial conformity with

provisions in an:, Code or Codes applicable to the industry covered by
said decrece and. .qoproved by the President of the United States under the
provisions of the National Industrial Recovery Act, n such authority being
effective only during the life of such codee (Copy of law.)
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New Hampshire, Minimum Wage activities

Following the public hearings on the recommendations of the Laundry Wage
Bo-rd as to minimum fair wage standards for women and minors employed in the
laandry occupation in New Hampshire, the Labor Cormissioner resubmitted the
report to the Board. The revised report hr.s been sent to the Commissioner
and accepted. A public hearing on the recommendations of the Board and. on
the revised administrative rulings to accompany the same has been arranged
for Tuesday eveninv, July 10th.

In its revised report, the Wage Board recommends a minimum rate of 28
cents on hour as in its original report. The Board has omitted, however,
the requirement for overtime payment in the case of hours worked in excess
of 45 per week and has changed the provision regarding payment for short time
to i)revide a flat rate of 30 cents an hour where less than 39 hours of employ—
ment per week are provided, in place of a progressive increase of one—half
cent per hour in the ninilerum rate for each hour less than 30. These were the
provisions which occasioned most objection. In other respects the recommenda—
tions are substantially as in the original report.

A study of the wages of women and minors employed in restaurants in
New HPlepshire is being conducted by the Minimum Wage Office. This is to be
extended to include a study of hotels. (Communication to Woments Bureau.)

New York. Progress in lanirme Ware Administration.

On July 2nd the Directory Order Governing Wages of Women and Minors in
LiinaTy Occupations will 27e.ve been in effect nine montlis. At that time the
Indusrial Corlissioner plans to give notice of his intention to make the
order mandatory reld to hold public hearings during July,

Considerable progress has boon made in securing compliance with the
Minimum Wage Order for laundries. Laundries in the five boroughs of
Manhattan rela in Westchester County which wore foui:Id to be paying less than
the mini= rates have boon sui.ie:oned before the Industrial CoLleissioner to
show cause why their names should not be publishea. As a result of the
hearings, a large majority of those laundries (346 out of 432) agreed to
comply with the terms of the Order, and a subsequent check of their payrolls
showed thee to be in compliance. During June it is planee to hold similar
hearings and to publish names of non—col2plying laundries in the Buffalo,
Rochester and Albany districts and on Long Island. 

•,

Women .and minors employed in hotels and restaurants arc to be the next

groups to be brought under the provisions of the ianimum Wage Law, and the
preliminary investigation of wages and hours in hotels and restaurants in

New York $tate is now under woe'. (Cor.ueunication to Wo::,ents Bureau.)

Wisconsin. Orders ay)lyinc: to Canneries

The Industrial Co:lission of Wisconsin has issued orders for
employment in canneries practically the same as those in effect last year.
The hours of work:provided in the NRA Code for canneries approved May 29
will not 4Db4go the Wisconsin situation as to We.lenis hours, but should

shorten those of men somewhat as their days and. weeks have been extremely

long. Wome.4Is wages have been lower than men's, the reasons given being
that their work has been loss heavy and that they are paid for overtime while

.:enz:re not. In the pea and in the cherry canning factories the wo:len work

chiefly at the picking tables; in bean canneries they work at the picking

table and filling cans.
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The orders make the following provisions as to woents hours of work;
54 hours a week, 9 hours a day, are allowed during the season Of actual
canning; for 8 (lays during the season, women over 17 may work 60 hours a
week and 11 hours a.day. Hourly rates for experienced workers, which have
not been changed since last year, are 2* cents in cities over 5,000 and
200 in small places. However, sl.nce wage rates fixed in the N.R.A. cod9
for the industry are to prevail during the life of the Code, the minim=
in Wisconsin will be 221 to 270. (Communication to the Woments Bureau.)

British Columbia. Minimum Wage in the Fruit and Vegetable industry

The Board of Industrial Relations of British Columbia has issued under
the Female Minimum rage Act an order relating to the fruit and vegetable
industry. The industry as defined in the order includes "the work of females
engaged in conning, preserving, drying, packing, or otherwise adapting for sale
or use any kind of fruit or vegetable."

Experienced Women are those who have worked in the industry at least
two months. Minimum hourly rates are fixed in the order as follows:

Experienced  :  Inexperienced

First 8 hours any day  270 : 250
Hours over 8 up to and including 1. 1  400 •. 37-?,2'
Hours any day over 12 .  .. 540 •. 500

The order became effective 14 days after its publication in the British
Columbia Gazette of May 3, 194. (The Labor Gazette, Canada, May 193)4.)

These rates compere favorably with those fixed in the N.R.A. Code for
the ir,dustry (see page 6). The British Columbia rates exceed those for women
working on seasonal production in all parts of the United States but the
Northern Statds. .But while rates in the North are 3 and 5?-,- cents higher, 10
hours a day (60 hours a week) may be worked under the Code before overtime
rates are allowed.

Hours and Vork Conditions 

New Jersey. Night work

The New Jersey Legislature is still in session, and Assembly Bill No.
78, providing a penalty for violations of the law prohibitinc the mployment
of women between 10 .p.m. and 6 a.m, of any day, applyinc: to manufacturing
establisiments, bakeries and laundries, has passed the Assembly and now
(June 21) awaits the action of the Senate. (Communication to Wbments Bureau.)

New York. New law extends control of Homework

Of groat importance to women, who form the major portion of industrial
home workers, is a new homework bill recently signed by Governor Lehman which
amends the existi,le. law. It extends control of homework to single family and
two family dwellings In cities with P. population of 200,000 or more. Formerly
the Bep-Irtmen of IJ-Jpor had had jurisdiction only over homework performed in
tenement houses — i.e., Louses in which three or more families live
independently.
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The orif:inal bill introduced into the Legislature this year at the request
of the Departacnt extended the provisions of the ho::.ework law to all
dwellincs in the State, but it was amencled in the Legislature to exempt
sinple and two feeeily dwellings in places with a population of loss than
200,000.

The new law also reuires that every clvleyer of houeworkers coreing
within the scope of the law pay an annual fee of $25 for a permit to
distribute hor.ework and that a license to perform horeework be secured by
each homeworker.' Fomerly the owners of the houses i;i vhich holeework was
perforned were required to secure licenses, as at present, but not the
indivieucl worers. (Cormurication to Womon's Bureau.)

Emz)loyr.ent of Women

United States. Er;ieloyment  of wor.en in May

Seasonal declines in er...ployuent were reported by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics in se..le of the chief woman-employing indmstries, such declines
being 2 percent in te:ctilos, 5 percent in wearing apparel, and 1 percent
in shoes. .Hoerever, all those industry groups reported eleployment above
that of May 1933: clothing 7 percent, shoes nearly 12 percent, and textiles
21 percent. aaplozrieent in cigars and cigaretes was 5 percent below April.
and. 3 percent above a year ago. Confectionery had declined 4 percent frau
April, and was less than 1 percent above 1933. In the non.:.i.rnnufacturing
groups, enployelent in laundries had gained 2 percent over April, and 7
percent over 1933; retail trade, not quite 1 percent over April, but 15
percent over a year ago.

United States. Eiei.iloyment of Trained Nurses under the Civil Works A.ctainistrel..-
tiot*

A me.ery of the accomplishment of 10,000 unemployed nurses vho were
placed on C.W.A, projects, is given by Ellen S. Woodward, Director of Wouen's
Work in the F. E3 R. A. in the June issue of Public Health Nursing.

Nurses were riven enplo:reent in lenny ya:rs -- in public h9spitals,
institutions, clinics, on public health staffs, bedside nursing, iauunization
campaigns, in :aal:ing surveys and in many other.helth services. It is hoped
that these services have opened, and will continuo to open, now avenues of
employnent to the qualified, unaeDloyed.nurses. In 1:,any instances health and
nursing service were carried to remote sections for the first ttx.

The following quotations frau Mrs. Woodward's account give a picture of
the accor:plishl,ent reported frorl a few of the States.

"In the State of Washin-ton, the public health dep%rtne;at had long been
hampered in its work because ,f the necessity of curtailing e:cpenses, QtTA
gave vhcr..i an opportunity to aLiploy three hrIndred needy nurses. Zone of these
nurses had to be given clothing and shoes before they could accept vork. Vith
the corps of three hundred aclOittonal nurses, supervised by the public health
nurses, from December 8, 1933, to March 15, 1974, thousands of children were
imunized against diptheria and were riven selallpex vaccination. Ii the flood
area, hundreds were given typhoid vaccine.

"In. Illinois, the hone hygiene nurses did a very splendid job, This
project oelployed:lore than one hundred nurses. It is osti=ted that fully
ten thousczd freellies were assisted from December 11 to February 15.

"In Missouri, one of the outstanding services in which e.any nurses
wore given er.ploy.lent was the purvey of crippled Children, as a result of
which 1,600 crippled children out of 3,000 found In the survey, have received
or are receiving hospital care.
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,In one Georgia county, the Health Commissioner stated that the nurses
had done more in health work in four months than had been done in years be—
fore. Physicians and prominent men and women th7oughout the State are en—
thusiastic over the work done. Counties in which =sing service has been
disoontinued arc clamoring for its reinstatement.

"In my own home State of Mississippi very splendid health projects have
also been carried on. One is the teaching of home and personal hygiene, and
the other is nutrition. There are 75 registered nurses teaching. classes,“

N. R. A. Codes for Three Food Industries 

Women have followed their job of food preparation from home to factory
in varying degrees in different typos of food manufacture. They form 17 per—
cent of the 200,000 wage earners (average for the year) in bakeries, 63 percent
of nearly 65,000 workers in candy factories, and 48 percent of nearly 100,000
in canning. The highly seasonal character of the canning industry should be
noted however; monthly emr)loyment as reported for 1929 (not by sex) ranged
from a minilw of about 46,000 to a maximum of over 225,000 and it is very pro—
bable that at t'..10 peak of the season, the proportion of women employed is much
above the average. While permanent codes for these industries have only recently
been approved, all have been operating uncler modifications of the Presidentfs
Reemploymont Agreement since last summer.

ne Candy Code affecting not far fron 40,000 women, alloys R 40 hOur week
durine- normal times, but a 14.g hour week for 18 weeks in the year, if 1 1/3 the
regular rate is paid f2r over 40 hours a week and 8 hours a day, Even then
daily hours are limitoa to 10. Minir...um hourly rates vary by sex, geographic
area, and size of city. Woments rates range from 27;14 in cities under 500,000
in the South to 350 in larger cities in the North, or from $ll to $la for 40
hours, Wookly pay for the 45 hours allowed during a peak serson will range from
$13.94 to $17.74,

The Canning industry, co;iering possibly 100,000 women during the peak
season, fixes a bPsic wool: of 3G hours. During the-season when it is necessary
to handle or pack perishable products men may work 60 hours a week or loncer if
certain specified con,litions are fulfilled and womenls hours are unlimited if
additional help is not available or if all plant facilities are in use. Over
tir.,0 pay must be givcn women for over 10 hours a day and for all work on the
7th consecutive day; that is, 60 hours a week may ho worked before the hicher
overtime rates apply. Hourly rates vary by sex, locality, and sometimes by
size of city. For ncn—smsonal products, hourly rates for women paid on a time
basis rane from 2211-5- cents to,3210. On seasonal production, by far the more
Important part of the industry, such rates are from 200 to 27:10 an hour, or
$12.00 to $16.50 for 60 hours. Fifteen Southern States and parts of two
others are allowed the 200 rate,

The Canning industry is however very largely a piecework industry,
especially on seasonal products. Pieceworkers, instead of being guaranteed
the minimum as in most codes, need not be paid an hourly average of more than
150 in the South or cents in the Forth, or 50 bclov the minimum hourly
rates, if pooling tor.iatoes, picking over pens or working on other seasonal
products. These rates world yield then' from $9.00413.50 for Go hours of work,
if they do not exceed 10 hours a day.
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The Baking code will affect about 35,000 women. It fixes a 48—hour week
for sales persons in retail outlets and for workers in "handicraft bake shops"
(emplvinf; not over 10 persons and with certain limited power machine equipment),
and a 40—hour week in all other bake shops.

Salespersons in retail bakery stores are to receive from $12 to $15 a week
by size of city. Minimum hourly rates in bake shops are 350 in the South and
400 in the North, except that wrappers, icers and cleaners of shop and equipment
need not be paid more than 280 in the South and 320 in the North. Thesc pro—
visions fix a lower minimum for the majority of women in the industry since
most wrappers and icers are wouen, and. most women are wrappers or icers..

Since these industries cane under a modified P. R. A. last surer, the
permenant codes arc likely to effect little further change in conditions. To
learn the effects of the N. R. A. the present situation ha s been coupared with
that of July 1933. Average weekly earnings for women are available only in the
reports of the New York Department of Labor. Average operating hours are those
reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Bahinr.: Candy Canning

A,vernge weekly earnings :

July 1933 . $13;54
April 1934 $17.77
Percent change : — 5.7%

Average wce71.1y

Worlent  New .York State

: $10.25 $5,66
: $12.66 $10.54

• 23.5% • g6.2%

Bureau Lr1ogr Stati2tics

3:0

July 1933 .... • 

7

47.2 

0 

•
April 1934 41.5 

3Percent change : —12.1% —26.7% 7:135

Earnings in ITew York in April at the Code minicluu rates for the average
operating hours re.D'cirted by the B. L. S. would have bcen $13.28 1.n bakeries;
from $19.80 to $12.60 according to size of city in candy factories! Earnings
in cc.nning on non7sensona1 production would be frau $9.33 to $10.1.0 by size
of city. Seasonal production is not likely to have begun in April. (Analysis
by WolLents Bureau.)

1/ Effective date stayed until July 9, 1974.
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Cost 9f living

Estimating the cost of living is at best an 
uncertain matter, more

especially since standards of living differ grea
tly with obligations of

various types and with social changes of many kinds.

It may be stated confidently that many em
ployed women earn amounts far

less than sufficient to establish healthful li
ving for themselves, and many

have dependents in addition. Estimates of .a Dinimum—decency wage for a single

employed woman made by certain State officia
ls for differing localities in

depression years ranged from $12.50 to $17.20.

Old acse pensions.

Eleven States in 1933, enacted old age pension 
legislation — Arizona,

Arkanns (declared unconstitutional), Colo
rado, Indiana, Maine, Michigan,

Nebrasks, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon and Wa
shington. This brings the total

to PG States with laws now in effect. The per.sion age is 65 in 12 of these,

68 in 1, and 70 in the remaining 13. A. rough estimate of women affected would

show about one.third.of the older women n
ormally in gainful occupations in the

country to be covered by pension provisions. (For details see W. B. News

Letter for Dec. 1933.)

•
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Einimum Ware

New Yor'e.. Women workers in laundries after 9 months under the Yinimum Wile-e Order

At the close of its 0-month period of operation, the question of making the
minimum wae: order for the laundry industry in Nev; York mandatory instead of
directory has arisen. The first public hearing on this subject was held in New York
City July 20.

All those present, representing both conservative and radical labor , rouno, the
various )aundry owners' associaticrs, members of ',;he Laundry Wage Board, and various
civic and women's groups, ur,:;eci unanimously that the kaunary -.age Order be leado man-
datory at the earliest possible date. The up-State hearings are to be held the last
week in July.

Before these hearings the Department of Labor issued the following information:
"The Laundry ../age Order has been in effect nine months. In this time the

Linimum Age Lay:, usin the single weapon of publicity for noncomplying employers,
has raised the generel wage level in launqries throughout the State.

"In Greater low York; where sweatshop conditions were =lost frequent; Department
of Labor statistics indicate that the State hinimun e Law, in its directory form,
has increased the reedier; weekly wage of 17;600 women and !einor eLployees in the 1868
plants by $1.77. In up-State laundries the roedien weekly earnings for 4,725 women
and minor employees in 342 laundries was increased by :A.12. These increases were
maae between Eay l93, when the law was enacted; and Novee,ber 1933, after it had
become effective through the Directory Order. Since that tieee active enforcement
work by the Division of 7oeeen in Industry and Leinireum "jage has further raised the
wages of the lowest paid workers. Contrary to some predictions, the legal minimum
wage has not tended to become the actual maxinun wage.

"A large majority of the 2,210 commercial laundries, employin-,.: most of the
22,325 women and minor workers in the indostry in the state, are now complying with
the lanimum Wage Law." (Commnication to the Women's Bureau.)

Ohio. Report of the Chlorin- & Drein !animur  Fair  'raee Board

The report of the wage board as to wages and, worl:!.rg conditions for -amen and

minors in cleaning and dyeine. establishments ha e been accepted by the Director of

the Department of Industrial Relations. Public ieearinc7s on the report v4ill be held

early in August. The chief orevisions of the report are as follows:

The minimum wage propoeed is 35 cents an hour for all classes of -eoeaers includ-

ing clerks in dry cleaning stores. For clerke in stores; one and one-half tne normal
rate shall be paid for ever 48 hours a week, end for all ether workers for over 40

hours a week. The time and one-helf rate shall ape,ly only to workers who are paid

the minimum hourly rate.
The proeosed administretive repmlations include the following:

Pieceworkers shall be guaranteed not less than the minimum hourly rate set.

There shall be no differential wage rate for minors or women learners.

The rate shell be the same for all sizes of comvunitics.
Time spent iee waitin;-: for work on the prenises shell be ;aid for at the minimum

demon engaged in both laundry and dry cleaning, work shall be paid for all time

worked at the minimum rate for the cleaning and dyeing trade. (Communication to

Women's Bureau, enclosing copy of order.)

rate.
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Ohio. Progress in enforcement of  the Laundry Ei.nimum '::Le.tae  Order

A report to rerebers (DC the Advisory 13oard gives the following information:

"May 9, 1934, was the date set for the laundry industry to file wage reports
with the Division of Linimnrn 7age. 'se have received reports from 286 commercial
laundries, 109 hospitals, and 52 hotels. Since tent late we have checked these
reports in our office, and our staff has been rochockire:: in the field. They have

interviewed violators, run down nonreporting firms to discover wnether they are out

of business or merely negligent and checked in various ways ell reports we have
rece3ved. We have Lnterviowed in their homes woreen from every laundry. ',/e, are
b(Tinning no to hold sectional hearings nt which time violators are asked to show

cause why their name should not be published ns violntors. . . The ninety-day
period for the directory minimum wage order for the laundry industry, during which
time the; only penalty for violation is publicity, has expired. iotice has boon given
of a public hearing to be held in Columbus, July 25. After thic hearing the Director

can declare the directory order mandatory, wnich :eeans the fines and imprisonment for

violatioe provided for in thelaw become effective. . . After the laundry minimum
wk;ce order went into effect eoele hospitals in the Stetc took the position that the
minimum wag( order did not aly to them. A Jaw firm in Cleveland representing a
Cleveland hospital finally filed leith us a formal protest, which wes submitted to
the attorney zeneral for an opnion. In the meantime we elede a little preliminary
report of wage and hour conditions in hoeritals from ';he recerds that our field
investimtors had turned in to us. This report shows rho unbelievable conditions
under which some women are 17orking in our public and tsrivate institutions. On July
13, the attorney general rendered an opinion to the effect that the minimum wage law

does apply to laundry workers in hospitcls, the specific question et issue. This
opinion guarantees the much needed protection of the minimum wage law to thousands of

women employed in hospitals and institutions throu7hout the State."
The study of conditions ln hospitals vis3 based on a random sample of 392 women

and minors workin in the food and housekeeping departments el: Ohio hospitals. It

was found th-t over ore-fifth (21.4 percent) were working 50 or more hours a week

and ore-tentn, 70 or reore hours. The weekly earnina.s of these eorkers ranged From

$1.87 for a 6 -day week of 612 hours to ',;25.04 for a 5-11.-day week of 44 hours. The

median hourly rate was 21.7 c,ete (half earring more, half lees), and the median

number of hours worked per wee': was 47.1. ,It should be recalled thet the minimum

hourly rate set in the laundry order is 27-i: cents. The report states: "The majority

of those women and minors reneive some vlintenance in nddition to their weekly wages,

but thoro is no way of knowing nhether the rooms arid neale provided for these employ-

ees are adequate or satisfactory. It in difficult and unfair to place a money valua-

tion on maintenance without further investnigatin' the rooel and meals furnished to

each worker which in iteelf is almoet an inposoielo undertaking with a limited staff:'

(Communication to Women's iiureau enclosing copy of report to Advisory 2,oard Lemters

and report of vcrkers in hospitals and institutions.)

Oregon: Orders_affectiv wmen  in the needle  trades and in laundries and dry clean—

in' eotablishia7mt:1;

The two latest ;13nimum emc orders ineeue,1 by the Welfare Commission of Oregon

have recently been received. The needle craft occupation covered in one order is

defined as "all designinc:., cuttinv, etitchinc, weavire, knitting, henstitching,

alteriw!, etc., whether by hand or machine, of materials for clothing, wearing

apparel, upholstering, tents, awnings, bags and drarcrics." These occupations were

previously covered by the order for manufecturine occueations. The hours permitted

are reduced from 46 a week and 9 a day to 44 a week and 8 a day, with e 48-hour week

and 9-hour day allowed for two neriods in a year of 6 wee:ne each. The minimum warm
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for experienced "'omen in the needle trades is set at 30 cents an hour or ?'13.20 for

a 44-?,our week, the same amount that was set as a minimum for 48 hours in the manu-

facturing order. The apprenticeship period remains one year. Home work is prohibited.
The new order covering laundry and dry cleaning establishments adds dyeina to

the occupations covered. Hours are reduced frail' 48 to 44 a week. 9 hours a
day are still allowed, Vs- pay for over 8 hours a day is required. The minimum rate
of 30 cents an hour yields 4313.20, the same weekly nay as was previously aflowed or

48 hours of work. This rate exceeds the rate fixed in the code for the

laundry trade, rates for OreTon being 25 cents to 27 cents by size of city in the

western part of the State, and 224 cents to 25 cents in the eastern part. The

apprenticeship period of one year allowed in the previous order has been done away
with.

-;dork is prohibited in both orders between 6:30 p.m. and 7:30 a.m. The previous

orders -orohibited work after 8:30 p.m. but specified no morning hour. In the laun-

dry order the period of six hours' continuous work allowed before a rest period must

be given, is shortened to five. Entirely new provisions in the latest orders are as

follows: Both orders require establishments amployin three or more ax3en to furnish

"a suitable rest room, properly heated and ventilaLed end equipped with a loulvc and

proper chairs for rest and comfort." The laundry order requires individual lockers
for all women exployees and a eaitable re= where they :lay chane from street to work

clothes. The noodle crafts order prohibits work in "insanitary basements and build-

inEs or places unsaff on account of fire risks." The laundry order prohibits work in

a basement or cellar room, unless there arc windows on at; bast two sides. .k certain
specified window area is also required and a specified amount of fresh air, secured
by forced ventilation if necessary. (Cicelmunication to Wo::en's Bureau enclosing copy

of order.)

British,Columbia.Orders_Lovernin7 wmeen_k, offices and in nublic liousekeenin7
occaatione

Tuo orders recently issued by the Board of Industrial Relations of British

Columbia cover office and 1.11,1Lic housekeepinc occupetiono. These orders went into

effect on Lay 24.
Office oceupations "includes the work of feeeeles ereployed as stenographers;

bookkeepers; typists; billin clerks; filing clerks; cashiers; cash girls (not

included in other orders); checkers; invoicers; compto:etare operators; auditors;

attendants in physicians' ce:fices, dentists' offices an6 other offices; and all kinds

of clerical hela;." The LAniemel weekly wEvfe for exaerieneed wonon 18 years of age and

over is set at 0.5 for a 4 -hour week or 31i ocnts hour. Girls under 18 and all

women with loss than one year's experience aro to receive froze 41 to ;;.14 a week

according to experience.
Public housekeeping occupations are defined as "the work of waitresses, attend-

ants, housekeepers, cooks; and kitchen hel. in restaurant:, hotels, tea rooms, ice-

cream parlors, light-lunch stands, and other places where food is cooked, prepared,

and eerved for which a oharge is made; and the work of chapt.erreaids in hotels; lodg-

ing-houses, and apart-oeets where lodging is furnished, whether or not such establish-

ments are operated independently or in connection with any other business: and the

work of all feale elevator operators and janitresses."

_Lxperienced women 18 and older are to receive a minimum of $14 for 48 hours or

29 1/6 cents an hour. For O.rls under lE and worcn with less than 3 months' experi-

ence, the minimum is set at .42 a week. In any case, JO a week feey be deducted for

lodgings and 5.25 for 2,1 meals, with fewer meals at proportionate rats. (The.

Labor Gazette, June 1934.)
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On the wholes these rates compare favorably with the rates fixed in N.R.A.
codes. The most usual rates for clerical workera; if different from production

workers, are $14 or $15 or $14 to $15 by size of city. These rates are for a 4 10-
hour week, or an average 40-hour week in oost cases.

Einimun hourly rates in the leundry code for western Oregon and 'dasliinton are
25 cents and 2?--cents an hour by size of city. The restaurant cone sets womer's

rates for a 48-hour week everywhere in the North at from $10.67 to $13.34 for non-

service, and $8.14 to 439.33 for service occupations, varyirJ: by size of city.

Deductions of $5.50 for a week may be made for loda.ing and 21 meals.

Hours and 'Jeri:. Conditions

Women and the International Labor Office

During the discussion of the Director's report, _rs. Kjelsberg (Norway) called

attention to the fact that, although under the Peace Treaty women had equal rights
with men as regards arepointent as DeleF,atee or Advisere s althouvh two of the items

on the agenda of the ipreeent Session of the Conf;rence specially concerned women,

and although the Director reelinded L-overne:ents of these facts, only eleven
governelents had appointed woLen as Delegates or Advisers. There were two women
delegetes and nine women advisers representing Fo-ernments, and three women repre-
senting workere—a total of only feurtoon women in all. She regretted, having regard

to the importance of collaboration between men and women in the effort to solve the
problems of today, thnt so ::any 7;overnieents ivnored the clear stipulations of the
Treaty. he ale() urged that some women noubers should be elected to the Governing
Body. (Industrial and Laoour Information, June 25, 1C)34.)

International. Nie.ht wor!(. of a'crien

The International Labor Conference (meetinr June 4 to June 23, 1934) adopted by

a vote of 120 to 1 a draft sonrentior revising the con7ention as ar;on+nd in 1919

These,revisions were as follons:
Insert as a new Article:

This Convention does not apply to nomen holane responsible positions

of eeanaFemen:, ere not ordinarily ons:area in manual work.
Insert as a proviso to the defininr the term "night": Provided

that, where there are exceptional circuleetances affectin the workers

employed in a particular industry or erea, the corpetent autl-ority may,

after conaultatien with the employers' and ..:(yrkere' organizations con-

cerned, decide that in the Case of women ere2lreyed in that industry or

area, the interval between eleven o'clock in the evening and sis:

Oclock in the oornirej may be substituted for the interval between ten

o'clock in the evening and five o'clock in the morninw.. (Ibid.)

(2)

Underyround work of women 

The Conference decided by a unanimous vote that the question of the empleynent

of women in pnderground work in vines of all kinds should be 1)laced :n the agenda of

the next session for a aecoYi and final discussion.
The refiert en the subject prepared for this aosoion shows that the employment

of women in mines is a serieus probleis in only two moDber States, India and Japan.

In India legislation promulgated in 1929 is now being apnlied %:ith a view to com-

plete prohibition by 1930. In Ja-r,)an, the custom is disappearing under the influence
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of legislation promulgated but not yet in force. The following figures show this
trend:

Number of women employed underground in

Japanese coal mines, 192-1933

1931 
1932........... 7202

1 Sept.1933
(maximum number).... 5,516

(Report VI, Employment of Women on Underground .derk in Mines of All Kinds. Indus-
trial and Labour Information, July 2, 1934.)

Massachusetts. Orders imaireving Torking conditions

The sa"ety and health of working women have been protected by the work of the
Division of Industrial Safety in the Massachusetts Department of Labor and Industry.
A total of 5,258 inspections and visits made durina the month of June under the
auspices of this division has secured the following results:

Orders for the improvement of toilet and washirT facilities mot with compliance
in 255 cases. A total of 253 orders for the safeguarding of dangerous machinery has
been complied with. Orders for the removal of dust, Eases and fumes in industrial
establishments were complied wit'n in 23 cases, and in 69 lig,hting systems were
improved.

Compliance was giver to 222 orders requiring a medical chest or medical room to
be furnished. The importance of such orders is seen when it is known that one out of
every ten injuries arisinF: out of and in the course of employment in Massachusetts
becomes septic. In 1933 there was a total of 35 infecbed cases which resulted in
permanent partial disability, and 12 deaths occurred from this same cause. (Com-
munication to 'domen's Bureau.)

Cuba. Protection of working rro'n at childbirth

Following Deeree-law No. 152 concorring the rights of working women before and
after childbirth OSCO Lettcr of june 1, 1C)34), Docree No. 1568 ef the Dspartment
of Labor, sipmed June 2/, establishes reLzulations for the enfDrcement of the earlier
measure.

According to these 1.e7alations a LaborinL -lomen's Laternity Fund is created in
each provincial capital with a.athority to receive premiums and distribute payments.
Each mployer liust contribute to the fund 1 percent of the salary or wage earned by
his fenale employees. Laborinc: women :qust contribute one-half percent of their wage
or salary, to be deducted by the employer. domen wao have made payments into the
fund for ten months before child^oirth shall be entitled to insurance payments.
(Communication from U.S. Embascy at Habana, Cuba; containing copy of decree.)

damen's Earnings

Connecticut. Earnin7.s and hours in t.ne wonlen:s dress industu2_1933 and 1934.

The Linimum :Iage Division of the 6tete Labor Department made a survey of condi-
tions in the women's dress ranufacturin,g industry in the sprinE. of 1933 and again in
the sprincr of 1934. The results of these studies are incontrovertible evidence of
the improvement, resulting from the new Administration policies, in one of the worst
sweatshop industries in the State.
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The figures given below are all taken from the pay-roll records o
f the fac-

tories; 33 shops employing 1,800 women were covered by the 1933 
survey, and 42

employing 29881 by the 1934 survey.

------------ -.7

Percent
1933 1934 changLe_

Average number of employees in shop 55 69 25

Ledian wage (per week) $10.11 $16.52 63

Median hours (per week) 50 35 -30
—

The details of the two reports show that vdhile for a busy week in 1933 ne
arly

14 percent of the women 1/ received less than $5 a week, in 1934 less tha
n 2 percent

received so little. In 1934, nearly 63 percent received $15 or more a week, and

nearly 34 percent $20 or more. In 1933 only 1* percent had received $15 or more a
week. Comparing earnings by occupations at the two periods, increases in 1934 over

1933 ranged from 64 percent for pressers to 113 percent for cleaners. (Communica-

tion to Women's Bureau with copy of report.)

Emnlovment of Women

United States. Employment of women in June

Employment of women in June 1934, as indicated by trends in woman-employing

industries, reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, was above the level of June

1933 in most cases. This increase was 43 percent in manufacture of clocks and

watches, 31 in silverware, 23 in jewelry. Food products were 17 percent above 19339

paper and printing 15 percent. The textile group and the wearing aeTarel group were

less than 2 percent higher. However, woolen and worsted goods and millinery were

below the same period last year by between 15 and 18 percent, and corsets and allied

products, and men's furnishings, by 2.2 and 6.1 percent respectively.

Several of these important industry v.oups showed declines in June as compared

with -ay, these being as much as 5.2 percent in textiles, with declines in six of

eight component industries; 5.7 percent in wearing apparel; between 3 and 4 percent

in candy and clocks and watches; and smaller amounts in parer and printinn, jewelry,

and silverware. Increases from May to June of as much as 5.5 percent were shown in

the food industries, over 3 percent in silk and rayon goods, and of a smaller degree

in cigars and cigarettes, and electrical machiner:„ apporatue and supplies.

zmployment in the nonmanufacturing groups had increased from June 1933 to June

1934 by from 1.7 percent in the telephone and telegraph industry to 17.1 percent 
in

hotels, and was 6 percent or more above June 1933 in laundries, dyeing and cleaning

and in retail trade. All these industries had ,ained slightly from Liay to June of

this year Eicept retail trade, which had lost less than 1 percent.

Pennszlyania. Employment of women in  the Civil Works Administration program

A report on the Civil ':iorks Program in Pennsylvania from Nov. 15, 19339 to

Larch 31, 1934, has just been received. It shows that thouFh women formed but 3

percent of the total, 13,329 were employed on the various projects during the. 
periled

_______

1/ In each report a few minors are included. See News Letter for December 1933

for details of first study.
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of four and one-half months. A separate department of Women's Work was set up to

encourage the development of projects which would employ women.

About two-thirds of the women were single, and over one-fourth were or had been

married, the reelainder not reporting on marital statue. One-third were under 25,

one-fourth 25 to 29 inclusive, while only about 4 -percent reported themselves as 50

or older. These women reported 17,387 dependents, for three-fourths of whom they

were entirely responsible.
The largest group of women, 35 percent, were placed in office and clerical work.

Nearly one-third were given professional work, and 27.- percent were placed in un-

classified work. :ore women were placed as research workers than in any other kind

of occupation, 3,129 being so employed. Other large occupation groups were as fol-

lows: Clerks, 2,161; stenographers, 1,037; nurses; 513; cleaners, 337 (the only

large unskilled group); teachers, 269; librarians, 201.

In view of the large number of research workers (women formed nearly half of

the total so employed), it is of interest to note the nature of some of the research

projects, which would gj.ve (employment to many of the clerical workers as well. The

general subjects covered by these projects were education and recreation, labor,

health, social and economic conditions, relief and welfare, public finance, traffic

and transportation, and a few miscellaneous subjects.

The research projects on labor subjects included the following:

Effects of the N.R.A. on wages, a study of the wages ie the hosiery industry

in one city in 1929 and 1933.
Employment office nlacements and administration; several projects came under

this head, some of which were based on records of the State Employment

Office in Philadelphia.
Graphic analysis of the work of the State Department of Labor and Industry.

Great Britain 

The report of the Einistry of Labour for 1933, just become available, gives the

employment of men and women in tereas of the estimated number of insured persons on

July 1, 1933. Of these, nearly 3,500,000 or 27 percent were women. The approximate
distribution of these women in major industry groups was as follows: Distributive

trades, 21 percent; textiles, 14 percent; clothing, 10 percent; metal and metal goods,

hotels, restaurants: boarding houses, etc., food and tobacco, paper and printing;

between 4 and 8 percent each; laundries and dry cleaninz, nearly percent. The

remaining 23 percent were wideln: scattered.

The percent of unemployment by industry is reported for each quarter but is not

given by sex. In general the greater unereployncnt was found in industries employing
nore men than women. The greateet uneFiployment of women would seem to be in the
cotton textile industry with 62 percent of the nearly 500,000 employees women and
wIth 20 percent of all workers unemployed in December. The following table gives
this infore:ation for a few other inTortant groups.

—

Industry

-,

Total employed
Percent womenn
'ern of total

.M••••••••

Percent of total
unemployed

December 1933
..WM1••..........S...............11 ...• 0.... .5.0..................••••••: •

Hosiery 113,500 77.9 7.0
Laundry al dry cleanirp:—. 150,160 77.2 8.2

Tailoring ...... .n 212,130 66.8 14.1

Hotels, restaurants, etc. 393,510 62.5 17.2

Joolen and worsted 229,950 58.6 9.1
Pottery 75,690 54.3 23.4
Food industries, misc 125,820 50.0 15.8
Distributive trades a 1 95 600- 9 .-.. 9 38.1 10.5

____  ...—
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In four industries, tailoring, miscellaneous food, hotels, etc., and laundries

and dry cleaning, unemployment was lowest in June and has increased somewhat
 since.

In the pottery industry, unemployrent was lowest in September. In the other indus-

tries prosanted here, unemployment has decreased rather steadily since the first

quart:.r.

NOTES

Now Hampshire. :inimum Wase Office surveys cost of milk

The New Hampshire Linimum Wage Office in its Cost of Living Branch has been

pursuing an inquiry into the spread of prices between producer and consumer. 
Of

five projects undertaken under the direction of this Office, with the use of C.W.A.

workers, one has released findings on the family consumption of milk over a period

of practically 4 weeks, taking especially into consideration the consumers' atti
tude.

While in 1924 the avera:e consumption of niil in New England was more than 2 quarts

per family daily, this survey shows that in 1934 the average was only 1.6 quarts.

An appreciable number of families in the low income group used no fresh milk. Lore

than 4,000 families were visited in 7 cities and 2 large towns in the most thickly

populated part of the State. Those were divided into various income groups, and

the suctions of the city visited were carefully chosen in each case to assure repre-

sentative reports. Lore than ono-fourth of the families stated they would like to

buy more milk if they could afford it, hut their incomes had been heavily cut.

(Report from Minimum Wage Office, New Hampshire.)

India. National Council of "Women

The fourth Biennial Conference of the National Council of Women in India was

held in Bombay from 13 to 17 Larch 1934. Resolutions were adopted, amonp- others;

calling for the adoption of an All-India Yaaternity Benefit Act, or the lines of the

Bombay Act, and an All-India measure fo,- the compulsory provision of creches; the

introduction of vocational training in the upper classes of primary schools; study

of the main unregulated industries, with a view to britTinF them under the proposed

Factories Act; rnd the al:pointr:ent of a Governaient Commission to enquire into the

possibilities of introducin7 a complete scheme of social insurance. (Industrial

Labour Information, July 9, 1934.)
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Cigarette, snuff, chewilv2; and mnoking tobacco nanufacturin 

The WoEents Bureau ,Iade a survey of the cigarette, snuff, chewing and

smoking tobacco manufacturing industry in May 1934. This survey furnished thc
data presented by a Wol:ents Bureau representative to. the aeputy in charge of

the coae for the inOcustry.
The survey found rnic short time in stamaries. Of 5,124 stemmery

employees studieapercent had worked 4o hours, and about the sane
percentage had. worked less than 40 hours. Only 4 of the 7 cigarette stemmeries
and none of the 3 chewing tob%cco factories operated a full-40 hour week during
the pay roll period, ur.d this week was selected in each case in consultation
with the managel:ent because it represented usual conons, neither the high
nor eSw of the year. Those operating hours unaer 4o affected about three
tenths of al1 employees scheduled in cigarette units. Only 1 of the 5 plants
included in the study showed an increase in employment resulting fram the
40—hour

Since such a large nromrtion of stemmer workers were employed less
than 4o hours, or in many cases less than 30 hours, it was recp.lested that the
hourly rate proposed in the coae, 250, shguld be fixed correspondignly higher.
Undertille cpnaitions must be considered in.fixing hourly rates. A 250 hourly
wage woula yield earnings to workers of only $7.50 for a 30—hour week— large
percentages woula earn less than $7 a week. Median weekly earnings of perso'th
rho worked full plant operatinc: hol.Irs were: For hana stamers in cigarette
ana chewing tobacco nlants, $4.55 a week; for machine ster;_lerp in
cigarette factories, $8.75 and $10.60; searchers and pickers in one cigarette
factory all earned $8.50 a week ana in another 94 percent earned $10.

In one plr,,nt machine pterimers wore paid on a piece work basis ana their
hourly earnings averagea less than workers on a time b,-.sis even in some cases
fallinf7 below 20 cents an hour.
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Minimum Wy.s.

California

Recent minimum wage orders in manufacturing and laundry and dry cleaning.
Recent orders of the Division of Industrial Welfare of California applyinr, to
manufacturing and to laundry and dry cleaning industries have reaffirmed the
minimum hourly rate of 33 1/3 cents formerly in effect. It is this rate that
produced, on a 4g-hour week basis, the $16" Lidmum wage so long in effect in
California. Under N.R.A. codes for many industries hours have been shortened
greatly. This hourly rate for a 40-hour week would produce a minimum wage of
only $13.33 1/3. The rate set for part-tiide workers, 4o cents an hour, has
been continued under the orders, which explain that it has always been the
policy to protect the part-time worker with a higher rate, and that in event
the $16 weekly minimum were continued on the basis of 4o hours (or less in same
codes) the rate of 40 cents for part-time workers would be no higher than the
rate for full-time workers. (Mimeographed copies of orders)

Minimum wage order for canneries. The Division of Industrial Welfare of
California has fixed 33 1/3 cents an hour as the miniLlum wage in cannerios, andas the amount to be guaranteed to at least 50 percent of the women (and minors)
on piecework in this industry. Overtime pay of this rate is required after
8 hours, work, and double pay after 12 hours.

The California rate is in most cases Lore than 10 percent above the
minimum fixed in the N.R.A. code for canning, which is 300 an hour for non-
seasonal production in cities under 400,000 (where most canneries are located)
and 32* cents in the larger cities. For seasonal production - the bulk of the
canning industry - the code rate is 27i cents for women in northern States. In
the N.R.A. code overtime pay of 14 those rates is required for over 10 hourst
work, and double pay for over 12.

The California rate also is above that of Washington and Oregon for this
industry, which is 27-1.- cents an hour with a guarantee of this rate to 35 percent
of the pieceworkers.

Cr'lifornia canners have assured the Industrial Welfare OonLlission of their
full cooperation in having the orders compilod with, and, as in the past r're
paying the cost of a weekly audit of canneries by agents of tlIr C9u.ission.

From March 19 through July, 758 such audits were made, resulting in the
payment of $109,394.29 in back wages to 31,130 women (and minors).. Of this
amount, $53,192.34 was collected in July. The total amount so collected for the
fiscal year was $131,658.69. (Communicntion to the Woments Bureau.)

New Hampshire. Minimum rarT order for women in laundry occupations 

The Commissioner of Labor in New Hampshire has issued a directory order
fixing minimum wages in the laundry industry. This is the first order under the
minimum rage law newly operative in the State, and follows the unanimous
recommendation made by the wa_Te board called for the industry after a series of
public herrings held by this board.

The order covering women (and minors under 21) in laundires was approved
July 20, and went into effect August 1. The minimum hourly rate is set at 28
r.ents for 30 hours or more a week, and at 30 cents for less than 30 hours, pro-
vided that the amount paid for less than 30 hours need not exceed $8.40 (30
hours at 2E50).
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Employees shall be paid for such time as they arc requi
red to wait for work

the plant. If called in for loss than half a dayts work, they shall receive

y for half a day, except in the case of employees who have had 36 hours of

rk in the week. The minifaum rate is guaranteed to workers paid on a piece

sic as well as those on an hourly rate.

Among the administrative regulations included in the order are the

following:
Every employee shall be given a wage elect explaining the basis for

computing rates under the order for different 'lours.

MPXiMUL1 deductions are set for meals aid lodgings based on number of
 meals

and number of persons in room. no deduction for 9ne meal a day shall be n
ot

more than 20 cents; two meals, 35 cents; three r.eals 50 cents; 21 meals a week

$3; roan and board with separate room $4.50 a week.

Every employer shall keep a record of ntue, address end occunetion of 
each

employee, the wages paid each a_ployee and the hours worked by them.

A notice giving the provisions of the order shall be kept posted in a

conspicuous place in all rooms where women are employed.

(CoPLiunic•ation to Wo;ents Bureau with cony of order)

The miniLum rate fixed in the N.R.A. code for the laundry industry is 25

cents in Now EalTshire, there being no city in the State with a population of

100,000 or ::.ore.

New York. Mandatory :aininum wae order for women in laundry occupations

A mandatory order, making laundry owners who pa-- women and minor alployoes

less than the mininuLi wage liable to fines and imprisonment was issued Aug
ust

1 by the Industrial Om:Ass-toner of New York. The order, effective Aup_iist 6,

fixed penalties of from $50 to $200 fines and from 10 to 90 days, imprisonmen
t

for employers paying women and minor employees less than 27-A-0 an hour 
for a 40—

hour week (310 an hour in plants within a 15—mile radius of New York City)
, with

time and one—half pay for overtime above 45 hours and a 10 percent hourly bon
us

for less than 40 hours a week. Each individual underpayment is a separate

offense.
Commissioner Andrews, declaring that complying employers will n

ow get pro—

tection from parasitic competitors, said "The State does not propose
 to continue

in partnership with the sweatshop employer. There is no reason why State,

municipal or private relief agencies should have to pay part of the wages of

any laundry employees."

The mandatory order fixes in addition to penalties 
for underpayment,

penalties of from $50 to $200 fines for discrimination 
against workers who

give assistance in the enforcement of the law.

The minimum fair wage law was first a -olied to the laundry industry in New

York Oct. 2, 1933. Median weekly wages for women and minor laundry employees

in the State had increased from $10.41 at that date to $12.12 in 
Jul7.1934,

while the work week was shortened from a median of 44.9
 hours to 40.3 hours.

There hns been no tendency for the minimum wage t
o.bccome the maximi..

At the herrings representatives of employers, wor:'.:ers, 
and consulers were

unanimously in favor of making the order randatory. (New
s Release from New

York Department of Labor)
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Ohio
Mini= wage order in the dr:- cleaning industry. The report of the dry

cleaning wage board was approved July 20, and the minimum wage will be effective
in this industry September 10. The report approved 35 cents an hour with time
and a half pay for over 40 hours a week for.all workers except store clerks,
and time and a half pay for over 48 hours for store clerks. About 1600 wxlen
arc employed in dry cleaning plants in Ohio. (Co=mic:-.tion to Womenls Bureau)

Effect of minimum wage order in laundries. A study of wages in the industry
has been made by the Division of Minimum Wage of the Ohio Department of
Industrial Relations. The division found that the median wage has increased
from $8.80 to $10.61 (201 percent) since Sept. 18, 1933 when the minimum wage
went into effect. Only 242 of the 4,g40 reported employed by commercial
laundries were receiving less than the 27- cents hourly rate.

The mandatory order carries with it penalties of 10 to 90 days imprisonment
or $50 to $200 fine or both. Each wee, for any day of which an a.:,-)loyee is paid

less than the rate applicable in case of discrimination against amployees. because
of assisting in enforcement of the Act. Failure to keep or furnish reciLired
records is punishable by fine of $25 to $100 for each day of such failure.
Employees may recover the full amount of the minimum rate less amount actually
paid with costs and lawyerst fees in civil action. (Copy of Mandatory Order

No. 1)

British Colunbia. Minimum wage order in the mercantile industry

The Industrial Relations Board in British Columbia has issued a recent

order fixing the mini= wage in the mercantile industry at $15 for non. The

Board went on record that as soon as the present adjustment was felt to be
thoroughly established it was in favor of an upward revision of the cm:lents

scale, which has been at $12.75.
Even the British Columbia rate for women compares not unfavorably with

that in the Retail Trade code in this country, which is not over $12 except for

cities above 100,000, and British Columbia has only one city of such size. The

highest minimum in the Retail Code, that for cities over 500,000, is $15 for

both men and women. British Columbia has no city of this size. (Communication

to the Women's Bureau and N.R.A. Retail Code)

Employment of Women

United States 
Employment of women in July. Trends of employment in non-manufacturing

woman-employing industries reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, show

consistent gains in employment compared to July 1933. These gains ranged from

3.6 percent in telephone and telegraph industries to 14.2 percent in hotels,and

were 5 percent or more above July 1933 in laundries, dyeing and cleaning, and
retail trade. Two of these industries, retail trade and dyeing and cleaning,

show a decline of slightly over 5 percent since June 1934 . The others show
increases of less than 1 percent since June.

In manufacturing, the metal and metal products industries made the greatest

increases since July 1933, about 24 percent in jewelry to over 3g percent in
clocks, watches, etc., and in silverware. Electrical machinery, apparatus and

supplies increased over 26 peicent since July 1933. The food industries as a

whole report an increase of 16.5 percent over.July 1933. Employment in canning

and preserving increased 25.4 percent. The only decrease occurred in the con-

fectionery industry, a decline of 3.6 percent. Cigars and cigarettes increased

little over 1 percent.Digitized for FRASER 
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Paper and printing and rubber products reported 11.1 and 8.4 percentincreases respectively.
Textile industries includire7 wearing apparel, on the other hand, reportdeclines in.employment, ranging from 1.6 percent in corsets and allied garmentsto 27.6 percent in woolen and worsted goods. Fur-felt hats showed the onlyIncrease, 0.1 percent.
opts ad shoes report a decline of 1.4 percent since July 1933. Employmertin the textile industries and boots and shoes also declined as compared to June1934, except for a slight increase in woolen and worsted and in fur-felt hats.
Federal carlps for unemplved women. Unemployed women will be givenopportunity for some education and vocational training in 31 camps to be set upthroughout the country this summer, under the direction of Miss Hilda Smith ofthe Emergency Relief Administration. The camps will care for approximately1,700 women. Each camp is considered an experionont particularly adjusted to thecommunity in which it is placed. The field to be stressed is defined as"consideration of practical economic problems wage-earners will meet in theirday-to-day life."

Among the camps already authorized are the following:
Camp Arcola, near Philadelphia, will accommodate 61 women. The majoremphasis of the program will be nutrition, home care, recreation and healtheducation, also aptitude tests and vocational counselling with a view tofuture placement. A similar program is planned for 60 women in Idaho at themuthern branch of the State university.
Two camps will be conducted in connection with summer schools for womenworkers, one at Madison, Wisconsin, accommodating 60 women, one at ClemsonCollege, South Carolina, for 120 women. In both of these, workers' educationwill be stressed.
At least two camps have been planned for Negro women, one for 25 womennear Annapolis, one for 40 women at Clark University, Atlanta. (Communicationto Woments Bureau, with report of progress to July 30, 1934)

Louisiana. Occupations of women

The Department of Commissioner of Labor and Statistics receives reportsfrom manufacturing establishments, laundries, and public utilities companies (gasand electricity) employing 5 or more persons, classified as to men, women, andchildren under 16. Those data presented in the Seventeenth Biennial report ofthe department (1933-1934) show nearly 15,000 women over 16 employed in suchestablishments. Three fourths of these women were employed in New Orleans. Thelargest industrial group was that in food factories, over one third of the totalbeing so employed. Canning (employing over 2,250 women) and shellinr andpacking nuts (nearly 900 women) were the most important of the group. Fifteenpercent of the women were in laundries, and between 11 and 12 percent in textilemills (cotton goods, hosiery, rope and twine) and in various needle trades. Themaking of cigars and snuff employed nearly 6 percent. Paper goods and printingaccounted for three percent; and metal goods, chiefly cans, for aI percent.
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Laundries & dry cleaning 110
Government service 22

Domestic & personal service 105

6

Ohio. Opportunities for women seeking work

The report of the Ohio Employment Service showing activities for the

first six months, and for the fiscal year ending July 1, 1934, makes possible

a comparison of increase or decrease in jobs available for women and in

numbers seeking work through this channel., Nearly 75,000 applications for

work were made by women during this period, nearly 45,000 in the first six

months and 30,000 in the second six months. Openings for work for women

totalled about 21,000 the first half year, and 26,000 fhe second half year.
86Openings per hundred applicants increased from 47 to .

Considering the ratio of openings to applicants by industry group, a

varied situation is presented. In the first half year, laundry and dry

cleaning establishments and domestic and personal service, offered a job for

every applicant. During the second half year, laundries and dry cleaning

offered but one job to four applicants, while domestic service offered two

jobs to every applicant. In neither half year did manufacturing or trade
(retail and wholesale) offer as many as 25 jobs per 100 applicants, the
number dropping to slightly less than 20 in the second half year.

Professional service, with an absolute increase of 30 openings (103 to
133) offered the fewest opportunities, there being not quite openings per
100 applicants in the first half year and 11 in the second half. Commercial
service offered 12 jobs per 100 applicants in the first half, 11 in the
second. Openings in hotels, restaurants and institutions that decreased by

10 percent still increased., in relation to applicants from 46 to 53 per 100.
The following table gives these data for all the important groups (0.5 or
more is added, less than 0.5 dropped):

Number of openings for women, per 100 applicants
First half year, Second half year

All industries 47 86

Manufacturing 23 19

Trade 21 20

Professional service 11

Commercial service 1f 11

Hotels, restaurants, institutions 46 53
25
12
209

Exactly three fourths of all openings for women during the year were

in domestic service; seven percent in hotels, restaurants and institutions.

Nearly six percent were in manufacturing.and nearly five percent were e
jobs. About one and one half percent vere in commercial service and in

laundries or dry cleaning establishments. Openings in other lines of work

amounted to less than one percent each.

•
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Pennsylvania. Handicapped arployees under the N.R.A. chiefly women.

The first responsibility placed on State departments of labor by the
was the issuing of certificates of exemption for handicapped employees.

An order was made Feb. 17, 1934 designating State labor departments '40 investi-
erte requests for exemption certificates under specific instructions sot up by
the U. S. Department of Labor and the N.R.A., and to issue certificates which
permit the enployment, at a rate below the minimum set by the codes, of a
person whose ear.ling Qower is actually impaired as the result of old age,
physical or "ental defect or injury.

In Pennsylvania araployecs for wham certificates have been requested have
been for the most part wo,:en, so the task of issuance and investigation was
turned over to the Bureau of Women and Children. By June 15 this bureau had
issued 592 certificates for 182 firms operating under 48 annroved codes and the
P.R.A. This constitutes under ,,,-11grcent of all ay-441940es in the 182 firms.
More -It'qrds fiifTeitlfiba-feere'lleief;iTltla ie6otton'i4hrrient
industry than for any other industry. About 35 percent of all certificates
were granted for this industry. The large proportion of unskilled help and low
wage level in this industry :T.hes it more likely to have handicapped and aged
employees.

Of t:,.c total 592,. 104 were for persons 70 or moro years of age; 313 were
60 or more years of age, old age was tho causo of exemption in 3S1 cases,
physical incapacity in 195 cases, mental incapacity in 16. (Labor and
industry, June 1934)

Philadelphia. Una 17-.)loy:lent of women

Considerable light is thrown on the unemployment of women by a survey
made in Philadelphia in February 1934 by the Department of Research and.
Statistics of the Pennsylvania State Emergency Board. Of all employables in
Philadelphia, 31.2.)ercent were females. Of these employable women, 66.1
percent were working, although slightly less than half of the working women wore
employed full-time. About 4 percent more women than men were working part time.
Women were reported as unennloyed in a greater proportion of cases than men.
Women reported 33.9 -.)erce-..1t, men 32.0 percent unemployed.. The greater nnon-211.7-
i.ant a.7.ongwa.enno.ybe exnlained by the fact that 6.5 percent of the females
haa not been einloyed nreviously, while onl:r 3.0 percent of the males were in
this group. This nrobably indicates that many women are entering the labor
market becuse of depleted family incomes.

By 9rployablos is ...cant that group who either had jobs or wore unemploW
and seeking work, (Bulletin 1A, Preliminary Results, Unernloyment in Philadelphia

County, Feb. 15, 1934, released Aug. 14, 1934)

Great Britain. Married women in the British Civil Service

New regulations governing the position of married women in the
British Civil Service were issued recently. The regulations maintain the rule
that all female candidates for any established situation in the Civil Service
shall be unmarried or widows and that VIDLICI:1 holding established situations
must resign on ilarriage and notify their marriage to the head of their
Department talediately on its taking place.
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The marriage bar is, however, modified by iving the authorities

discretionary power to make exception on application by the woman concerned,

where they are satisfied that the 91-aployment of a married woman is advisable
in the light of her special qualifications or the special requirements of the

department in which she is serving. (Inaustrial & Labour Information, July
23, 1934)

Mours and  Work Conditions

California. Investip:ations, backvages secured, permits issued

The Division of Industrial Welfare of California has recently issued a
report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934. During the year 2,045
complaints wore received and investigated, to largest numbers being 695 in
hotels and restaurants, 459 in manufacturing, and 269 in mercantile plants.

Bcsidep those for canning-(shown elsewhere in this NEWS LETTER) the
Comnission had collected. $21,755.86 in back wage due, the largest amounts
being $7,02.26 in hotels and restaurants, $5,246.16 in stores, $4,114.33 in
manufacturing plants, and $1,590.49 in offices,

The Coulission issued during the year licenses to work at subminiimm
wages for 1,059 learners and 574 women handicapped because of physical defect,
age, or other reason. (Communication to the Wonen's Bureau.)

Louisiana. 2ecomnended change in law limiting women's hours 

LoLong the rocoulendations m.o,de by the CoL.I.issioner of the Department
of Lcl'hor ord fnclustrial Statistics to the Governor regarding legislation is
ono U. tbo lamend and rc- -'n, .2,t )' '"=.'0, so c? -  to

‘, Jr,r • 7-ours 1,o,2.s a week,

ey..ccp'.; I-11A ) L - .1- ); ;;(.,

vo;7k in no wa-v-- oon ei ch tle of flxr- p;-kirctc."
(17th .',i2nnio1 poit of the De-1.-)art.i.ent of Gom.Assioaer of Lrbor and Industrial

Statistic,
The 17):1-es,:rt law allows the oi- plcyrIcnt of wollon for 9 hours a day and 54

hours a week.

Social Insurance.

India. klendi.-.0--its to the Maternity Benefit Act

A bill to amene the T;aterni_ty 7e,lefit Act o 1925 was introduced in the

Bombay Legisiz,tive Council, Y.-ogi-_rt I9c.5 sO.oed by tt-1,-; Ge7ernor-

Gc,leral. at.,encb..ents coo the asio--:arof! for Tv..):107. ,-.T.rnf,.r.7 loc.; than
the Act clad r7:1.,c,.-)d as the mat:LI- T.1-v rlar--..,-,7;v are "oesed

on total t-rago oared in the thee nulf---) of 1.rxor.dIrg coa-

fin,zient, not incluAing, bonu3es for or The )er od wcoen are

ontitloc' :o 11-71.1 benefits is in,_1 from - - 4 vouck,i u e and
date of the 01:F, '7hc

a 1--..re been eml-Acki 1r t t,14..to.7 (,f 1h: r..-1.7;cr
c1 ci - s lixrcaso4 r .c 3 -mon..p%
buicfit to ciaL.,i.L. althin G mo....-AA0 after cLlidbirth, (InCristrial

and Laboux lafo,..macdon, S August 1934)
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Woeien under t1eTB
Leather

For, use at a proposed rehearing of the -'her Cole, which vas approvedwith a sex ditteltential in wages, the licrlen r :reau de a:, invostigrtienof five 3,0athar plarits in philr,aelrhir, and .P. ngton e.nufacturing principallyglazed kid, in qulv 1934.
Hourly earninps were obtained for alcr.t 2,500 emp_oyees, 74.8 percentmen and 25.2 permit women. The study frl_i :ride aispElity in hourly rates ofmen and women. While wouents earnings cence tratcd near the 3)—cent minimumallowed for women under the 1T.R,A. cods) heurly etmings usually exceededthe code minimum of 40 cents. Ecdian h)ur1:- earnings o.7 women rem 36 cents,on 58 cents, gonsiderable co—petitivc a(Nartage in laIor costs accrued tofirms employing walen in large proporten.3. The nroncrtion of wo _en variedin plants from 4,9 percent to 33.3 n:cont.Comparing the hourly earring rmai ani women working on the saneproduct and the sane naehine, the dix di7Ner1ty is evident. Of 52 nonce.ployea at puttinc and oiltne; off !n 3 p.lants, where 83 wor.en 7,orked along withthe :Jen and there wro o apparent liffer nces in c -)elr'itions of work and edllrequired, ttio non averateed 510 an ?sylr, Cie wonen 35. o ionan received asmuch as 400 an hour. In 2 nlants —here o:tly non were used, the earnings averaged550 an hour. Compertson of othe: )cc,::-..)at!.ons on which .both r.en ana women areemployed show a sini1ir 4ifferton;(. Vrrintion was least in seasoning, theoccupation on which wen= are r.es. frecue.Ttly employed. Men seaseners earnedan average of 410 an hour, n'cca - t eieraged 35 cents.

Rerltaurant 

At the rehearing of th(: en-le for the Restaurant ind-istr:-, held Aurust20, 1934, a Woments Bureau representative broarht recommendations based on datafrom a study of 533 restarralts made by tae Bureau. The study, made in March1934, covered 13,000 men and r—men employ es of restaurants in all -?arts of thecountry. The following reccrz.endations ':Tore made:1. The 6.day weekly 11t shoul( not be sasioended. This rcgalationhas been widely accepted. Only 7 percent of all employees in the survey woreon a 7.day schedule. Thir;y of the 533 rc.s4,urants were working all employees7 days, and 25 of those colored 10 or fever employees. Only 6 percent ofemployees had a schedule of less than 6 t:Ts.2. Limitation of overall hours sleuld be maintained. About 90 percentof the workers, 60 p9rce2t of the restaurants, were operating on the code maximwlof a 12—hour overall with one period off euty. Hotel restaurants were especiallyremiss on this point, keout one fifth of hotel restaurant amnloyees were workingmore than 12 hours overall as compared to -,ibaat 7 percent of the restaurantemi)loyees outside of hotels..
3. Pay periods should be weekly. Of the 533 restaurants 424 werepayin(e employees by the week.
4. The code should define clearly the term "executive." The surveyfound assistant chefs, cooks, second coe,hs, bakers, headwaiters, stewards,assistant stewards, soda dispensers, b-,rteraaers, etc., working unitlited 'lourseach week on the basis that they were paid executive wages.
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Minimum Waee

Connecticut. Home work in the  fabricated metal inii.ustry 

In submitting a report on this ini-ustry to the Commissioner of Labor of
Commocticut, riss Helen Wood, deputy commissioner, states:

"The report indicates that waes a-e oopressive for the majority of
women and minors employed PS home workers in this industry. On the basis of
tnis report, I recommend that you call a wage boar ri for this industry to set
a fair and reasonable wage which would represent adequat3 compensation for
service rendered."

The study covers 9 Connecticut factories which give out small metal
products such as hooks and eyes, snap fasteners and safety pins to be
attached to cards by home worker. The attaching of strings or wire to tags
was also included. A copy was taken of the home-work pay roll for each plant,
for a normal 4-iweek period at some time between April and August 1934. Of
438 home v'orkers appearin2; on the Pay roll, 129 were interviewed in their
homes. To deter:An° adPquacy of earnincs the number of home workers who
w,re receiving public aid was secured from relief aencies.

Fay-roll records showed that the median earnings for the 4-weck period
studied were $6.92, that is, half the families received less than $7 for a
month's work. Only 30 percent of the families received as much as $12 for
the 4 weeks' work.

The hull's s,Jent in earning these amounts and hourly earnings could only
be estimated. In tile families visited it was found that an average of 4.4
persons per family were customarily employed on home -fork. When hours worked
by eRch person in the family are added tocether, the median man-hours per
family is 34.9 per week (half being more, half less). The averRe earnings
per person per hour were estimated at 7.9 cents. In 3g fomilies less than
5 cents an hour was the usual rate, rhile only 22 of the 129 families made
over 10 cents an hour. At the some time the lowest hourly rate allowed for
factory work in an N.R.A. code covering one of these products is 34 cents
in the North.

The inadequacy of the pay for home work is Indicated by the fact that of
the 129 families visited, not one could support itself solely on the income
derived from home work. All the families where no one worked inside a shop
had to live partly on charity; 47 percent of all the families were receiving
public aid, 41 percent had run up debts or received private loans or gifts.
Only 37 percent were sulf-supporting, and all of these had other employment.

The chiefronsons given by 6 of the 9 concerns studied for giving out
home work was to provide some income for persons unable to work inside a
factory. It was found, however, that 70 percent of the home..work families
visited had at least one unemployed member who could work inside a shop if
home-work operations were performed there. In a large number of cases home
workers volunteered the information that they hoped the work would be taken
inside the factory.
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Massachusetts.  Work of the Minimum Wage Commission 1933 

The reoort of the Minimum Wage Commission for the year ending Nov. 30,
1933, has just been issued. The re?ort states:

"The commission entered upon the ',present year with a heavy list of non-
compliances in the various occupations coming under the provisions of the
twenty-two decrees, by far the greater number being under the retail-store
decree. This situation, occasioned by reason of the continued depression,
apparently reached its Peal: during the year. The commission has, however,
continued in its efforts for compliance through investigation, conferences,
reasonable extensions and the avowed intention of resorting to publication
if necessary in order to secure compliance. In these efforts the commission
has received not only the cooperation and support of numerous employers in
the various occupations, but also a decisive and encouraging response from
the public, insisting that emplo7ers put into effect wag a rates at least
sufficient to meet living requirements. Thus, coupled with an improvement
in business conditions, compliance was secured in many instances and in
others a most decided improvement was noted in the then existing wage rates,
although not in all instances sufficient to meet the minimum rates of the
decrees."

The data presented show 10,882 cases in 753 establishments pending at the
beginning of the year. New cases arising during the year made a total 22,021
in 1,316 establishments to be handled. At the end of the year 9,014 cases
were pending. There were 6,869 cases advertised, all under the retail-store
decree.

"In addition to the regular inspection work, the commission has made both
inspections and reinspections in cooperation with the Federal authorities and
also in response to occasional requests of labor departments in other States,
in the later case in order to secure information particularly in regard to
wage rates, hours and earnings in firms from whom goods for public distribu-
tion were in contemplation of being purchased. In addition, by reason of the
numerous inquiries from employers, it has been found advisable to have the
investigators acquaint themselves with the provisions of the codes (N.R.A.)
in occupations coming under the minimum-'age decrees in order to explain
such differences as are found to arise between the provisions of the codes
and the decrees, especially where the -age rates are higher or other pro-
visions more stringent under the decrees than under the codes."

"In the regular inspection work, ,-rae records for tabulation were securedfor 36,14g women and girls in 1,733 firms. An unusually large number of
reinspections were made, occrtsioned to some extent by the N.R.A. and in
cooperation with the authorities in charge thereof. In addition investigations
have been n.ade of the following occupations not coming under any decree to
determine the wage rates and earnings: waitresses, 53 establishments employing
968 women; rubber shoes, 3 establishments with 704 women employees and 34
miscellaneous industries employing 1,520 women."

It should be remembered that a new minimum-wage law was approved in May
1934 conforming to the standard law recently enacted in New York and other
States. (Communication to the Women's Bureau.)
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\e New Hampshire. Decisions regarding the  aoplication of the first Minimum Wa7e Order

Two questions have arisen in connection with the Minimum Wage Order for
laundries, first as to whet.ier the order applies to laundries in institutions,
and second, whether room and board offered an employee but not accepted may be
counted as part of the wage. The decision of the Attorney General was as
follows (in part):

"1. In my opinion such institutions as hospitals cannot be exempted from
the application of minimum wage Directory Order No. 1...

"2. Concerning the question of allowance for room and meals, it seems to
me that such deduction from the minimum wage can be made only in case the employee
actually receives th same. The intent of chapter 87 of the Laws of 1935 was
to fix a minimum fair-wage for women and minors which could not be waived even
by the employees themselves. An employee receiving less than the minimum fair-
way cannot be said to receive the minimum fair-wa4-fe even if he is given the
opportunity of receiving meals and lodging in addition. The employee has not the
right to elect to receive less than the minimum fair-wage. Receipt of meals and
lodging in lieu of cash is recognized, of course, both by the statute and the
Directory Order." (Communication to the Women's Bureau.)

New York. Effect  of the  Minimum Wage Order covering laundries

A general statement as to the effect of the first minimum wage order or the
earnings of women in laundries has already been issued (see August NEWS LETTER).
Now greater details are made available in a report based on pay-roll data secured
by the Division of Women in Industry and Mini= Wage, in May 1933, and in November
1933, the latter being just after the order went into effect.

Women's average weekly earnings were found to have increased 16.4 percent.
Of greater interest however are the changes which took Place in the earnings
of individual women. Average hourly earninP;s were computed for 952 women whose
names were on the pay rolls both in May and November. Of these gl percent were
earning higher wages in November, 13 percent had no appreciable change, and
5 percent had a decrease in hourly earnings. The amount of increase ranged from

cent to 22 cents. One-third of all the women were receiving from 1 cent to
5 cents more; another third from 5 to 10 cents more, and 15 percent were earning an
increase of 10 cents or more per hour. The decreases in hourly earnings ranged
from 1L27 cent to 15 cents, but only g of the 952 women had decreases of 5 cents or
more.

As refuting the are_ement that a minimum wage tends to lower the wae.es of the
highest paid group of workers, special attention is called to those of the 952
women who in May were receiving a higher rate then that later adopted as the
minimum. There were 89 receiving such rates and of these, 52 were earning still
higher wages per hour in November; 18 were receiving the same amounts, and only
19 had had their hourly earnings reduced. Of these 19, 14 were still being
paid more than the minimum in November. As regards the 22,095 women and minors
whose earnings were reported for November, 31 percent were receiving more than the
minimum wage required for the hours worked.

The re,)ort also discusses the need for making the Directory Order a mandatory
one, and quotes in favor of such a move the Laundry Board of Trade of Greater
New York and the New York State Laundry Owners Association. The latter organiza-
tion in a statement of policy adopted at their convention at Syracuse in May 1934,
stated in part:
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"We pledge that this Association, throwl its Secretary, will actively workfor the establishment of a Mandatory Order, under which penalties may be exactedfor noncompliance, and instruct him to aupear at the public hearings for the
establishment of such order, to lar,';e the position herein taken by this Associa-tion. (The Effect of Directory Order No. 1 on Wages of Women and Minors in
Laundries in New York State and the Need for a Mandatory Wage Order Governing
Laundry Occupations.)

Minimum wage _collections

In the erind from Aug. 16, 1934, to Sept. 15, 1934 inclusive, the Divisionof Women in Industry and Minimum Wage of the State of New York colledted $979.32 for64g employees in 123 establishments. (Communication to the Women's Bureau.)

British Columbia. Minimum waee for  Women

The Minimum Wage Board of British Columbia has recently made public the reportof its work during 1933. An important work of the board is the collection ofwages due to women under the Act. Daring 1933, $6,835.81 was collected, anamount twice or nearly twice as great  as in any of the six previous years retorted.Reports were received from 3,152 employers covered by minimum wage orders,giving employment and pay rolls for the reek of greatest employment during theyear. These reports covered 17,895 women and girls, 92 percent of whom wereexperienced. The legal minimum for experienced tTomen for a 48-hour week rangesfrom $12.75 in mercantile establishments to $15 in telephone and telegraphestablishments and in offices and $15.50 in fishing (employin; very few women).A summary of th-3 reports for all industries shows that the average weeklyearnings for experienced workers was $14.87, the average hours worked, 41.3 aweek. A little less than one-fourth of all women and girls had received theminimum for exLerienced workers, 40 :3ercent had received more and one-thirdless than this minimum. The last group includes the inexperienced workers, thoseunder 18, and those working less than 48 hours a reek.
The most favorable situation was found in the telephone and telegraphestablishments, nearly two-thf.rds of the women receiving more than the minimumfor experience, although average weekly hours were only 38. The most unfavorablecondition was found in the laundry industry where 82 percent of the women andgirls received less than the minimum. Weekly hours averaged just under 38 inlaundries. The following table summarizes the statistics for the various in-dustries:

Industry

Nureeor
of

employ-
ees

Experienced Percent receivi_oz-

Over
minimum

Less tLan
minimum

Averaee
weekly
hours

Legal
minimum

Average

weekly
earninEs

Actual
minimum

Mercantile 3,930 $12.75 $12.78 40.8 32.2
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41.0
Laundry......846 13.50 11.42 6.4 11.6 37.9Public housekeeping. 1,895 14.00 13.78 25.4 25.5 42.3
Office  4,708 15.00 17.37 23.4 54.3 39.0
Personal service 305 14.25 14.49 14.$7, 41.0 38.9
Fishing  15 15.50 16.40 20.0 33.3 51.6
Telephone& telegraph 1,601 15.00 14.73 12.8 62.5 38.4
Manufacturing 2,123 14.00 14.68 23.8 24.5 41.9
Fruit & vegetable.. 2,472 12.96 15.49 7.5 46.4 48.3

Total 117,895 - 14,87 23.4 40.3 36.4 41.3
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Ontario. Minimum wages, 1933

The annual report of the Minimum Wage Board of Ontario for 1933 has just
been received. The report covers the weekly war-:e rates of 75,57 women and
girls in industries covered by wage orders. Of this number, 95 percent were
over 18. The minimum for experienced women in all industries in Toronto is
$12.50 a week. In other cities the rates range downward according to popula-
tion. The lowest minimum set for factory employment and for hotels and
restaurants 1/ is $10 per week; for laundries, $11; for stores and offices,
$8. Slightly over half of the women covered were employed in Toronto.

It is imnossible to tell from the report just how many women v.-ere paid at
the exact minimum rate. Of over 37,000 in Toronto, 27 percent had a rate of
$12 but less than $13 a week, and no doubt most of these were at the $12.50
rate. Nearly two-thirds (61.8 percent) were paid rates of $13 a week or more.
In places other than Toronto nearly 19 percent were paid rates of $12 to $13
and over 37 percent, rates of $13 or more. Since the minimum in these places
is below $12.50, it is probable that most workers in both these groups, 56
percent of the total, were receiving rates above the minimum.

The distribution of workers according to weekly rate in manufacturing
(a little over half of all workers) conforms rather closely to that of the
total. In other groups there are interesting differences. Over three-fourths
of the office workers outside of Toronto were paid at rates of $13 or more a
week, and nearly 4o percent at rates of more than $18. In Toronto these two
groups were 85 and 33 percent respectively. In laundries more of the workers
were at approximately the minimum rate. The following table gives these data
for the chief indi;stry groups.

Industry

Manufacturing. 
Stores 
Laundry & dry cleaning 
Hotels & restaurants..
Office workers 

All industries.

7,1sewliere
Percent of women Percent of women

rate was--

$12-$13 a week 
$13 week

27.6
37.8
57.4
31.4
12.9

27.0

or more

54.1
52.9
27.7
6.5
84.7

61.g

whose rate was--
$12-$13
week

14.6
31.5
43.S
32.4
lo.s

$13 week
or more

18.7

35.4
25.4
21.2
28.7
77.4

37.4

Included in the totals besides inexperienced workers are 160 women
phsyically or mentally handicapped who were licensed to work at below the
minimum.

1/ The rate for hotels and restaurants includes the value of room and board
furnished.
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Emplament
United States. 7h212yment  of women in  Aueust 

In connection with the chief woman-employing industry groups, figures of the

Bureau of Labor Statistics show that employment in Aelg1:_st 1934 was very much above
that in the same month of 1933 in the food industries, certain of the finer retal
industries where women work in considerable numbers, and in electrical supply
factories. Employment declines from last year were slight in the making of wearing
apparel, though considereble in textile fabrics.

In the last mentioned employment in August was 13.8 below that of the preced-
ing year, influenced largely by cotton and woolen declines of 13 and 31 percent
respectively. Five of8 industries in the textile group had increased employment
from July to August 1933, and large gains were shown in millinery and ivomen's
clothing, respectively 31 and 23 percent.

Food industries were 15.8 -9ercent above 1933, the greatest gains being in can-
ning and °reserving, ice cream, and meat packing. The food groups also shweed a
gain of nearly 11 percent over July 1934 due chiefly to very large gains in canning
and the beet-sugar industry. Cigars and cigarettes were 6 percent above August
1933 and 7.4 Percent above July 1934.

Employment in the making of silverware vies nearly 39 percent above 1933, in
clocks and. watceLes 23.5 percent, in jewelry 12.3 nercent, radio and phonograph
factories 37 percent, in electrical machinery and supplies factories 18.7 percent.
Jewelry and radio and silverware had increased their employment considerably over
July 1934 while the oteer 2 industries snowed lesser gains.

In nonmanufacturing industries, laundries and banks had gained between 3 and
4 percent over 1933, retail trade and telephone and telegraph establishments between
4 and 5 percent, while hotels had gained 11.8 percent. Employment in telegraph and
telephone establishments fell very slightly since July 1934, laundries declined 1

percent, retail trade 1.7 percent. Banks and hotels gained less than 1 percent.

United States. The married woman teacher

The problem of the married woman teacher -hich continues to arise, has been

studied with :reat care by Dr. David Wilbur Peters in a survey published by Teachers

College, Columbia University. Dr. Peters stntes his conclusions as follows:
"This study eroduces no evidence that justifies a oolicy of discrimination

against married women teachers as a class. If any relationship exists between
marital status and teaching effectiveness, such relationship is without adequate
significance to justify its use as a detormining factor in fixing employment

policies. Etplcvment policies are unworthy of the children for whom they are made
if they do not eliminate incompetent, neglectful, and inefficient teachers. By the

same standard, such policies must conserve for the classroom the best existing
talent and training. A blanket rule which arbitrarily eliminates individuals as
a class levies a high tariff on training and talent and such rule should find
reason for existence in sustaining evidence."

In arriving at this conclusion cue:Para:no data were secured as to performance
of married and sinle woeien. Other factors aside from that of marital status being
the same. The records of 1,320 married teachers and those of an equal number of
single teachers with equivalent age, traininte- and eeperience, and teaching approx-
imately the same tylee of .rork, on the same grade level, in the same type of school
and the same supervisory unit, were secured in Virginia during the Session of 1930-
31.

The rating of the two croups of teachers by superintendents, supervisors and
principals were compared. The differences were found to be too small to be
significant. When the three ratings were combined with a single rating for each
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L,otal
teacher a smallf,average was found to exist in favor of the married women.

comparison of the groups was made as to twenty different items including
years in the svstem, number of positions held, numbers of days' absence for variousreasons, credits earned through summee school or extension courses, time spent ondifferent tvoes of professional activity. Here a7ain the results were inconclusive,the average difference being slight are: being enelotiees in favor of one group,sometimes the other. (The States of the Married Woman Teacher.)

Massachusetts.  Placement of women by  lic emelovment offices, 1933 

Nearly 24,000 aoplications for work eere made by women at one of the threepublic employment offices in Massachusetts in 1933, and these foemed out one-fourth of all applications. This eas nearly double Mee nureber of women's applica-tions received in 1932. While openings for women also increased, it as not at thesame retio, there being 38 openings for each 100 women applicants in 1932 and 31 in1953. The pronortion placed also declined from 28 of each 100 applicants in 1.32to 24 in 1933; however, the absolute increase in women placed was 6S percent over1932.
Very great increases in all eeeninge (139 percent) and in all placements (165percent) were due chiefly to Civil Works Administration jobs and secondarily toPublic Works projects, both giving upeoetunities more generally to men than women.Placements classified by industry were not given by sex, but no doubt the majorityof the 3,358 persons pieced in domestic and personal service were women. (AnnualReport of the Department of Labor and Industries, year endine. Nov. 30, 1933.)

Massachusetts. Census  given_preploy=t to women

Apreliminary reeort of the Massachusetts Uneme/oyment Census, a Civil WorksAdministration project under the direction of Anne Paee, nas recently been madeavailable. This project gave work to women chosen because of their need of work,who were secured through the Federal reemployment bureaus of the State.At the beginning the oersonnel numbered 3,09, only 12 of whom were men. Thereport states "The mok has in general been most conscientiously done in spite ofmany handicaps. New England has had the worst -Tinter in many years, with snow g to10 feet high in the western part of Massachusetts. The enumerators have been outin sleet, snow, mud and sub-zero vie her, at times walking 10 to lg miles a day."The primary pureose of the census has been to determine the total ponulation ofthe Commonweelth and the number of o,rsons unemployed, part-time employed, or tem-porarily emolowd, as of January 2, 1934. It is h000d that the final report willsoon be issued.

Ontario. mplovment of women in  1911

Reports of employers to the Minimum Wage Board gives a very fair picture of theemployment of women as -Jeff earners in the usual industrial, service and businessparsuits. These reports showed 75,5g7 women and girls so employed in 1933, of whom95 percent were over 1F. Over half (51%3.)4 Percent) we-re in factory employment,nearly 18 -Percent in offices, 14 percent in stores, and 6 percent in hotels andrestaurants. Practically 29 perceat of those in factories were employed in textilemills, 22 percent in the needle trades, 13 percent in food factories or cenneries,and 10 percent in the making of pacer and. paper products.
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The employment of women had, increased by nearly S percent over 1932, the
increases being most marked in store and in office employment. Employment in
factories had fallen off slightly over 4 percent, the greatest losses being in
textiles, needle trades, tobacco factories, paper and paper goods factories, andthe making of electrical goods. (Annual Report of the Minimum WaRe Board of
Ontario for 1933.)

Japan Emelovrent of women in factories_

The Department of Commerce and Industry of the Japanese Government recently
published a statistical survey of factories usually employing or capable of em-
ploying five or more eersons, as at the end of 1932.

The following table gives the number of women workers classified according
to industry:

Industry Number

Textiles.  
Metals 
Machine and tools 
Ceramics. 
Chemicals   .....
Lumbering and woodworking 
Printing and bookbinding 
Food and drink. 
Others 

Total

720,051
7,627

15,653

10,7g3
47,341
4,601
5,920

21,031
54,167

Percentage
of total 

Percent
distribution

51.7
7.g
F.1

17.4
34.g
7.6
11.3
15.3
48.5

;1..2
0.9
1.S
1.2

5.3
0.5
0.7
2.4
6.1

887,204 51.2 100.0

(Industrial and Labor Information, Sept. 10, 193)4.)

Hours and Wol-;.k. ConJitions

Califorria. Activities  of the Industrial 3e1fare Commission in A-e4-7ust 

The Division of Industrial Welfare of California reports that $65,654.27 in
back wates were collected daring August, and raid to women and minors under the
Minimum Wage Law. The greater part of tnis amount was collected through the fruit
and vegetable canning audit adjustment. Complaints received and investigated dur-
ing the month numbered 303, of which 110 concerned the motion picture industry and
49 the hotel and restaurant industry. Learners' permits were issued in 56 cases and
infirm permits in 65, both types chiefly for work in manufacturing. The division
is also authorized to issue infirm permits and permits for home work under the U.R.A.
Of these 439 infirm permits were issued to women during Au.eust, chiefly for work in
fruit and vegetable canning and 11 permits for women to do home work. (Communica-
tion to the Women's Bureau.)

Massachusetts. InvestLEations of occupatioaal diseaees  of women 

The special inquiry made recently in Massachusetts into the use of benzol in
the shoe industry throws light on an important element in the employment conditions
of many women . . . Bensol was used in cement, and of the 191 persons handling it,
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1g6 were women. This covered 145 factories, 11 of -hich rrere using benzol without
knoelledFre of its dangerous properties and were taking no precautions to protect em-
ployees from contact with its fames. The benzol was used in connection with cement-
ing crepe rubber soles on sport shoes and in cenentinr leather and rubber soles,
also in cementing channels on outer soles. Fueles from benzol were found in 53 of
the plants, and orders to install adequate local and (2eneral ventilation were issued.

The extensive use of methanol, wood alcohol and other industrial poisons in
wood heel-covering shops sugr;ested that a sanitary survey of the industry would be
useful. There '7ere 56 such places visited employing 534 men and. 6FS women, and the
usual sanitary inspection made in each. Inforoation was secured as to the solvents
and cements employed in the industrial •processes, including nitrate cellulose as
the body substance, and the use of acetone, butyl acetate, methyl or wood alcohol
and denatured alcohol; the t7pes of containers used and iehether they were provided
with covers; the exhaust ventilation provided, in general and at the source of
origin of the fumes; the sickness record of employees for the year previrus, toilet
and washing facilities, and the addresses of concerns from whom materials were
purchased.

Women and te,irls were employed in covering heels with either plain, fancy or
cellulcid covers. The first two operations consist of cuttine; and trimming the
leather covers after they have been ceroented on with a high-grade naphtha cement.
As a ,;eneral thins the cement centainers used under these circumstances were provid-
ed with covers, thus preventing the unnecessary spreading of naphtha fu-es in the
workroom. In the room where the celluloid covers are applied, methanol or synthetic
wood alcohol is used to soften the cellul-id. This room in practically all of the
establishments was set off, enclosed and isolated from the other factory space,
usually Provided with fire-proof doors, and a window or wall fan, depending on the
size of the roam, was used for general vcntilation. Necessary orders were issued to
insure cleanliness, sanitation and care for the health of workers.

The amount of occupational diseases found in these shops was comparatively
slight, being limited to five cases of dermatitis.

Diring the year, 54 cases of industrial disease to women were investiFated.
Of these, 51 were cases of dermatitis ; 1, gas and fumes uoisnning; 1, lead poison-
ing; 1, anthrax. Of the 51 -oomen suffering from dermatitis, 21 were in factories
making leather or leather prod'icts, 9 in factories making metal products, g in
rubber factories, 4 in electrical goods factories, 3 in food factories. The 1 case
of lead poisoning occurred to a woman employed in n foundry. A total of 352 cases
were investik,ated, 15 percent involvin,g the women just discussed.

N67 JLrscy.  Soeci(,1 inJustrial home -orke7-s 1 certificates 

"The work of insoectinr for home-work licenses, carried on by the inspection
force of the De-eartment of Labor in New Jeeesey has been materially reduced b;.7. the
prohibition of home work in many industries by N.R.A. code ae:reements.

"Commissioner John J. Toohey, Jr., desie7mated by the United States Dcoartment
of Labor as State Authority to issue Special Industrial Home-Work Certificates
under the exceptions provided in the Executive Order of May 15, re,)orts that 74 of
these certificates lave been issu(A to l'esident umployers; 25 to New York employers;
and 10 to Pennsylvania employers, all of these giving home work to residents in New
Jersey. Eleven Yormal Denials have been issued. A. good spirit of cooperation exists
among tile three States in taking care of these special cases." (Communication to
the Womenls Bureau.)
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Mexico. Labor rec;ulations for women

Regulations have been promulgated LI accor0Ance with the Federal Labor Law,

restricting or prohibiting the employment of women in certain specified dangerous

occupations. These rcE;ulations appeared in the Diane Oficial of August 11, 1934.

The chief prohibitions on the employment of women are as follows: In establishments

using unguarded machinry; in underground or underwater industries; in specified

occupations involving contact with Poisonous or otherwise harmful substances.

Night work is prohibited for women except in certain commercial enterurises

such as restaurants, hotels and theaters, where they maybe employed under con—

ditions set forth by the Department of Labor, or by local authorities.

Prei;nrant women are prohibited from working three months before delivery, in

work requirin considerable physical effort, as the handling of heavy articles.

No woman may be employed for more than four ho-ors during the Orly in transporting

certain specified weights. (Translation of regulations received from the American

Consul General, Mexico City, Mexico.)

(137g)
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daaN'S BUREAU
Washington

News Letter Vol. XIV, No. 11 November 1, 1934

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY E.IPLOYED dOivIEN

Minimum wade
United States: Recommendations concerning minimum waga

New york: Uinimum wa6e in nonprofit institutions

Permits for substandard woncers

Massachusetts: Application )f new minimum wage law

Alberta: Minimum wade enforcement and earnings of women

Employment of women
United States: Employment of women in September

New York: Placement of women in 1933
Wisconsin: Placement of wome by St te employment office

Hours and work conditions
New Yor: Problems of hoe work

'1;aternity benefits for women in p4 lic service: Argentina,

Brazil i/

/omen and the N.2.4.
Sex differentiAl in minimum rates

A year's enforcement and inspection by the Coat and Suit

,Code kutho ity

Rece t N.R.A. e.arings on provisions affecting women

Notes

MINIMUM 

United States: Recommendations concerning minimum wage

Minimum wage legislation was one of the items considered at the meeting of the

International Association of Governmental Labor Officials aeld in Boston in September,

and rath: detailed recommendations were adopted as to metaods of promoting such

legislati and the form i should take.
It wa emp asized thai Federal control existin at present under the N.R.A. and

interstate om cts, such s the one adopted in MAY by certain eastern States, did

not remove t e need for a ion by tae individual States.

The basi for legislation, Nnether tnit of a fair return for services rendered

or that of co of 1 ving, w,s discussed, also tne v.rious types of laws now in

effect. Wh e ifor ity of legislation is desirable, the type of legislation adoptea

must be su ted t• local conditions.
Certain general principles regarding minimum we legislation were set up.

Legislation should be as simple as consistent with effective .dministration. It

should also be sufficiently elastic to meet changing economic conditions. In this

connection it might be well to allow greater discretionary powers to administrative

officers. The need of educltional work wis stressed in order to enlist interest and

support by the public.
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Mutual e7.7change among the States was recommended as to policies, problems
encountered and methods of meeting them. It ries sw:gested that such exchange
might best be effected through the Minimum Wage Committee appointed by the Secre-
tary of Labor, the Women's Bureau, and the Interstate conference on Labor Com-
pacts. (Copy of Recommendations.)

New  York: Minimum wage in nonprofit institutions

In administering the Minimum Fair Ware Act in New York State, incidental
problems have arisen. Among these is the -Petition of nonprofit institutions
operating their own laundries. In conference early last summer with representa-
tives of the State Hospital Superintendents' Association this question came up and
has been disc-essed at subseeuent conferences, with representatives of the Catholic
institutioAs, New York City Hospital Superintendents, Westchester Hospital -,-ssocia-
tion and the Department of Social Welfare. any representatives of these institu-
tions have said they approved the purpose of the Act and its aeplication to laundry
workers in their employ as -Tell as those in commercial laundries. Others have
Objected strenuously, particularly a small New York City group which plerds both
poverty and its extensive "charitable work" as justification for paying a sub-
standard wage to its laundry workers, even though it often has been pointed out
that such earnings increase the demand for "charitable work". The Division of
Minimum Wage holds definitely to the opinion that all women and minor laundry
employees, wherever employed, come under the terms of the Law and the Order. (Report
of the Industrial Commissioner, New York State Department of Labor, 1933.)

Permits for substandard workers

Under the new Minimum Wage Act, employers must ribtain permits to hire sub
standard workers at a lower rate of pay. This requirement was also incorporated
in the President's Reemployment Agreement and in certain of the -permanent N.R.A.
codes. Many of these codes designate the State Department of Labor as the authority
to grant such permits. A special n.dvisorc7 Committee was appointee' to help draw up
standards under which these Permits might be irrented and to devise an application
form to give the most esSential information. Such a form was devised for present-
ing the nature of the handicap to the State authority granting permits. This form
was adopted for use throuhout the United States.

To date, many emnlo7ers have mnde wholesale applications for substandard
permits, but on receiving the detailed alplicetion forms, few have been filled
out and returned. The Division of rinimum 7age is now planning to check Up on all
requests, since it is possible that in !Tinny instances a substandard wa -,e is being
paid without a permit. (Ibid.)

Massachusetts:  hoDlication of new minim= we.rx law

A statement issued by the Minimum Watic Division of the Deprtment of Labor and
Industries of Massachusetts concerning the new minimum wa,e- law which went into
effect September 12, contains the fol1owir4 statement regarding decrees already
in effect under the old. law:

The new minimum waT e law (chapter 300 makes provision under section 3 for the
continuation of the oresent decrees (teyant7-t-o in number). In an opinion of the
attorney ,:eneral, dated August 27, 1934, he ravises (1) that tie present minimum
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wa,Ee decrees are to continue to be enforced the Yinimum rlare Comrission under
the provision of the former law, and not by the CoLlrissioner under the provision
of the new la-:; and. (2) that these decrees cannot be made mandatory as the power
given the Calmissioner to mho a mandator,- order 12 limited to directory minimum
fair wfve rates establishe0 under the provisions og the ne- law.

The only7anner in -inich the occuoations covered by the present decrees can
now be brought under tne mandotory provision of tic nes, 19- is through the forma-
tion of new are boards and est'tliching mjniroum 'air rtes ar above outlined.

The Depa:tslent costemlateo presmtini-; the inconine7 leisltture recommenda-
tions for lej;islation correctin„; this anomalous situation so that the existin-7
decrees will be placed under the provisions of the new low the solle RR if established
the

Alberta: !Unimum 77r10 enforcement and earnings of wen 

Activities in enforcement of the woolen's rlinklum :a,-e Act of -lberta for the
fiscal year endinc March 31, 1931), are ,:=1.7en in the Annual Report of the Bureau of
Labor, just received. A tot-1 of 2,746 insnections -ore 7a,"..e in 2,5:S3 establish-
ments, emoloy'n_: 6,799 experienced oien, Over one third of tneso worlen were
employed in office occupations and over one folrth in retail establish:lents, only
one tenth beint; in :Innufacturink;. A.djust-tents -ore recorTnended in 393 cases, :age
adjustoonts bein called for in gg percent of the cases. These latter were found
necessary in 133 cases in hotels and restaurants, ond in 7g cases each in retail
trade and in office occupations.

Weekl: wn,0 rates as renorted to the Bureau of Labor by various trades and
induE,tries ma: be comoared with the rtes fixed or exneriencLd =len,
$12.50 a -cek 7ost industries. Of 6,3113 ronen over 1S years of a.-e reported. by
2,344 firms, 23 percent received. $12 but less than $13 a week; 56 percent were paid
$13 or over, and 40 percent $15 or over.

E.m.PLOT:.11,7.7 DF 0:71'N

Emplo;zment of  women in September 

Selecting the mo:e important woman-emoloying „xollps from those reported by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, it is found that considerable enplormmt increases
have occurred over September of last year in the food industries, tobacco, and
paper and printing, while textiles and clothing show large declines in employment.
Scoe of the figures available are preliminary.

The food group ns a whole renorts 5 percent more employees t-Ilan in September
1933 with increases as follows in four important woman-employing industries:
Confectionery 1 percent, baking 6 nercent, and slaughterirv; and meat tacking
nearly 19 percent. Canning and preserving showed a galling off from last year's
season of 7 percent. The oaper and priltin group retorts nearly 3 percent more
than in Septeinber of last year, the tobacco ,7roup practically 5 percent more with
a 6 percent increase in cigar and cigarette factories, boot and shoe 5 percent less
than last year.

Preliminary figures for the Group of ter,tiles and their products show employ-
ment practically 26 percent below last year, the declines in fabric manufacture
being for the :nost part considerably greater than in wearing anparel which employed
only a small fraction of 1 percent less than last year. In wearing apparel, the
greatest declines were 5.5 percent in corsets and in millinery, while one of these
industries--women's clothing—had increased nearly 4 percent over September 1933.
Textile dyeing and finishing was the only industry in the fabrics group showing a
gain, and this amounted to nearly 2 percent.
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The three large woman-employing groups among "nonmanufacturing industries"

all showed a gain over last year, workers receiving cash payments in hotels being

7 percent more than in September 1933, while those in retail trade had increased
nearly 2 percent, and those in laundries by a fraction of 1 percent. Employment

in cleaning and dyeing establishments had declined somewhat more than 2 percent.

In practically all cases both in the manufacturing and in the nonmanufactur-

ing groups where employment had advanced, pay rolls had gained even more than had

employment. In the teytile and clothing and shoe factories pay rolls had declined
more than had employment, except in knit goods, corsets amd millinery, and in the

only two cases showing pay roll gains--shirt and collar factories and textile

dyeing and finishing.

New York: Placement of wo-nen in 1933.

The extent to which women were able to secure jobs in New York in 1933 can
now be ascertained from the report of the State Industrial ComTissioner. Of nearly

70,000 persons placed in jobs other than those under the Civil Works Administration,
over half (54.3%) were wonen, and in New York City the pronortion was 69 percent.

Cf jobs made available through Civil Works, few gave employment to -Tanen, only
723 being so placed while nearly 25,000 men received employment in this way. Reg-
istrations and openings were not reported by sex.

Wisconsin:  Placement of women by State employment  office

detailed tabulation has recently been received from the Industrial Commission
of Wisconsin giving placements of men and women during April, May and June 1934,
by occupation and industry, giving also waje rates for the various jobs secured.
Of 14,747 persons placed, 3,610 were women. The great majority of these women
(g7.5',4) were placed in domestic and eersoned service industries; about 150 placed
in productive work, chiefly in factories; about 100 as saleswomen, collectors,
demonstrators or similar occupations; about 140 in clerical work.

Over three-fourths of the women placed in domestic and personal service found
work in private homes, nearly half of these as day workers. Rates for full time
domestic servants were usually quoted by the week. These rates ranged from $1 to
$15 with room and board usually, but not always, included. In 68 percent of all
cases, the rate offered was $5 per week or less, and less than $4 in 25 percent.
Two thirds of the day workers were offered 25 cents an hour, usually with board
included.

Rates for the 222 women placed in hotels, restaurants or boarding houses varied
greatly, being fixed on an hourly, weekly or monthly basis, both with and without
room or board. For about half, the rate was 30 cents an hour or less, 20 cents
being the lowest; for 29 percent, $7 per -eek or less with a minimum of $3.

Half the women placed as saleswomen, demonstrators, and the like, were on a

commission basis -;ith no guarantee. Rates quoted showed no uniformity varying from
$1 to $3.50 a day, from 25 cents to 50 cents an hour. The most usual rates offered
for clerical work were 25 cents an hour (25 cases), $15 a week (16 cases) and $60
a month (11 cases). The most usual rates offered for factory work were from 25
cents to 35 cents an hour.
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HOURS .6•ND -TORK  CONDITIONS

New York: Problems of home work

The difficulties of regulating industrial home -ork, work done chiefly by
women, are shown in the brief report of the Bureau of Home Work Inspection of
New York for 1933. The bureau made 33O,74t inspections and investigations and
issued 6,185 orders Obtaining compliances in 96 percent of the cases.

At present the bureau has jurisdiction only over home work carried on in
tenements. It has been found that home work contractors are issuing their work
to employees in one and two family houses in the suburbs of the large cities and
in smaller towns and rural counties throughout the State, thus evading regulation
of wages, hours, and sanitary conditions. Of 17,712 workers listed by employers,
less than half (8,309) were in tenements and thus under the jurisdiction of the
bureau. Work is also sent into other States. One firm sends its children's wear
to home-workers in as many as 24 States, and as far away as Texas, Colorado and
North Dakota.

Home workers of 62 nationalities 'ore employed in homes coming under the bureau's
jurisdiction. Men's clothing ranked first, women's custom-made clothing second
and c1othim7 repairs third. Innumerable varieties of novelties, accessories and
trimmings were also manufactrred. (Annual Ileoort of the Industrial Commissioner
for 1933, New York State Department of Labor.)

Maternity benefits for women in public  service 

Arntina: A decree of the Argentine rinistry of the Interior signed on
August 3, 1:j74 eytends to -:omen oublic servants in the national administration the
right to a holiday of six weeks before and siY weeks after childbirth, with full
pay, on presentation of a medical certificate of pregnancy.

Brazil: The new Constitution of Brazil provides that admission to posts in
the public service shall be (men to all Brazilians who fulfil the conditions
required without distinction of sex or marital state, and extends to women public
servants durin pregnancy the right to three months' leave on full pay, with all
the rights and privileges attached to active duty. A decree of May 1934 appliedthe same principles to Posts in the municipal services of the Federal District.
(Indastrial and Labor Information, Oct. 8, 193)4.)

WOMEN AND 72-4E N.R.A. 

Sex differential in minimum rates 

By Sept. 1, 1934, 533 N.R.A. codes had been anoroved, Ind of these one fourth
have fixed minimum rates for women on productive work lower than for men for at
least some occupations. Of these 135 codes, 112 fix women's rates lower for all
occupations, although in 10 of these there is no sex differential for the Southand in one no sex differential in Alaska. The remaining 23 codes fix a lower ratefor women doing light work or engaged in certain specified occupations, or in
curtain divisions of t11,-, industry; in practice, such provisions orobably will
affect the great majority of the women covered by the 23 codes. While most of the
135 codes provide that women doing the sape or Ilsubstantially" the same work asmen shall receive the same wae, such a provision affords little nrotection againsta lower rate, since long established practice has divided the work in most factorieson the basis of sex.
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It is not possible to arrive at an estimate of the number of women covered
by the codes which fix a lower rate for their work than for that of men. However,
in 42 of these codes a reasonably accurate correlation maybe made Tlith the
classifications in the Census of Manufactures. This indicates that in 1929 over
300,000 women were employed in these 42 industries.

In order to make a general comparisen between men's and women's rates in the
135 codes, the percent that the rate for women is below that for men has been
computed (the lowest rate being used in cases where more than one rate is set, as
for different geographic areas or for different occupations or divisions of the
industry). In three codes, women's rates were 6.3 percent below men's, the slight-
est difference found. The greatest difference was a rate of 30 percent below in
one code. In 18 codes the difference was less than 10 percent; in 25 codes, 20
percent Or more. •

The shoe industry is one of tne most important ones which discriminates
against women, setting a rate 14 percent below that of men in all cases. Nearly
85,000 women were reported in the industry in 1929, 41 percent of all wage earners.
Women's work in shoe factories is largely machine stitching, and is often highly
skilled.

Nearly 40,000 women in candy factories are subject to a lower minimum than
men regardless of the work they do. Here again, much skilled work is done by girls
in the dipping of chocolates and fancy packing. Their minimum rate is, in every
locality, 5 cents an hour below that of men.

Cedes covering the manufacture of paper and paper products, numbering 30, have
lower rates for women. In all but one code the rates are lower regardless of
occupation or product. An incomplete estimate shows that perhaps 60,000 women are
covered be. these rates, that are from 6 to 25 Percent below those of men.

Preliminary census figures for 1933 show over 200,000 persons in the canning
of fruits and vegetables at the height of the season. To say that half of these
were women is probably an underestimate. Code rates guaranteed to women piece
workers in the industry are uaually 21- cents per hour below those euaranteed to
men. Hourly rates for women are never less than 5 cents below that of men. Since
far more women than men are on a piece work basis in the canning industry, the
hourly minireum for most women is 10 cents below that for most men when canning
corn, spinach, peas and other seasonal products.

In 35 additional codes, although wage rates are not fixed by sex, provisions
are included that in effect result in lower rates for women in many cases. In 20
codes workers who in July 1929 received below the code minimum may be paid at the
lower rate, but usually with a lower absolute minimum fixed. Since 7amenfs rates
are traditinnally below men's, such a provision is more likely to affect them. The
most important woman-employing industries among the 20 are those for the electrical
industry (including radios) employing about 90,000 women, and for rubber tires
employing some 13,000 women.

In 4 codes a lower rate is fixed for "light work" or "light repetitive work".
In 9 co:les a lower rate is fixed for certain specified occupations. Wrapping,
packing and labeling are among those mentioned, work usually done by women. An
important code coming in this last category is that for the baking industry. Clean-
ers, icers and wrappers maybe Paid 80 percent of the minimum for other occupations.
Cleaners are usually men or boys, but icers and wrappers almost always 'women, and
probably few women are found in other occupations.

In the code for the barber shop trade, practically all workers are paid on a
commission basis with a guaranteed weekly minimum. Manicurists, bootblacks, and
brush boys are guaranteed rates ranging from $6.50 to $8.50 per week, according to
size of city, while for barbers and all other employees the guarantees range from
$13 to $17. This means that practically all women in the trade are grouped with
unskilled men at a minimum half that of other employees. (Analysis by Women's Bureau)
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A year's enforcement and inspection b7 the Coat and S,lit  CodeAuthoritv

The report of the Code Authority for the Coat and Suit Industry on the first
year's inspection and enforement under the N.R.A. recently has been issued. This
involved two, three or more visits to every firm in the industry, 2,622 of which
were known to the Code Authority,furefifths of them in the Metropolitan Area of
NewYork where the enforcement activities thus naleirally centered.

Among the more imoortant subjects of investigation were those of 7ages, hours,
and use of the label. In a total of 33,959 investigations, 4,517 violation in-
stances were found, over three fourths of which were adjustd without the necessity
of a formal nenring. Wage collections an0 adjustments (including those in cases
pending) amounted to more than $125,000. Over $100,000 of this constituted wage
deficiencies in the New York Vetropolitan district.

Whenever wae.e violations were found by a sUbmanufacturer or contractor inves-
tigation was made to ascertain whether the wholesaler or manufacturer paid the
submanufacturer sufficient to enable payment of code wee:es'? nd if not the complaint
was lodged against the former as well as the latter. Wage deficiencies were
collected for the workers throigh the Code Authority. Violations of hour provisions
were comparatively few. First offenses were adjusted by a premise of compliance,
repeated violations were certified to Washington.

More than a third of the violations were in relation to the repuired label for
the product. Numberous cases were found of the use of counterfeit labels, and in
such instances the source of these labels was investigated and their manufacturing
discontinued.

For some time the label issued under the code for the Coat and Suit industry
adopted by the New Jersey State Recovery Administration caused trouble, since firms
using this label, many of which were submanufacturers or contractors for New York
firms, were disregarding rates of the National code and refusing to allow investiga-
tion by the Code Authority. When this situation ,7as followed through, the New
Jersey authority finally withdrew its label.

New firms applying for permit to use labels were investigated with particular
care, since they someties were formed by older firms seeking to use them as a
subterfuge for avoiding certain code Obligations. The Authority was able to trace
these cases to the controlling compan:r and insist upon compliance.

The question of overlapping code jurisdiction often has caused great difficulty
in administration and enforcement, since firms at least some of whose products were
a part of the Coat and Suit industry have onerated under other codes having lower
wage rates, especially under the Dress code, the Cotton Garment code, and the
Blouse and Skirt code. Code authorities for these industries have insisted that
the garments so produced come within the definition of their industries, and have
permitted manufacturers to use their labels for them. No definite jurisdiction of
theer code and overlaying e.ides has yet been fixed satisfactorily to the Coat and

Cod Authorit7, which e7_aims this overlappine; still produces unfair competition
fcr their firms.

In the summer of 1934 a special investigation was made as to use of the label
durine. the 1934 spring season. This survey covered 1,04g manufacturing units in
the New York Metropo]itan ristrict, more than half the unite in the District.

actically tbree-fo-,:ths theE had mplied full/ wi:1 lebel provisions,
reeyther 10 pweent heeing ,ade rl 

• 
-  violatio:.e .enaing firms, 165 in

nro.-ie,ed or 3hipliel pa of ti-:r goods, 2) of t eie-eourth or more of
ryleduct, without labels. Tells included infant,' an ehildren's goods firms

and those dealing with Now Jersey contractors. (Report of the Code Authority.)
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Recent N.P..A. hearinca_on provisions effectinE  women

Home  work. During Octoter hearings were held by the N.Ree.. on proposed
amendments relating to industrial hoe-1.e work for the codes for Knitted Outerwear
and for Portable Electric Lamp and Shade manufacture. The former was opposed, the
latter supported by the Women's Bureau. In each case the Amendment had the support
of the Code Authority.

When the code for Knitted Outerwear was first under consideration, provision
for abolition of home work by some approved Cate was strongly urged. Instead the
code provided that a report "upon the practicability of discontinuing home work in
the Industry or setting up a system of control for home work" be made within six
months from the effective date of the code. Nine months having elapsed, the
committee set up by the code for this purpose, composed of 3 representatives of
the hand-knit, 3 of the machine-knit manufacturers, 1 of the Administration,
proposed "Schedule A" to Article VI (the home work article) of the code. This
schedule not only made no provision for abolishing or even for gradually reducing
home work, though it has been shown repeatedly that home work never can be adequate-
ly controlled, and though industries more deuendent than is this one upon home
work have been adjusting their operation to eliminate this system by a specified date

The proposed "Schedule A" sought the settins up of a Horne Work Control Com-
mittee of 5 members from the industry, 2 from the Administration; the reporting of
all home workers to the Code Authority by every manufacturer or contractor; and
the specification of the type of operation .;erformed. It made no provision as to
any minimum wage for these workers. Agents of the Womenls Bureau recently have
sent in reports of visits to 64 homes of these workers in this industry in Phil-
adelphia (including 69 women who did such work). This is by no means a casual or
part-time job; half the workers retorted having -ork,id 40 hours or more in the
week--a third of them 60 hours or loner; and half of them had worked 7 days in
the week. For these eecessively lone; hours, the wass were wholly inadeouate.
Over half the women reported earned less than $5 for their week's work. Only a
fourth earned as much as $6, the highest being $10, an amount received by 'only 4
women. Of those who had worked 60 hours or longer more than 1 in 3 earned less
than $5.

Besides receiving such a totally insufficient wage for lone: hours of work, the
home worker always was responsible for getting and returning work, in many cases
paying a girl or other neighbor some 30 or 40 cents for this delivery. The home
worker was responsible for spoiled work, and either had to pee' cash for spoiled
materials or had to make corrections. Almest always she had to buy or to furnish
in some manner her own needles. Often she had to make several samples of a oattern
before she could begin on oaid work. Scyeetimes instructions were defective and
she had to do the work over. She had to make a deposit for the materials taken,
usually $5, in some cases $5.80.

The rates of pay for certain styles or materials are so irregular that it is
impossible to summarize them very briefly. One of the women visited was engaged
in knitting a 3-niece suit; for the skirt she was to get $7.75, for the blouse $8,
for the coat $7. This represented a month's work at 66 hours a week, and would
yield less than $6 a week. Her total month's pay would be $22.75 on a suit that
retails for ',100. It is mall wonder that a third of the families of the home
workers visited were receiving public relief.

The amendment to the Portable Electric Lamp and Shade code (a branch of the
Electrical code) proposed to abolish industrial home work at the end of 60 days from
the date of approval of the amendment. Recent reports from Women's Bureau field

agents in Philadelphia show that in practically all cases firms in this industry
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ormerly had given out home work now do so no longer, in large measure be.

of the changed styles in lampshades, those now in use being too bulky and

erishable to transport for home manufacture.

Final decisions have not yet been received as to the proposed amendments in

of these industries.

Exemptions from minimum wakies. During the past month the Restaurant industry

requested exemption from the Bhking code for those restaurants conducting bakeries,

many of which sell such products directly over the counter. The baking code pro-

vides a minimum of 40 cents an hour (32 cents for some occupations), which for

the 40-hour maximum week would be a $16 velge ($12.80 for certain occupations).

This is very much above the minimum of $10.50, which is allweed under the restaurant

code for similar classes of employees in the largest cities--in smaller places an

even lower minimum is permitted--and this is for a 4g-hour reek with a 12-hour

daily spread. The baking code provides for an g-hour daily limit. Moreover, under

the restaurant code, -eals and lodging may be charged to the employee, though the

baking code allows no deductions from the ware except for voluntary contributions

to pension or other benefit funds. Obviously the granting of the requested exemption

to the entire industry would be to the serious disadvantage of a considerable group

of workers in bakeries. It was opposed by the Bakin,:-; Code Authority since it would

perpetuate unfair competition of restaurant bakery products with those of other

bakeries which are reouired to maintain higher standards. The exemption was denied.

NOTES

A timely analysis of "Labor Laws of Twelve Southern States" has recently been

arranged in chart form for quick reference and ready comparison, covering compen-
sation, sanitation, child labor, and hours laws, and the machinery for their

enforcement. The study was prepared by Miss Lucy Mason, Executive Secretary of
the National Consumers' League, and compilation of the material was largely the

work of students in the economics department of Sweet Briar College, Virginia.
It may be obtained for a small sum from the National Consumers' League, 156 Fifth

Avenue, New York City.

(1391)
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News Letter Vol. XIV, No. 12

U.S. DepartrLent of Labor
ADMEN'S BUREAU
WasinTton

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED W 1EN

Minimum wage
Massachusetts. Leundry Wage Board
New York. Enforcement of the Mandatory Liry ,4age order
Illinois. Progress towards Minimum ',a2;e ders

Employment of women
United States - Employment of weleen in ctober
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Minimum &la

Massach setts. Laun r/—Ware  board

The Minimum Wage Commission of the Maeeachucetts Department of Labor and
Industrie h voted to form a new wase board for the laundry and dry cleaning occupa-
tion, s e the first ware board to be formed ue,der the new law which became
effective 5-'t. 12, 1934.

he/present time there is a decree for the laundry industry ht the scope
of the de- ee ties not include dry cleaners. The present laundry decree calls for a
minimum rate of tia3.50 for experienced employees, with provisions of $11 and $12.50 a
week for learters and apprentices eccordinr to their experience. (Communication to
the Women's Bureau.)

— ,New York. .iL;niorcement of the L,andatory_Laundr', ',a7e Order

Between Auvust 6, 1934, when the LeunC.ry Wage Order ;Els made mandatory, and
October 1, the Bureau for the EnforceLent of the 1:inimu Wage collected $59038.33
for i,7 omen and minors employed in 245 laundries; an averae of $3.32 per worker;
most t e collections were in greater New York.
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During this period 963 violations of the rder -sere reported. Of these,
526 were for failure to keep records; 363 fos paying less than the legal minimum
wage; 40 for permitting employees to work before er after rosted hours; 20 for fail-
ure to post the wage order. Most of the violations were adjusted by the inspectors
or disposed of by mail. Only 32 were taken to court, and final disposition has not
yet been made in these cases. (Release of New York State Department of Labor.)

Illinois. Proresa towards  Minimum We Orders

The Minimum Wage Division of the Illinois Department of Labor has completed
a study of the macaroni, spaghetti and noodle industry and a wage board has been
appointed. A study of the laundry industry is nearly finiehed, and a wage board for
the industry will soon be appointed. Beauty parlors are to be studied following
completion of the laundry report. (CommumIcation to the Women's Bureau.)

Em.o7ovrent of Woe‘en

United  States. Emr)lovment of Women in October

Opportunities for employment of women in certain selected industries re-
ported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics showed some improvement over October 1933.
The gain in the food industries was 3 percent, vp.th a 5 percent increase in baking
and nearly 16 percent in meat racking. Employment in cenfectionery had declined 3
percent, but had gained nearly 4 percen over September of this year. Employment in
cigar and cigarette manufacture and in paper and printing industries had increased
about 2 percent over 1933 and 1 percent over September.

Employment in textiles was 7 percent below that of 19339 with the greatest
losses in woolen and worsted goods (24.9%, and carpets and ruL e (20. Textile dye-
ing and finishing had gained nearly 22 percent. Clothing factories showed a decline
of percent since 1933, but two industries in the group had 7ained--women's cloth-
ing 21- percent, and corsets and allied garments 5 percent. These same industries
had gained slightly since September of ti- ie year, and men's furnishings had gained
nearly 6 percent. The greatest loss since jeer was a seasonal decline of nearly
10 percent in millinery.

In nonmanufacturing industries, 1-.ct1s had gained over 9 percent compared
with 19339 laundries less than 1 percent (3.5), ard retail trade had lost less than
1 percent (0.0). Since September 1)24, retail trade hod 7adned 11- percent while
hotels and laundries had lost slicfr,t1-: (0.2r, and .1,4).

Most of the industries dis3ussed tha'L ci,owed increases in employment showed

equal or greater increases in total pay rolls, end some of the industries with de-

creased employment also showed increases in pay rolls, ',Arnie in most others the de-

clines in pay rolls were less than those in employment. (Analysis by Women's Bureau.)

United States.  .orr,cn Rec -lvin7 Federal Relief

In view of the lack of authoritative data on numbers of persons unemployed

and in view of the further fact that the varying estimates made do not attempt to

state what proportion of the unemployed are women, any facts showing even the effects

of unemployment among women are of interest.
The Federal Emergency Relief Administration has recently issued the find-

ings of an unemployment relief census by sex end 1-ace based on case records of fami-

lies receiving public unemployment relief in October 1933. It must, of course, be

understood that there are other families, receivi/w relief from private sources, as

well as families assisted in other ways as by mothers' pensions or old-age pensions.
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The census covers 391869181 resident families receiving public relief.

These families were composed of 12,665,664 persons, of .7horn 692379948 were females.

Slightly over half of these females (534) may be considered adults, that is, were

18 years of age or over, at an age fully capable of assisting in the support of the

family, if work were available. Many of these women were, of course, responsible for

the care of little children, as there were in these families over 495009000 children

under 14 years of age, and nearly 1,c500000 5 years of age or younger, a ratio of one

yeung child for every third aaeilt won.

In the most recent F,E.R.A, report, that for June 1934, the only data given

by eex are those of unattached transient persons receiving Fecierel relief. Of such

pennons receivine assistance as of June 15, 1934, 3,696 or 3 T:ercent were women. This

rel,ent gives also numbers of transients receiving aid for the four months preceding.

The numbers of unattached women so assisted durlrg these months were as follows:

February 2,3,11
March 2,611
April 3,023
May 228(r7

Transients were not included in the unemployment relief census of October 1933.

Kansas. Enaloment of Women

The annual report of the Commissioner of Labor and Industry for 1933, re-

cently issued, gives some indication of amnloylent opportunities for women in Kansas.

The report of the reemployment service si-.ews 33,009 men and 1,030 women placed on

P.W.A. or C.W.A. projects during 2933. Over 115,000 men and 59000 women applied for

such work, 20 percent of the women being placed, colepared with 28 percent of the men.

Inspections by the Departelont of Factories aeu aork Shops during the year

covered 29203 establishments employing nearly 60,000 persons; of these 7,670 or near-

ly 13 percent were women. About 81 percent of these women were employed in factories,

over half being in food factories: chiefly slaulThterin,, and meat packing. Paper and

printing establishments gave employment to 11 percent with from 4 to 7 percent each

in laundries, in metal eoods marufecturing, in trade, and in clothing factories.

Maryland. _Eniplaa!nt pf.Viopen

The distribution of women in the various industries of Baltimore is sown

in the report recently issued of the Commissioner of Labor and Statistics for 1933.

Inspections showed that ever 529000 -,:omen were employed in the city in nearly 9,000

different establishments. Over half of the women were employed in factories, over

one-fourth in stores, nearly 6 percent in offices and about 3 percent in hotels and

restaurants. The remainder wore in a miscellaneous group, the most important constit-

uents being public utilities, laundries and beauty shops.

The most important manufacturing groups were those in clothing factories,

10,819, or nearly 40 percent of all facory employees. Over one-fifth were in fcod

factories, nearly 6 percent in iron and steel manufaeturing and in paper and printing

establishments.
Daily hours were reported or the chier industry groups. Less than 8 hours

were reported for over half those in offices, nearly one-feurth those in hotels and

restaurants, one-third those in stores, an. about one-eighth in factories. lach of

these groups reported from 30 to 37 1.,ercert with an 8-hour day. In factories, nearly

40 percent of the wmen were reported w.,-kire; over 3 hours a day, in hotels and res-

taurants about 15 percent. Pearly 18 percent of those in factories had worked 9

hours or more.
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Now Hampshire. Proposed Measure for Unemployment Insurance Affects Women

About 30,000 employed women may be benefited if New Hampshire adopts a
plan recommended by the New Hampshire Commission on Unemployment Reserves. A program

of individual conferences, group meetings and public heariirs, aimed to obtain the

best thought of interested citizens is soon to be conducted, based on the recommenda-
tions already made. The following are the chief features of the plan:

All occupations and trades are covered except farm workers, domestic serv-

ants, government and school employees, employees in seasonal industries (defined as
operating not over 17 weeks in the year) and certain other minor groups such as mem-
bers of an employer's immediate family and employees engnged in interstate commerce.

Part-time and casual workers are not covered. ithin the occezpations included, all

manual workers (whatever the basis of pay) and salaried workers (on a fixed annual

salary) who receive less than $1,800 a year, ney be insured.
To be eligible for benefits, an eer:loyee must register at a public employ-

ment office or other designated locnti.er ee,), must be willine te accept "suitable
employment." It is not required that a 'arson shnll receipt employment at any place
where a trade dispute is in existence; at Se unreasonable distance from home; or at

wages, hours or work conditions below those nrevaiiiiv in the locality.
Unemployment benefits are to begin after a waiting 2eriod of three consecu-

tive weeks, or of four weeks of cumelative unemployment in any six months. -iorkers
who quit a job voluntarily or are dismissed for cause, are alse covered, but are
penalized by a waiting period of twice this duretion.

Weekly benefits for a person totally unemployed are to be half the full-
time weekly earnings, but with a maximum of ,;14 and a minimum of $6 (except for those

whose normal earrings are lees than $3, who would receive 7(') ef their earnings but

less than $6). The unemployed worker is to be entitled to ono week of benefit for

each three weeks of employment in an insured occupation in the past year, but not to

exceed 16 weeks of benefits in a year. To encourage worker:. to seek and hold part-

time work if full-time work cannot be secured, partial benefits are to be paid to

persons working less than three da7s a week or receiving less than half their normal

full-time earnings. Such benefits will be an amount which, added to actual earnings,

should yield about GO percent of full-time eerninga.
Employers are to contribute a maximum of percent of the total pay roll

of employees to be covered. After the plan has been well established, employers who

have furnished more regular employment than others may have their premiums reduced.

Employees are al.iaye to contribute 1 percent of their earnings.
The contribution of the State is confined to financing the administration

of the insurance act. This contemplates en enlarged department of labor so as to

permit economies and unified direction possible teroueh coordination with other labor

activities of the State. The plan provides for an advisory committee composed of

equal representation of employers end employees and an adequate representation of the

public.
It should be mandatory on the part of the eul.ministrative agency to assist

industry in reducing unemployment. with this in view, it should have necessary

facilities for research and investigation.
The estimate of 309000 women who may Le covered by such a plan is based on

the 1930 census nnd includes operatives and laborers in factories, sales women or

clerks in stores, hotel, restau-art, and laundry employees, telephone operators and

clerical workers. Nearly 62 percent of these women were in factories, 20 percent

were clerical workers, 8 percent store employees, nearly 6 percent hotel or restaurant

employees. (Communication to the ',;,- nen's ilureau.)
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North Carolina. Employment of Women

A new State publication has appeared, a mimeographed report of the activi-
ties of the North Carolina Department of Labor. The October number, the third to be
issued, contains a report of the reemployment service of the State for eleven months
ending July 19 1931. During this period over 370,000 persons registered for employ-
ment, and over 1209000 were placed. ljoren formed nearly ]3 percent of all persons
applyin and nearly 12 percent of all persons placed. While nearly 69 percent of all
persons were placed on either F.W.A. or C.W.A. 7,rojects, only one-fourth of the women
were so placed, the remaining three-fourths finding work in private employment.

During September, 614 inspections were made by the department. Nearly
11,500 women were found employed in the places irs-iected, these forming 42 percent of
all employees. Two-thirds of these women (7,433) dere found in various textile plants
and (2,746)nearly 24 percent in tobacco fnctories.

Pennsylvania. Women Applyino: for work in Three Cities

An analysin has recently been made of infor,nation given by men and women
applying for work in t'lree State employment offices in Pennsylvania during 1933. The
survey "is directed toward the development of a better understanding of the employ-
ment and unemployment probleels of an important manufacturing State" and presents "an
interesting picture of the labor sunply in both specialized and diversified manufac-
turing centers." Of the offices covered, Altoona is )rimarily a railroad town,
Heading a hosiery center, while Philadelphia has mnr, different industries.

Nomen applicants, wno numbered about 59 300 in Philadelphia, 470 in Altoona
and 290 in Reading, formed 30 percent of all applicants in FI,i1cdelphia, 26 percent
in Altoona and 17 percent in Readinfe. One-fifth of the women in Philadelphia, less
than 3 percent in the other cities, were Negroes.

The largest proportion of women in each city applied for domestic and per-

sonal work; clerical work was second in importanee, and skilled and semiskilled hand

or mechanical work tnird. The following table slww,e these proportions:

Altoona aeading

Domestic and personal.- 43.0 63.8 49.0

Clerical 0 0 0 • • 0 OOOOO C 0 * 0 21.0 12.6 22,7

Skilled and ld.4 8.7 15.2

About three-fourths of the woren in each city were under 40, but distribu-

tion in the intermediate age zrors varied 9 1;ost markedly in the group 20 to 25.

These formed 23 percent of all women apply n; in 1 .1iladelnhia, 38 percent in .itltoona,

and nearly 45 percent in Reading.
The level of education of the women seeking work was somewhat higher in

Philadelphia than in the other cities. Nearly one-tenth had attended college, over

half of these being graduates. One-eighth ha's:, attended business or technical school,

and one-third more had attended school, over one-third of this group having

finished hin:h school.
It is perhaps lens sirenificant to consider marital status and number of

dependents, by city. le 51 percent of all the women reporting were single, only

41 percent reported no dependents. One-fourth reported one dependent, 17 percent 2,

and 16 percent 3 or mere. "arly 29 percent of the women were married, the remainder

being widowed or divorced.
About 4,000 women in the three cities reported on length of. unemployment,

and of these only 159 all in Philadelphia, had work at the time of application. Also

in Philadelphia, 34 1,ercent had been unemployed less than four months, compared with
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nearly 15 percent in Altoona and 3 percent in Reading. The proportions unemployed
more than a year were: Philadelphia 30 percent, Altoona 169 and Reading 37. (The
Applicants at Three Pennsylvania State Exployment Offices in 19339 by Gladys L.

Palmer, Industrial Research Department of Wharton 3chool of Finance and Commerce.)

Working Conditions

Massa&lusetts Industrial Iniaries to Women

domen's injuries formed one-tenth of all tabulable injuries for the year
ending June 30, 19339 as recently reported by t':e Department of Industrial Accidents
of Massachusetts. Half of these women were under 30, and 15 percent under 20, 11

percent were 50 or more. Of the nearly 3,500 injuries to women reported, 5 resulted

in death and 42 in some permanent disability. It would be of great interest to know

in what industries these women were injured, and how the injuries were caused, but

these data were not available by sex.

Personnel

A  recent app2intment to the Women's Bureau staff is that of Eiss Bertha

Nienburg who has been made Assistant Director of the Bureau, whore she has been en-

gaged on special projects through the past summer. For the last ter years she has

been economic consultant to both Federal and pravete concerns, and her knowledge of

the problems of women wage earners is the result of extensive study and wide experi-

ence.

Women and the Nail,A.

Pennsylvania. 'domen's Larnins Jrcior the Cotton Garment Code

The first of a series of studies of hours and earnings under the N.R.A. has

been made by the Pennsylvania -bureau of Women an:: Children. This study covered 114

plants making a variety of cotton garirents and e;er)leying 12,130 workers of whom

10,800 wore women. This same industry iad been eaudicd by the bureau in October 1932,

and thus comparisons could readily be mede witn a period well before the codes but

before wages had dropped to the lowest 'aoiat depression.
The Cotton Garment code wee appnoved :careber 17, 133, and the Bureau

secured data for a pay-roll perio,:, in the winer or sprin of 1934, usually in

February. The numbers of lants an em-eloyeeo covered were nearly the same in each

study and many plants were identical.
The evidence is conclusive that working hours have been reduced. and weekly

earrings of the majority of workers increased us a result of the code. The early

study shmed 50 hours or more 12er week, the met usual, with only 20 percent of the

women working less than 48 hours. As far as hell: records reported it in 1934, under-

time was much more frequent than overtiiie. Only 3 percent of the workers were re-

ported as working longer than the 40 hours fixed in the code, while 70 percent had

worked lees than 40 hours.
In 1932 the median of women's weekly earnings was $7.54 (half earning lees,

half more), and one-fourth had earned less than 5. In 1934, the median was $10.95

and 15 percent had earned less than $5. Even this gain was not what might have been

expected with the minimum fixed in the code of for a 40-hour week. Barely a

third of the women workers had received as much as $13 a week. The wages below $13

were due to the prevalence of part-tilee worL:, and also to code exceptions and viola-

tions. The report states:
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"A serious problem encountered in making the recent investigation, and one

that necessarily colors its findings, was the frequent lack or inaccuracy of hour

records for individual employees. The employers' reed for proof of compliance with

the code had, within a few months, greatly increased the proportion of factories

keeping hour records of some kind. Nevertheless, out of the 114 firms studied, nine

apparently had no hour records of any kind, and 10 others had hour records for only

a small proportion of their employees.

"The general tendency to keep hour recerds, moreover, was accompanied by an

unprecedented temptation to falsify them, since through the maeipulation of such

records it is possible to make compliance appear where violations actually exist. In

some cases the records which showed fewer hours than actually had been worked by the

employees were obtained by dividing the total piece work earnings by 32t-, the minimum

hourly wage, and recording the result as the number of hours worked. In soele cases

these calculations were mede in the 1.,1aet office; more often the firms transferred to

the employees the onus of recording hours ef work, with the understanding that work-

ers who could not show that they earned the minin:um wage were to be fired. method

of falsification more difficult to detect wes tnat of having emnloyees work when

their time cards showed them to be out of the 1:ietcr. In 13 of the 114 firms in-

cluded in the study the hour figures ap.ceared to be of such dubious accuracy that

they were not used in compiling the data on which tiis report is based."

Since undertime was more usual than full--(iime operation, according to rec-

ords of hours worked, hourly earnings must be made a basis of determining code com-

pliance. Of the workers for whom hourly earnings could be deternined, 19668 or 18

percent had received less than a* cents an hour (or $'13 for 40 hours). -1xc1uding

all learners and handicapped workers who legitmately were paid less than the stand-

ard minimum, a total of 1,070 persons employed in 70 plants, were found to be under-

paid in violation of the code. In some cases employees involved in these violations

did not realize that they were being underpeid. In 28 of the 70 plants, no copies

of hour and wage provisions were posted in places accessible to employees.

Other forms of violations found were in the enTloyment of learners and of

handicapped workers. Of the learners it wes ,,os;ible to interview, 2 out of every 3

were not really learners, having had more than six weeks' experience. Cne worker

with 12 yenrs' experience was classified as a Manner. The validity of the classifi-

cation of persons as handicapped ceuld not he MLermined at the time of the study,

but the experience of the department later in inp certificates to handicapped

workers, indicated. thet not 1.:ore than half the weekers so classified by employers

were genuinely handicapped.

The report concludes however 'Hth all the administrative weaknesses in-

volved in the regulation of wages by the minimum wage principle has

demonstrated its validity. Its achievements feice 'non the community the importance

of improving upon its administration..." (Laber a:a Industry, Sept. 1934.)

Cane Seating of Chars Done Lih:ollen Homes

The situation as to home work in chair canino- forms a aced illustration of

what occurs when industrial home work is the prectjce in an industry, and shows why

this system has been opposed by the 'Im.en's Bureau as one that inevitably 
tends to

break down wage standards that have been built up with se mucn effort.

Chair caning comes under tie Fulnature Cede, in which the minimum wa
ge

allowed is 30 cents an hour. The manufacturers givir out cane-seat chairs to be

seated in homes came to the N.R.A. AdJinistratol with a request for a 
considerable

reduction from the minimum wage, and on this hearings were held; and the 
rate was

fixed at 15 cents per 100 square inches of herringbone cane (the most 
difficult type).
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This would be 30 cents per chair, since the area of a cane seat is 200 square inches.

An even lower rate was fixed for less difficult types of caning done with wider

material.
A sample survey was made by the Women's Bureau in parts of Kentucky and

Tennessee where this work is done. This survey was made quickly and covered a some-

what limited area, but it undoubtedly represents an adequate sample of the situation.

It showed that it took a woman on an average of nn hour to do a chair. Testimony

from the manufacturers tended to show that chairs could be done in somewhat shorter

time than this, but the indications were that they were reporting chiefly for the

more rapid workers. The Women's Bureau study showed very wide differences in the

length of time it took to do a chair, but the average was about an hour. The Women's

Bureau found most women engaged in this work were in prime of earning capacity, 40

percent under 25 years, 8 percent under 15 years, and children as young as 9 years.

Only 15 percent were as old as 50.

Where industrial home work is engaged in it is almost impossible to guard

against excessive hours of work and child labor. This system relieves the manufac-

turers of a large amount of overhead. The workers provide storage space and often

haulage. Not only do they receive no rent for this but a low wage, depressing the

general wage standard. Home workers, who are furnishing so much overhead for the

manufacturers in addition to their labor, should receive a higher wage rate than the

factory workers.
The manufacturers insisted that the rate of 15 cents was too high, and the

Administrator came down to 12 cents, 10 cents and finally to 8 cents; the latter

figure would yield 16 cents a chair, or on the average about 16 cents an hour.

The manufacturers (some 8 or 10 firms in all) carried the case over the

head of the Administrator to the Industrial Appeals Board, and the 8 cent rate was

upheld. Naturally the minimum provided by this rate is very much below the Furniture

code minimum. In upholding the 8 cent rate, the Industrial Appeals Board also speci-

fied that the firm must in all cases deliver and collect the chairs, and that not

more could be given out to a family than could be done in a 40-hour week.

Reguests for Allowances of Larger Praortions of Women Apnrentices

Among exemptions being asked from N.R.A. code provisions, two recent cases

are outstanding as they affect women working as apprentices. Each of these was a

request for large proportions of apprentices, each was denied by the Administrator

for the code in question, and each was appealed over his head to the Industrial

Appeals Board. Each request was ol‘nosed before the Board by a representative of the

Women's Bureau.
One of these was a request from a shoe plant in a New England State to be

permitted to have 40 percent of their workers on an apprenticeship basis. The Boot

and Shoe Code makes a 5 percent allowance for apprentices, and also n 5 percent

allowance for handicapped workrs. Apprentices may be paid 80 percent of the code

minimum.
The plant in question was a new establishment that had been doing business

only a few months, and was organized for the manufacture of a cheap-selling LcKay

shoe. It was the property of a company that had plants in several States and that

was shown to have closed in some localities and shortly thereafter opened in others.

The agreement with its workers constituted at least a strong presuppoeition in favor

of the membership of a prospective worker in a particular union group; members of

this union made a weekly contribution from their pay envelopes toward the purchase

of the building in which the plant was located. The union and the official and busi-

neas authorities of the tom all hod advised the comprny that a. labor supply would be

available if they located in this town.
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The request for a 40 percent allowance seemed excessive, unless very strong
evidence could be presented that there was a shortage of available shoe workers,
that the usual wage standards of the plant were otherwise good, and that the plant
required a high proportion of skilled workers. The Administrator a2so raised the
question as to whether there was likelihood that so large a number of apprentices
could be given any assurance of permanent employment in the industry. No pay-roll
records from the plant were presented, and there was considerable evidence that much
unemployment of workers in this industry still e;:isted, some of it in towns near
enough to furnish labor for this plant under a reasonable employment agreement.

The other case came under the Cotton Garment Code, which permits 10 per-
cent of the workers to be learners, a generous allowance in view of the standard of
5 percent proposed by the U.S. Department of Labor, and in view of the fact that in
so seasonal an industry the worker must find funds to support himself durirha many
weeks of unemployment. 1:oreover, the minimum payment for learners is as low as 75
percent of the code wae:e. A 10 percent allowance for handicapped workers also
appears in the code.

The plant in question, located in a southern State for which a reduced wage
is allowed in the code, is a subsidiary of a larger firm located further north. It
claimed to maintain a "trade school" aid the pupils (referred to as "help" in the
course of one hearing) formed a large proportion of its workers. The building used
was in part a factory and in part a school, and the workers and "students" so mingled
that it was impossible to pn observer to distin7uish which was which group. No
guarantee was made as to placement in further employment at the end of the learning
period, and no clarification was presented as to whet constituted a bona fide trade
school. Pupils as well as other workers, received their pay envelopes from the city
officials rather than from a plant official.

Decisions of the Industrial Appeals Board on these cases have not yet been
handed down.

EmEoxEent of Women in Homes  under Certain Embroidery Codes

Varying features in codes covering some of the same nroducts frequently mili-
tate against adequate compliance activities, as is shown in a recent hearing in the
case of the code for Pleating, Stitehinn and bonnaz and Hand Embroidery. This code
prohibits home work as of June 1, :)e4. The Code Authority found, however, that
mare.recturers against whom th;y file(1 comntaints were operating under some other
apparel code allowing home work. A.3 the notice of hearing states:

"Thus home workers are prohibited from performing embroidery, such as hand
beating, drawn work, fagoting, and various forms of decorative stitchery on dresses,
suits, coats, blouses, skirts, millinery and underwear. Home workers, however, are
allowed to do embroidery in the hom3 on infant's and childree's wear, knitted outer-
war.ladies' handbags, hosiery and rarioue novelties. The recalt of this situation
is ecnfusine to manufacturers, hone-arorkers, ."..itLItc; labor deparImerts and State N.R.A.
cornliance directors' offices." Codes for ladies' hand bags, knitted outerwear,
infants' and children's wear, cotton garments, hosiery, and art neAlework, all
permit home work (with or without conditions) in at least one of tne crafts on opera-
tions listed in the definition of "industry" in the ronnaz code. On the other hand,
such apparel codes as those for the dress, coat end suit, millinery, undergarment

and negligee industries, prohibit hose work.
The Code Authority nronceed the following interpretation to cl:rify the

situation, and on this a hearing Las taken place:
"Home work is prohibited in all of the crafts enurereted in the definition

of "Industry" in Article II, Section 1 of the Pleating, Stitching and Bonnaz and
Hand Embroidery Code. article 1/, Section 7 of the ileating. Stitceing and Hand
Embroidery Code abolishes home work on all articles in the production of which the
crafts enumerated are emrlcn-ed."Digitized for FRASER 
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Women under the Cannirv: Code in a Seasonal Process

The changing conditions occurring under a food code involving work with

varied products and processes and in varied seasons are illustrated by the situation

in spinach canning in the vicinity of Baltimore, included in the "intermediate"

geographic area as defined by the Canning Code.
I. stay from the code wage, allowed for the

provided a piece rate of 12 cents for preparation of

This was estimated to yield 24 cents an hour, 1 cent

have provided. At the request of the administrator,

seven of these plants that had employed about 1,000 women in the spring season, in

order to ascertain how the stay was operating. Special interviews of 31 women also

were made.
According to firms' statements, the spinach crop of this season is slow and

scarce. The product frequently is small and often there is a poor run with yellow

leaves that must be discarded. Only when the run is good and the product large and

in good shape are conditions so that the minimum allowed in the stay can be consist-

ently made. The women's own estimates as to 20-pound baskets prepared in an hour

usually showed that good spinach could be handled in about double the time necessary

for poor spinach. About three-fourths of the women who made such reports estimated

they could prepare two baskets in an hour, but this was the maximum possibility for

slightly over half these.
Much time must be spent by the women 'aaitin at wagons for baskets to be

filled, weighing, and carrying spinach to and from the work tables. All this is a

part of the work process that should be paid for, and in some cases it consumed at

least one-third of the woman's time. One firm hrd the spinach brought to the work

tables, so the womei, were not responsible for this part of the process. Additional

time often is lost waiting for spinach to arrive.

Record keeping is a primary essential to any surety of improved conditions

in this industry. One of the smaller firms in Y.,altimore was kaeping exact records

by a relatively simple method, and with practically no added expense.

It Correction
,,II,Ii••••••••.•••••••••=0........•••••••• •

fall season by the administrator,

a 20,-pound basket of spinach.

less than the code minimum would

the men's Bureau surveyed

The notice o "--abor Laws of Twelve 3outhern States" given in the November

News Letter, credited xaisa Lucy kason of the 1\ational Consumers' League with having

prepared the material. lass Fason E.ave sama stitrulus to this work, the actual

performance was under the direction of Miss Gladys Boone, Associate Professor of

Economics at Sweet Briar College, Virginia. The pamphlet con be obtained from the

National Consumers' League, 156 -fifth rotanue, Naw York City.
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